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Figure 4 shows the activation (using PDA pointer 32) of an application 

to provide a visitor's guide after encountering a RF beacon. The amount of 

handset screen space in the top pane 14 devoted to running and interacting 

with a specific application is manually or automatically adjustable, so more 

5 screen area can be devoted to the application, or to the rack in the lower pane 

16 monitoring different application opportunities: for example, the pipeline 

pane 12 might be dragged lower on the screen via a hotspot. 

In an alternative arrangement, where the host device comprises (or has 

means for connection to) two display devices, the two screens might be 

· 10 synchronised, one for the opportunity monitor, one for the application

interaction. 

On activating an application, then the application-interaction area 34 in 

top pane 14 scrolls upward from the centre pane 12 as in Figure 5 and 

interaction proceeds, for example with the user checking option boxes as in 

15 Figure 6. The application is then closed by selecting a 'minimise' hotspot 36 in 

the upper right hand corner of the application interaction area 34, as in Figure 

7. The application interaction area 34 then slides down to the centre pane and

disappears, as in Figure 8.

Figure 9 shows the advent of a new opportunity-source, the handset's 

20 RF unit having detected the nearby presence of a person, Mr. McPeterson. 

This event-icon 38 moves from right to left across the centre pane 12 and then 

down to form a second bar on the rack of currently-active opportunities for user 

interaction in the lower pane 16 (Figs. 1 O and 11 ). As with the example in 

Figure 2, the icon 38 trails a further message 40 which scrolls across the 

25 centre pane 12. 

In Figure · 12, the user activates one application that the source, Mr. 

McPeterson has on offer for interaction, and by pointer 32 selection of a hand 

icon 44. On activation, this application delivers a business card 46 for Mr 

McPeterson as seen in Figure 13. 

30 So far in this description, the events have been triggered externally and 

opportunities for interaction have appeared spontan�ously (pushed) to the 

user. The next sequence covering Figures 13 to 18 Illustrates the user 
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manually activating an application (pull). By touching the icon 48 on the right 

hand of the centre pane 12 shown as 'me' in Figure 13, a set of pre-selected 

applications, or 'tools' that the user can activate in their currently active context 

emerge from right to left across the centre pane 12, as shown In Figure 14. 

s These tools may be for example a music player 50 or a calendar 52 as 

depicted by the icons on the first pane 12 in Figure 14. In Figure 15, a_ 'radar 

function' icon is selected. This application searches and alerts the user of the 

proximity of nearby people who are projecting an RF 'aura' that the handset 

can detect, or who have their locations tracked by an external Infrastructure or 

10 service provider, at the same time clearing the previous item (business card 

46) from the upper pane 14, as'shown in Figure 16.

The radar function visualises 56 how important or Interesting nearby 

people are depending on the user's current context. Each nearby person is 

visualised with an icon inside the radar associated with a descriptive name 

15 (e.g. Otto in Fig. 17). The more interesting or relevant that other people are, 

then the closer to the radar's centre they are drawn. Thereby the user can 

easily assess a large number of nearby people for interaction opportunities. 

The radar may also be extended to show the relevance of nearby devices, 

services, and places in addition to people. As an alternative (or additional 

20 functionality) where positioning location is available for the remote sources, the 

relative positions on the radar of the radar icons may indicate their relative 

geographical positions to the user. 

In Figure 18, the user then switches (by pointer selection of the vertical 

bar 60 at the edge of the upper pane 14) modes to view and adjust their 

2s personal settings and possibly also to change their currently selected context 

and its filtering of incoming opportunity-events, as wlll be discussed in greater 

detail below. 

The user suitably has a number of such opportunity-filters that both 

screen out and prioritise 'pushed' events and/or the applications they carry. 

30 For instance, these filters may be for running in the user's contexts of: 

• At home

• At work
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• Doing sports

• Leisure Time

• On the Move

s The icon 'me' 48 on the right hand of the first pane 12 In Figure 18

Indicates that the 'On the Way' context (and its associated filtering and 

prioritisation) is currently active. In contrast, Fig 29 shows a 'house' icon on the 

right of the pipeline, indicating that the 'At Home' settings are currently active. 

Note that the current filter and settings may be influencing (invisible) programs 

10 or remote applications with which the user does not directly or explicitly 

interact on the handset. For example, the 'At Work' context selection may 

influence the settings of their home heating, answering machine or security 

systems. Also note that the selection of which of the 'contexts' is active may 

be done explicitly by the user. Alternatively, however the user may decide to 

1s delegate the context switching (and so the selection of active filters, priorities 

and application tools) to an externally detected event. This context-controlling 

event or situation may be the entry to a sports hall, shopping mall or work 

office (sensed by RF/IR beacons,· RF-ID tags or GPS location) - or to the time 

of day, or indeed to the· proximity of other people of a certain group. In 

20 principle any automatically-detected change of state might be the trigger for an 

automatic context change. 

Personal Settings Mode 

In Figure 18, the user has activated a change of modes by clicking on 

2s the right-hand bar 60. The personal-settings screen view 62 then scrolls out 

over the opportunity-event and application view as in Figure 19. The mode can 

be reversed again by selecting the arrows icon 64 on the right hand end of the 

pipeline in Figure 20, as is shown being done in Figure 26 .. 

In the personal settings mode, the screen is again split into upper and 

JO lower panes 14', 16', divided by a horizontal central pane 12', acting as the 

visual focus for the user. The lower part, 16' is for the main selections between 

different user contexts ('Home', 'Tourist', 'Business' etc) and the assignments 
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of their associated sets of applications. The upper part, 14' Is for the detailed 

set-up of application preferences. 

In Figure 20, four tools can be seen as currently available in the 'On the 

Way' context by the presence of icons on 12', representing the radar, 

s calendar, music and information board applications. These are available in the 

context of 'On the Way' (the third-from-top icon 66 In the column on the right

hand side of 16' shown shaded to indicate that it is active). 

In Figure 21, a change is made to the 'Business' context (the lowest 

icon 68 in the column on the right hand side of 16'). The old application-tool 

10 set slides away as shown and a new set appears from right to left on the 

pipeline. As with all other operations with the user-interface, feedback on such 

actions may optionally be reinforced by sounds, tunes or vibration patterns 

which can also be a channel to inform the user of other properties of the 

handset, situation, peer, opportunity source context or application. 

15 In Figure 22 one of the 'Business context' tools 70 is selected for 

personal adjustment. The . profile-settings view 72 for this information tool 

emerges scrolling upwards from the central pane 12' as in Figure 23. As with, 

the other mode, the user can devote more screen space to view this 

application's settings via the scroll hotspot at 7 4, moving the central pane 12' 

20 down and leading to the view In Figure 24. 

After the user has completed in this mode any personal preference and 

setting adjustments, plus their prioritisation of tool/applications/alerts for 

different contexts (see Fig. 25), then the user's activates the arrow hotspot 72 

on the right hand end of the central pane 12'. This closes the settings view 72 

25 (as in Fig. 26) and then slides the second mode's screens away {Fig. 27), 

returning to the opportunity-event manager of the first mode, with the ,radar 

application currently activated, as in Figure 28. 

Returning to the Opportunity Management mode, a number of more 

sophisticated extensions are possible, as shown in Figures 29 and 30. As 

30 examples, the clock icon at 78 has a bubble 80 indicating that explanatory text 

is available. The heart 82 added to the event-icon 84 on the left of the bar 

indicates that this carries a trusted set of applications which are very personal 
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for the user: A heart added to an event-icon associated with a service 

indicates the user is a known subscriber to that service. A heart added to an 

event-icon representing a person indicates that this source is a trustworthy or 

known person (e.g. from earlier interactions or being a colleague or friend). 

s The downward pointing triangle 86 on the event-icon at 88 shows that 

this is from a cluster of applications that can be expanded further. (Note 

especially that one event may open up an hierarchy of groups of application 

opportunities of different types for the user.) The 'i' annotation 90 on icon 92 

indicates that this application is waiting for interaction from the user. 

10 In Figure 30 the states of a number of monitors running on the handset 

(or interrogated by the handset) are shown in the upper pane 14 when no 

other applications are using that screen area. For instance, in the left-most 

column, running top to bottom, icons indicate: 

at 94 that the house is currently locked; 

1s at 96 that an alert has fired about the price of the user's stock; 

at 98 that handset sounds are activated (ear icon); 

at 100 that the screen is also turned on (eye icon); 

at 102 that the battery is getting low;· and 

at 104 that there is a strong GSM network signal. 

20 The second column of monitors suggests nutritional advice for the day 

(106), the current temperature (108), the current time (110), and at 112 the 

user's current location (determined by mobile cell ID, GPS, RF beacon or 

another manner). 

As mentioned above, the host apparatus of the interface may comprise 

2s a PDA, mobile telephone, laptop or like device. Figure 31 shows the principal 

components of such a device 120 embodying the invention and with 

Interaction opportunities from two remote sources, beacons 122, 124. 

Information about the interaction opportunities from beacon 122 is picked up 

by antenna 126 (which may be external or internal to the device 120) and, via 

30 a receiver and decoder stage 128, the received data is passed to a central 

processor 130. 
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Coupled with the processor 130 is a data storage means 132, which 

may comprise both read-only and random access, memory suitably linked to 

the processor by addressing and data buses. As indicated by the dashed line 

at 134, the memory 132 may be supplemented by removable storage means, 

s such as floppy or optical disc, memory sticks, solid state memory cards and 

the like. The data· storage includes the program instruction for controlling the 

processor to generate and manage the user interface as described 

hereinabove with reference to Figures 1 to 30. 

Also coupled to the processor 130 is a display device 1 O on which the 

10 user interface Is presented. User input means are also coupled to the 

processor to support the user interaction with the detected interaction 

opportunities and also with the interface itself (for example in the Personal 

Settings mode). The form of user input device will be to some extent dictated 

by the form and function of the device 120 as a whole. For example, where 

t5 the device is a laptop. computer, the user input device will typically comprise a 

full alpha-numeric keyboard as well as an xly cursor control (either integral or 

through a plugged in mouse or trackball device). Where the device is a mobile 

telephone, the number of keys for inputting data is likely to be greatly reduced, 

and mechanisms such as a touch sensitive screen coupled with option menu 

20 generation may be used. In the example shown, the device is a PDA (or 

similar) with a touch screen interface 136 coupled with the display device 

(typically a liquid crystal device) 10, with user selection of items displayed on 

the user interface being effected by use of a pointer device 32. 

From reading the present disclosure, other variations will be apparent to 

25 persons skilled in the art. Such variations may involve other features which are 

already known in the field of apparatuses having graphical or screen display 

interfaces or component parts thereof and/or methods for control of the same 

and which may be used instead of or in addition to features already described 

herein. 

30 
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CLAIMS 

1. A portable data processing apparatus being operable to receive

information identifying interaction opportunities for a user of the apparatus and 

5 present the same to said user via a display, the apparatus comprising: 

a processor coupled with data storage means and said display and 

programmed to generate a respective display icon for each identified 

interaction opportunity; and 

user operable input means for selecting a displayed icon; 

10 wherein the processor is arranged to generate a user interface having 

at least first, second and third display panes, with newly generated display 

icons being initially displayed in said first display pane and subsequently 

moved to said second display pane wherein other icons are displayed; wherein 

the processor is configured to arrange the icons in the second display pane 

1s according to a predetermined prioritisation scheme; and wherein on user 

selection of a displayed icon additional data associated with the selected icon 

is displayed in the third display pane. 

2. Apparatus as claimed in Claim 1, being arranged to determine

20 from said information identifying interaction opportunities a respective priority 

for each, wherein said predetermined prioritisation scheme applied by the 

processor positions those display icons in the second display pane in order of 

priority relative to the position of the first display pane. 

25 3. Apparatus as claimed in Claim 1, wherein said predetermined

prioritisation scheme applied by the processor positions those display icons in 

the second display pane in the order they arrived in the first display pane. 

4. Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 1 to 3, wherein the

30 processor is configured to identify, from said received information, a plurality of 

different classes of interaction opportunity and to indicate the same to a user 
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by the form of display icon presented for each identified interaction 

opportunity. 

5. Apparatus as claimed in Claim 4, wherein the form of each

s display icon is determined at least partly by data held in said data storage 

means. 

6. Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 1 to 5, wherein the

. processor is operable to receive additional information relating to an 

10 interaction opportunity for which an icon is already displayed in the second 

display pane and to indicate the arrival of said information to the user by 

altering the appearance of the respective display icon in the second display 

pane. 

1s 7. Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 1 to 6, comprising means

coupled with said processor and operable to receive said information 

identifying interaction opportunities from at least one remote source. 

8. Apparatus as claimed in Claim 7, wherein the processor is further

20 operable to generate in said third display pane a visual representation of 

relative valuations for two or more remote sources to the apparatus. 

25 

9. Apparatus as claimed in Claim 7 or Claim 8, wherein said means

operable to receive said information is a wireless receiver. 

10. Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 1 to 9, further comprising

means controlled by the processor to generate an alert to a user on the 

generation of a new icon in the first display pane. 

30 11. Apparatus as claimed in any preceding Claim, . wherein the

processor is arranged to scroll an icon in the first display pane from one edge 
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of the pane to an opposite edge prior to moving such icon to the second 

display pane. 

12. Apparatus as claimed in any preceding Claim, wherein the first

s display pane is positioned between the second and third display panes on the 

apparatus display. 

13. Apparatus as claimed in any preceding Claim, being further

operable to facilitate user alteration of device settings through said user 

10 interface, wherein options for setting are nested in menus with submenus for 

respective entries, with respective icons in the first display pane representing 

menu items on selection of one of which Icons are presented in the second 

display pane representing the respective submenu options, and on selection 

on one of the icons in the second display pane, the individual device setting 

15 options under that submenu are shown in the third display pane. 

14. A method for managing the presentation of information

identifying interaction opportunities to a user via a user interface, comprising 

the steps: 

20 generating a user interface having at least first, second and third display 

panes; 

generating a respective display icon for each identified interaction 

opportunity and initially displaying the same in said first display pane; 

subsequently moving the icon from the first to the second display pane 

25 wherein other icons are displayed; 

30 

arranging the icons in the second display pane according to a 

predetermined prioritisation scheme; and 

on user selection of a displayed icon, displaying additional data 

associated with the selected icon in the third display pane. 

15. A computer readable storage medium containing executable

instructions for performing the method steps of Claim 14. 
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Application/Control Number: 10/983 ,606 

Art Unit: 2100 

(1) Real Party in Interest

A statement identifying by name the real party in interest is contained in the brief. 

(2) Related Appeals and Interferences

Page2 

The examiner is not aware of any related appeals, interferences, or judicial proceedings 

which will directly affect or be directly affected by or have a bearing on the Board's decision in 

the pending appeal. 

(3) Status of Claims

The statement of the status of claims contained in the brief is correct. 

(4) Status of Amendments After Final

The appellant's statement of the status of amendments after final rejection contained in 

the brief is correct. 

(5) Summary of Claimed Subject Matter

The summary of claimed subject matter contained in the brief is correct. 

(6) Grounds of Rejection to be reviewed on Appeal

The appellant's statement of the grounds ofrejection to be reviewed on appeal is correct. 

(7) Claims Appendix

The copy of the appealed claims contained in the Appendix to the brief is correct. 

(8) Evidence Relied Upon

EP 1434411 Al Ogren Per 06-2004

6 ,047,197 Jarrad 04-2000

US 2003/0013483 Al Ausems et al. 01-2003

US 2004/0204233 Al Andrew et al. 10-2004
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(9) Grounds of Rejection

The following ground(s) of rejection are applicable to the appealed claims: 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§ 103 

5. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

Page 3 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in section
102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the
subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary
skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the
invention was made.

6. Claims 1, 7,10,13, 19, 22, 25 and 26-27 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Ogren et al. (EP 1 434 411 Al) in view of Jarrad (US 6,04 7, 197). 

Claim 1: Ogren discloses a method for controlling an apparatus comprising: 

providing at least one dynamic bar for displaying on a main screen of a graphical user 

interface for controlling the apparatus ( col. 2, para [0009]), each dynamic bar associated with 

respective multiple interfaces for applications and functions provided by the apparatus ( col. 2, 

para [0013], [0014]), and the dynamic bars providing links to invoke said respective interfaces 

( col. 2, para [0010]) and col. 8, lines 2-8); 

invoking said respective interfaces to control said apparatus in response to user input ( col. 

3, lines 26-30). 
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associating with at least some of the dynamic bars respective dynamic preview 

Page 4 

information determined from information managed by at least one of the respective applications 

and functions associated with the some of the dynamic bars and displaying the respective 

dynamic preview information within the associated dynamic bar (col. 2, para [0014]); and 

updating the display of the at least some dynamic bars in response to a change to the 

respective dynamic preview information (col. 5, para [0033]) [By constantly display the signal 

strength is considered as updating]. 

But does not explicitly disclose said each dynamic bar having an expandable popup 

interface for providing respective preview information determined from information managed by 

applications and function. However, Jarrad discloses an overlay window with a text field which 

identifies the function or application .. ( col. 4, lines 42-49). Therefore, it would have been obvious 

to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include popup 

interface in Ogren. One would have been motivated to do so in order to make it very convenient 

for a user to visualize the information related to a particular icon or application. 

Claims 10 and 22: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 1 above and 13 below, 

Ogren further discloses at least some of the links to invoke respective interfaces are represented 

by respective icons (fig. 4). 

Claims 7 and 19: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 1 above and 13 below, 

Ogren further discloses providing at least one dynamic bar includes displaying said at least one 

dynamic bar in a main screen of a user interface for controlling the apparatus, the main screen 
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including a plurality of icons for activating respective interfaces for applications and functions 

provided by the apparatus ( col. 8, para [0041] lines 11-29 and 39-46). 

Claim 13: Ogren discloses an apparatus comprising: 

a storage medium having stored therein a plurality of programming instructions designed 

to enable the apparatus to: 

provide at least one dynamic bar for displaying on a main screen of a graphical user 

interface for controlling the apparatus ( col. 2, para [0009]), each dynamic bar associated with 

respective multiple interfaces for applications and functions provided by the apparatus ( col. 2, 

para [0013], [0014]), and the dynamic bars providing links to invoke said respective interfaces 

( col. 2, para [0010]) and col. 8, lines 2-8); 

invoke said respective interfaces to control said apparatus in response to user input ( col. 

3, lines 26-30); and 

associate with at least some of the dynamic bars respective dynamic preview information 

determined from information managed by at least one of the respective applications and 

functions associated with the at least some of the dynamic bars and to display the dynamic 

preview information (col. 2, para [0014]); and 

update the display of the at least some dynamic bars in response to a change to the 

respective dynamic preview information (col. 5, para [0033]) [By constantly display the signal 

strength is considered as updating]. 

a processor coupled to the storage medium to execute the programming instructions (fig. 

2, items 20, 22 and 24) 
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But does not explicitly disclose said each dynamic bar having an expandable popup interface for 

providing respective preview information determined from information managed by applications 

and function. However, Jarrad discloses an overlay window with a text field which identifies the 

function or application .. ( col. 4, lines 42-49). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one 

having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include popup interface in 

Ogren. One would have been motivated to do so in order to make it very convenient for a user to 

visualize the information related to a particular icon or application. 

Claim 25: Ogren and Jarrad disclose a machine-readable medium comprising program code 

executable on a processor for implementing the method as in claim 1 above, Ogren further 

discloses a status information store ( col. 6, lines 19-20). 

Claims 26-27: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method of claims 1 and 13 above, Ogren further 

discloses wherein the predetermined logical (preloaded applications) relationships are contextual 

relationships (status information related to the device performance) based on a manner in which 

a user of the apparatus uses the applications and functions and functional relationships based on 

functions that are performed by the applications and functions (providing a list of further 

possible actions and selections relating to the performance) (col. 2, para. [0016]. 

7. Claims 4, 11, 16 and 23 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Ogren et al. (EP 1 434 411 Al) in view of Jarrad (US 6,047,197) and in further view of Maass et 

al (W003/100591 A2). 
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Claims 4 and 16: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 1 and 13 above, but do not 

explicitly disclose further comprising providing a filter defining interface for defining a filter 

with which to determine the preview information. However, Maass discloses 'a pipeline for the 

announcing the arrival of new opportunities/events that pass the user's current personal filter.." 

(p. 6, lines 18-24). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art 

at the time the invention was made to include information filtering in Ogren. One would have 

been motivated to do so in order to efficiently and accurately let the user leave out undesired 

information. 

Claims 11 and 23: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 10 and 22 above, but do not 

explicitly disclose an icon is associated with a respective dialog interface for configuring one of 

more options for controlling the operation of the apparatus, said dialog interface displayed in 

association with the icon. However, Maass discloses pre-selected applications or tools that a user 

can activate in their currently active context..(p. 8, line32 and p. 9, lines 1-7). Therefore, it would 

have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to 

include this feature in Ogren. One would have been motivated to do so in order to facilitate the 

apparatus configuration effortlessly. 

8. Claims 5-6, 8, 17-18 and 20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Ogren et al. (EP 1 434 411 Al) Ogren et al. (EP 1 434 411 Al) in view of Jarrad (US 

6,047,197) and in further view of Ausems et al (US 2003/0013483 Al). 
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Claims 5 and 17: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 1 and 13 above, further but 

do not explicitly disclose selecting particular applications and functions for associating with the 

at least one dynamic bar in response to predetermined logical relationships between the 

applications and functions. However, Ausems discloses menu associated with applications and 

icons .. (p. 6, para [0064]). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in 

the art at the time the invention was made to include this feature in Ogren. One would have been 

motivated to do so in order to make it very convenient for a user to select an application relating 

to an icon. 

Claims 6 and 18: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 5 and 17 above, but do not 

explicitly including labelling the dynamic bars in response to one of the predetermined logical 

relationships. However, Ausems discloses description of icon associated with a particular 

application .. (p. 6, para [0065]). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary 

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include labeling in Ogren. One would have 

been motivated to do so in order to make it very convenient for a user to visualize the available 

resources. 

Claims 8 and 20: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 1 and 13 above, but do not 

explicitly discloses at least one of expanding and collapsing a respective pop-up interface 

associated with the at least one dynamic bar in response to respective user input. However, 

Ausems discloses a drop down menu list of applications in response to the user input.. (p. 9,para 
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[0075] and [0077]). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art 

at the time the invention was made to include this feature in Ogren. One would have been 

motivated to do so in order to make it very convenient for a user to visualize the available 

resources. 

9. Claims 9, 12, 21 and 24 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Ogren et al. (EP 1 434 411 Al) Ogren et al. (EP 1 434 411 Al) in view of Jarrad (US 6,047,197) 

and in further view of Andrew et al (US 2004/0204133 Al). 

Claims 9 and 21: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 1 and 13 above, but do not 

explicitly discloses further comprising associating a respective menu interface with at least some 

of the dynamic bars, said respective menu interface displayable to provide links to invoke at least 

one of interfaces for the applications and functions associated with the respective dynamic bar 

and interfaces to configure options for controlling the operation of the respective dynamic bar. 

However, Andrew discloses 'setting link which when tapped takes the user to the connection 

manager user interface display .. " (p. 3, para [0034]). Therefore, it would have been obvious to 

one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include this feature in 

Ogren. One would have been motivated to do so in order to make it very convenient for a user to 

manage the available resources. 

Claims 12 and 24: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 10 and 22 above, but do not 

explicitly discloses selecting the icon for representing with a respective link in response to a 
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value of said one or more options. However, Andrew discloses a link respective to a connection 

manager icon .. (p. 3,para [0031]). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary 

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include this feature in Ogren. One would 

have been motivated to do so in order to facilitate the user with applications and functions 

selection. 

(10) Response to Argument

The arguments, in the order presented by the appellant, will be addressed by the 

exammer. 

Claims 1. 13 and 25 

a) Argument:

Ogren requires user input and hence does not teach displaying dynamic preview 

information in a dynamic bar. Thus, Ogren does not provide convenient at-a-glance information 

about the applications and/or functions of the device, unlike the presently claimed subject matter. 

Response: 

It is noted that Ogren discloses a status bar displayed on the display of the phone together 

with the first set of soft keys 17 and 19 of the keypad, which status bar here include a number of 

icons, each associated with the status of either an application, a function or a performance of the 

phone. In fig. 3 there is shown a first icon 32 associated with the application of making phone 

calls and here indicating a missed phone call and It should be realized that these are just a few of 
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the possible performances, functions and applications for which an icon might be displayed. 

Some icons might only be provided if the application or function related to the phone has been 

activated or invoked either by the user of the phone himself or by some other type of influence, 

for instance the influence from outside the phone like the reception of an e-mail or a phone call. 

(col. 6, para. [0038]). This paragraph clearly shows display of dynamic preview information 

and/or application status. 

b) Argument:

Hence, it would be clear to a person skilled in the art that Ogren is not teaching that 

signal strength is displayed as a dynamic preview of information from an application or function, 

but that signal strength is displayed as a mere indicator of the state or performance of the device. 

Response: 

Signal strength displayed is equated as a dynamic preview of information concerning the 

phone performance but Ogren further discloses a status bar displayed on the display of the phone 

together with the first set of soft keys 17 and 19 of the keypad, which status bar here include a 

number of icons, each associated with the status of either an application, a function or a 

performance of the phone. In fig. 3 there is shown a first icon 32 associated with the application 

of making phone calls and here indicating a missed phone call and It should be realized that 

these are just a few of the possible performances, functions and applications for which an icon 

might be displayed (col. 6, para. [0038]). 
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Ogren still does not teach any link provided by the status icons that would allow a user to 

directly invoke an interface for the associated application or function as recited by the present 

claims. 

Thus, unlike the present claims, Ogren does not provide invokable links in a dynamic bar 

itself, but only after the user makes a selection to further expand the bar. 

Response: 

Ogren discloses item of status information relating to the performance of the portable 

device and possibly activated applications and functions in the device and further display 

information relating to the said item upon detecting a selection (col. 3, para. [0018]). The new 

interface with further information contains items or icons when acting upon will give commands 

to the software which are then translated into instructions that the computer can interpret as 

shown in figs. 3 and 4. Therefore, Ogren discloses invokable links that when click on will 

display interface for an application or function. 

d) Argument:

Thus, Ogren does not teach the stream-lined interface that is described in the present 

claims, and to a large extent, teaches in a direction that is contrary to the claimed subject matter. 

Response: 
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It is noted that Ogren discloses a status bar displayed on the display of the phone together 

with the first set of soft keys 17 and 19 of the keypad, which status bar here include a number of 

icons, each associated with the status of either an application, a function or a performance of the 

phone. In fig. 3 there is shown a first icon 32 associated with the application of making phone 

calls and here indicating a missed phone call and It should be realized that these are just a few of 

the possible performances, functions and applications for which an icon might be displayed ( col. 

6, para. [0038]). 

e) Argument:

The text field or overlay window does not provide any information beyond the name of 

the application or function represented by the icon. There is no teaching or suggestion of any 

dynamic preview information that might be continuously updated, nor does Jarrad teach or 

suggest including any information with the overlay window or in the text field aside from the 

name of the application or function. In fact, Jarrad fails to teach or suggest providing preview 

information of any sort. 

Further, Jarrad fails to teach or suggest updating a dynamic bar in response to changes in 

respective dynamic preview information. Indeed, Jarrad does not teach continuously updating 

any dynamic information at all. 

Response: 

Jarrad was only used to remedy the deficiency in Ogren where he fails to discloses an 

overlay window or pop up with a text field which identifies the function or application .. ( col. 4, 
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lines 42-49). But Ogren discloses dynamic preview information in the following paragraph " a 

status bar displayed on the display of the phone together with the first set of soft keys 17 and 19 

of the keypad, which status bar here include a number of icons, each associated with the status of 

either an application, a function or a performance of the phone. In fig. 3 there is shown a first 

icon 32 associated with the application of making phone calls and here indicating a missed phone 

call and It should be realized that these are just a few of the possible performances, functions and 

applications for which an icon might be displayed" (col. 6, para. [0038]). 

Claims 10 and 22 

Argument: 

Ogren does not teach the use of links to invoke the interface for an application or a 

function. Ogren does not provide a simple at-a-glance method for a user to directly invoke an 

interface for an application or function directly from the icons on a dynamic bar, but requires the 

user to expand the icon before the icon is selectable. 

Response: 

Ogren discloses item of status information relating to the performance of the portable 

device and possibly activated applications and functions in the device and further display 

information relating to the said item upon detecting a selection (col. 3, para. [0018]). The new 

interface with further information contains items or icons when acting upon will give commands 

to the software which are then translated into instructions that the computer can interpret as 
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display interface for an application or function. 

Claims 7 and 19

Argument: 

Page 15 

Ogren does not teach activation of interfaces for applications and/or functions. Ogren 

does not teach that the main screen may include a plurality of icons that can activate respective 

interfaces for applications and functions. 

Response: 

Ogren discloses an example of the icons displayed is shown in fig. 3. It should be known 

that an application, function, or performance determination unit 26, 28 or 30 might signal to the 

control unit 20, their activation and then the control unit selects the icons corresponding to the 

activated application, function or performance unit for displaying on the display. Other 

performance determination units or function units might be constantly activated ( col. 8, para. 

[0041] and fig. SB steps 62, 64, 68, 70 and 72). 

Claims 2 6 and 2 7 

Argument: 

Ogren does not provide applications and functions that are related to each other by 

predetermined logical relationships. 
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Ogren discloses providing further actions and selections based on the status information, 

but further discloses providing action related to an application and performing said action or 

providing a list of further possible actions in relation to the application as stated in ( col. 2, para. 

[0014] and [0015]). Therefore, there are some predetermined logical relationships between the 

functions and the applications so the function can be properly executed. As per claims 5 and 17, 

Ausems was cited to reinforce the selecting particular applications and functions as stated in 

(para. [0064], page 6). 

Claims 4. 11. 16 and 23 

Argument: 

Maass does not teach or suggest displaying dynamic preview information in a dynamic 

bar, as in the resent claims. 

Response: 

Maass was only used to remedy the deficiency where Ogren fails to define a filter for the 

preview information. But Ogren discloses dynamic preview information in the following 

paragraph " a status bar displayed on the display of the phone together with the first set of soft 

keys 17 and 19 of the keypad, which status bar here include a number of icons, each associated 

with the status of either an application, a function or a performance of the phone. In fig. 3 there is 

shown a first icon 32 associated with the application of making phone calls and here indicating a 
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missed phone call and It should be realized that these are just a few of the possible performances, 

functions and applications for which an icon might be displayed" (col. 6, para. [0038]). 

Claims 5. 6. 8. 17 and 23 

Argument: 

Ausems does not teach the feature of providing dynamic preview information in a 

dynamic bar. 

Response: 

Ausems was cited to remedy the deficiencies of Ogren in claims 5, 6, 8, 17 and 23 

respectively but not providing dynamic preview information while Ogren clearly discloses 

dynamic preview information in the following paragraph " a status bar displayed on the display 

of the phone together with the first set of soft keys 17 and 19 of the keypad, which status bar here 

include a number of icons, each associated with the status of either an application, a function or a 

performance of the phone. In fig. 3 there is shown a first icon 32 associated with the application 

of making phone calls and here indicating a missed phone call and It should be realized that 

these are just a few of the possible performances, functions and applications for which an icon 

might be displayed" (col. 6, para. [0038]). 

Claims 9. 12. 21 and 24 

Argument: 
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Andrew does teach or suggest providing links within the status bar to invoke interfaces 

for associated applications or functions. 

Response: 

Andrew discloses a connectivity dialog that appears when a user taps on the displayed 

antenna/signal strength meter or other suitable signal indicator or icon. Then a connectivity 

bubble is displayed and the user can further configure the device connection (p. 2, para. [0029]). 

(11) Related Proceeding(s) Appendix

No decision rendered by a court or the Board is identified by the examiner in the Related 

Appeals and Interferences section of this examiner's answer. 

For the above reasons, it is believed that the rejections should be sustained. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/Phenuel S. Salomon/ 

Phenuel S. Salomon 
Patent Examiner 
Art Unit 2178 

Conferee: 

/Stephen S. Hong/ 

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2178 
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Stephen Hong 
Supervisory Patent Examiner 
Art Unit 2178 

/DENNIS-DOON CHOW/ 

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2173 
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Filed: 11/09/2004 

Applicant: Sherryl Lee Lorraine Scott 

Art Unit: 21 78 

Confirmation No.: 2886 

Examiner: Phenuel S. Salomon 

Title: DYNAMIC BAR ORIENTED USER INTERFACE 

Docket No.: 16813-39US 

Mail Stop Appeal Brief - Patents 
Commissioner of Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, V.A. 22313-1450 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

Customer No.: 20988 

APPEAL BRIEF 

This Appeal Brief is submitted pursuant to the Notice of Appeal received in the 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office on February 28, 2008, and in support of the appeal 

from the final rejection(s) set forth in the Office Action mailed on November 28, 2007. 

The fee for filing a brief in support of an appeal is enclosed. 
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Evidence Appendix begins on page 28 
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Real Party in Interest 

The real party of interest is Research In Motion Limited, by virtue of an 

assignment executed by the inventors in favour of Research In Motion Limited, recorded 

at Reel/Frame 015981/0900. 
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Related Appeals and Interferences 

None. 
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Status of Claims 

Pursuant to the Examiner's Final Office Action mailed November 28, 2007, the 

status of the claims is as follows: 

claims 1, 4-13 and 16-27 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a); and 

claims 2-3 and 14-15 were previously cancelled. 

The rejections of claims 1, 4-13 and 16-27 are being appealed. 
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Status of Amendments 

In the Applicant's response filed January 28, 2008, claims 26 and 27 were 

amended to be dependent on claims 5 and 17, respectively. These amendments have been 

entered by the Examiner and have overcome the objection based on claim informalities, 

as stated in the Examiner's Advisory Action mailed February 4, 2008. 
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Summary of Claimed Subject Matter 

The present claims are directed to a method for controlling an apparatus and an 

apparatus in which at least one dynamic bar is displayed on a main screen of a graphical 

user interface. The dynamic bar provides interfaces for applications and functions on the 

apparatus, as well as an expandable pop-up interface for displaying preview information. 

The features of independent claims 1 and 13 are described in detail below. 

Independent claim 1 defines a method for controlling an apparatus. The steps of 

the method include: providing at least one dynamic bar (304) for displaying on a main 

screen (300) of a graphical user interface for controlling the apparatus, each dynamic bar 

associated with respective multiple interfaces for applications and functions provided by 

the apparatus (paragraph [0046], lines19-22), each dynamic bar having an expandable 

pop-up interface ( 407) for providing respective preview information determined from 

information managed by the applications and functions (paragraph [0046], lines 14-16; 

paragraph [0047], lines 4-17; paragraph [0048], lines 8-11) and the dynamic bars 

providing links to invoke the respective interfaces (610; paragraph [0048] lines 7-8); 

invoking the respective interfaces to control the apparatus in response to user input 

(1642; paragraph [0061]); associating with at least some of the dynamic bars respective 

dynamic preview information determined from information managed by at least one of 

the respective applications and functions associated with the at least some of the dynamic 

bars (paragraph [0048], lines 8-11) and displaying the respective dynamic preview 

information within the associated dynamic bar (paragraph [0047], lines 4-17); and 

updating the display of the at least some of the dynamic bars in response to a change to 

the respective dynamic preview information (paragraph [0047]). 

Independent claim 13 defines an apparatus having a storage medium having 

stored therein a plurality of programming instructions and a processor (238) coupled to 

the storage medium to execute the programming instructions. The programming 

instructions are designed to enable the apparatus to: provide at least one dynamic bar 

(304) for displaying on a main screen (300) of a graphical user interface for controlling
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the apparatus, each dynamic bar associated with respective more than one interfaces for 

applications and functions provided by the apparatus, each dynamic bar having a pop-up 

interface ( 407) for providing preview information determined from information managed 

by the application and functions (paragraph [0046], lines 14-16; paragraph [0047], lines 

4-17; paragraph [0048], lines 8-11) and the dynamic bars providing links to invoke the

respective interfaces (610; paragraph [0048] lines 7-8); invoke the respective interfaces to 

control the apparatus in response to user input (1642; paragraph [0061]); associate with at 

least some of the dynamic bars respective dynamic preview information determined from 

information managed by at least one of the respective applications and functions 

associated with the at least some of the dynamic bars (paragraph [0048], lines 8-11) and 

to display the dynamic preview information (paragraph [0047], lines 4-17); and update 

the display of the at least some dynamic bars in response to a change to the respective 

dynamic preview information (paragraph [0047]). 
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Grounds of Rejection to be Reviewed on Appeal 

The Applicant seeks to appeal the following grounds ofrejection: 

1) whether claims 1, 7, 10, 13, 19, 22, 25 and 26-27 are unpatentable under 35

U.S.C. 103(a) over European Patent Application No. 1,434,411 to Ogren et al. 

(hereinafter "Ogren") in view of U.S. Patent No. 6,047,197 to Jarrad (hereinafter 

"Jarrad"); 

2) whether claims 4, 11, 16 and 23 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) over

Ogren in view of Jarrad and in further view of PCT Publication No. 03/100591 to Maass 

et al. (hereinafter "Maass"); 

3) whether claims 5-6, 8, 17-18 and 20 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. 103(a)

over Ogren in view of Jarrad and in further view of U.S. Patent Application Publication 

No. 2003/0013483 to Ausems et al. (hereinafter "Ausems"); and 

4) whether claims 9, 12, 21 and 24 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) over

Ogren in view of Jarrad and in further view of U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 

2004/0204133 to Andrew et al. (hereinafter "Andrew"). 
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Argument 

Rejection under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) over Ogren in view of Jarrad 

Claims 1, 13 and 25 

Independent claims 1 and 13 are directed to a method for controlling an apparatus 

and an apparatus, respectively, in which at least one dynamic bar is displayed on a main 

screen of a graphical user interface. Each dynamic bar is associated with respective 

multiple interfaces for applications and functions provided by the apparatus, and each 

dynamic bar has an expandable pop-up interface for providing respective preview 

information. The interfaces can be invoked to control the apparatus in response to user 

input. At least some of the dynamic bars are associated with and display respective 

dynamic preview information from information managed by the respective applications 

and functions, and this display can be updated in response to a change to the respective 

dynamic preview information. 

The presently claimed subject matter aims to provide an advantage of providing 

the user with information about applications and functions of an apparatus in an efficient 

and convenient at-a-glance format by providing dynamic preview information. Dynamic 

preview information from applications and/or functions running on an apparatus is 

provided on a dynamic bar, allowing the user to monitor these applications and/or 

functions without having to take the trouble of activating the application or function. 

Should the user wish to see more information about the application or function, each 

dynamic bar has an expandable pop-up interface which provides further respective 

preview information from the application or function. 

A person skilled in the art would understand that dynamic preview information is 

different from mere status information. As described in paragraph [0047] and [0048], 

dynamic preview information contains information managed by associated applications 

and functions, and is updated as this information is changed in the associated applications 

and functions. Paragraph [0047] provides the example that the dynamic preview 
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information may include a count of new events in an application, such as a count of new 

messages; or the preview information may include details of a recent event, such as 

information about a missed call. Such information is distinctly different from mere status 

information. Dynamic preview information as described in the present disclosure 

provides the user with a method of accessing a portion of the information maintained by 

an associated application or function without having to invoke the interface for the 

application or function. Status information merely displays a state of the device, for 

example the battery charge or signal strength, rather than information maintained by an 

application or a function. As described in paragraph [0047], this status information may 

be displayed in a status portion 306, separate from the dynamic bar 304. 

Additionally, the dynamic bar provides links 610 to invoke interfaces of the 

applications or functions, allowing the user to quickly navigate to the desired application 

without having to find the menu or icon for that application. An example of possible links 

for different applications or functions is shown in Figs 13A-C. This provides a stream

lined way for the user to navigate to an application, such as when the dynamic preview 

information provided by the dynamic bar is sufficient for the user to decide whether or 

not the interface for an application should be invoked. For example, if a user sees that 

there are 50 unread email messages, the user may wish to open the email application 

directly to answer these messages, and the user may not need to see a preview of all 50 

messages to decide whether or not to open the email application. 

Ogren teaches a row of status icons displayed at the top of a screen on an 

electronic device. These icons each relate to the status of the device or an application, and 

can be expanded to a full-screen display, as shown in Fig. 4, by pressing a button on the 

device. The full-screen display provides information relating to each status or application, 

and also provides links where applicable. While some status icons may be always 

displayed at the top of the screen, in particular those relating to the status of the device 

such as battery life and signal strength, others may be displayed only when an associated 

application or function has been activated or invoked (column 6, line 57 to column 7, line 

7). 
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Unlike the subject matter recited by the present claims, in which the dynamic bar 

contains interfaces for applications or functions and provides continuously updated 

dynamic preview information for an application or function, Ogren teaches displaying an 

icon for an application only when the application is activated, and no further information 

beyond that. As described in column 8, lines 21-24 of Ogren, when an application, 

function or performance unit is activated, the application "might signal to the control unit 

20 their activation and then the control unit selects the icons corresponding to the 

activated application, function or performance unit for displaying on the display." That is, 

unless an application is activated, its icon is not shown. Ogren also states in column 8, 

lines 32-37 that "[i]f an input is detected. step 58, the control unit 20 retrieves further 

information ... for displaying to the user. .. " That is, there is no automatic display of any 

dynamic preview information for the application as in present claim 1. Ogren requires 

user input and hence does not teach displaying dynamic preview information in a 

dynamic bar. Thus, Ogren does not provide convenient at-a-glance information about the 

applications and/or functions of the device, unlike the presently claimed subject matter. 

The Examiner alleges that constantly displaying the signal strength, as disclosed 

in paragraph [0033] of Ogren, is considered the same as updating dynamic preview 

information displayed in a dynamic bar as described in the present claims. The Applicant 

submits that this is an improper interpretation of Ogren. The signal strength cannot be 

equated with dynamic preview information, as there is nothing to preview; it is merely an 

indication of the status of the device and not a preview of more detailed information 

contained in an application. Even if signal strength is continuously updated, as the 

Examiner suggests, updating a display of mere status information is different from 

updating a display of dynamic preview information. As explained above, dynamic 

preview information provides a portion of information maintained by an application or 

function. This allows the user to decide whether or not the application or function needs 

to be invoked, for example to perform a task or action, based on the dynamic preview 

information. In contrast, signal strength is merely status information, indicating the state 

of the device, and does not need to be maintained by any application or function. An 

update of the signal strength merely provides status information to the user, and does not 
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provide any information related to any invokable application or function. A user does not 

decide to invoke an associated application or function to perform a task or action based 

on an update of mere status information. Indeed, paragraph [0033] of Ogren clearly 

categorizes signal strength under "performance of a device", as distinct from "function" 

and "application unit". Hence, it would be clear to a person skilled in the art that Ogren is 

not teaching that signal strength is displayed as a dynamic preview of information from 

an application or function, but that signal strength is displayed as a mere indicator of the 

state or performance of the device. 

Even if displaying dynamic preview information is taught by Ogren, with which 

the Applicant strongly disagrees, Ogren still does not teach any link provided by the 

status icons that would allow a user to directly invoke an interface for the associated 

application or function as recited by the present claims. The Examiner cites paragraph 

[0010] of Ogren as disclosing such a link. That paragraph describes an aspect "wherein 

said further information comprises a link back to said item of status information such as 

through a "back"-key." To better understand what is being taught in this paragraph, it is 

useful to refer to paragraph [0008] of Ogren, which describes the steps of "providing an 

item of status information ... [and] providing limited further information relating to said 

item." Column 6, lines 7-8 further explains that ''the "back"-key 13 is used for moving 

backwards in the menu system." That is, the user is first provided with the item of status 

information, then is provided further information upon selection. The further information 

comprises a link back to the item of status information, and not to invoke an interface for 

any application or function, contrary to the present claims. Thus, contrary to the 

Examiner's assertion, the link does not invoke an interface for an associated application 

or function, but rather brings the user back to the row of status icons. The Examiner also 

cites column 8, lines 2-8, which describes selecting an icon. However, this selection is 

available only with the expanded menu of Fig. 4, and not the status bar of Fig. 3. Thus, 

unlike the present claims, Ogren does not provide invokable links in a dynamic bar itself, 

but only after the user makes a selection to further expand the bar. 

Ogren teaches that the user can perform an action related to the application or 

function not directly from the row of status icons, but only after the user chooses to 
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expand the icons. This is clearly shown in Figs. SA and SB in Ogren. The status bar is 

provided at step 56, and further information must be activated at step 60 before an icon 

can be selected at step 62. Indeed, because Ogren teaches that some icons for applications 

are displayed only in response to a new event, it would not make sense to use these icons 

to invoke an interface for an application, since there are application icons that would not 

be available a majority of the time. Thus, Ogren does not teach the stream-lined interface 

that is described in the present claims, and to a large extent, teaches in a direction that is 

contrary to the claimed subject matter. 

The Examiner further relies on a combinat1on of Ogren with Jarrad to teach an 

expandable popup interface for providing respective preview information as presently 

claimed. In contrast, Jarrad teaches a method of displaying menu icons in a cellular 

telephone. Jarrad provides a text field 130 (Fig. 3) or overlay window 140 (Fig. 4) 

including a text field, all of which simply identify the function or application of the icon 

at which the cursor is located. The text field or overlay window does not provide any 

information beyond the name of the application or function represented by the icon. 

There is no teaching or suggestion of any dynamic preview information that might be 

continuously updated, nor does Jarrad teach or suggest including any information with 

the overlay window or in the text field aside from the name of the application or function. 

In fact, Jarrad fails to teach or suggest providing preview information of any sort. As 

stated in column 1, lines 60-63, Jarrad is concerned with providing a cellular telephone 

user interface in which the menu system is user friendly and which allows for quicker 

feature selection in a manner which is largely independent of language. Because of the 

requirements of a small display screen and the need for quick feature selection, Jarrad 

teaches a user interface that is very simple. As Jarrad states in column 1, lines 31-60, the 

disclosure of Jarrad is concerned with the problem of unwieldy menu systems in cellular 

telephones requiring scrolling and translation to multiple languages. As stated in column 

1, lines 60-63, Jarrad aims to provide a user interface for a cellular telephone that is 

simple and largely independent of language. Providing any preview information would 

clutter the interface and may introduce additional language requirements, contrary to the 

aim of Jarrad. 
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Further, Jarrad fails to teach or suggest updating a dynamic bar in response to 

changes in respective dynamic preview information. Indeed, Jarrad does not teach 

continuously updating any dynamic information at all. Unlike the dynamic preview 

information presently claimed, the text of the overlay window and the text field of Jarrad 

is not updated continuously and in fact is not updated at all, since a text field or overlay 

window associated with a particular icon of Jarrad will always present the same 

information, namely the function or application of the associated icon. Thus, contrary to 

the Examiner's assertion, the feature of an expandable popup interface for providing 

respective preview information is not taught by and indeed goes against the teachings of 

Jarrad. 

In the Final Office Action, the Examiner alleges that a person skilled in the art 

would find it obvious to combine Ogren and Jarrad to arrive at the pop-up interface of the 

present claims, and would have been motivated to do so "in order to make it very 

convenient for a user to visualize the information related to a particular icon or 

application." However, as discussed above, Jarrad is concerned with the display of menu 

icons on a small cellular telephone screen. Fig. 4 of Jarrad shows that the overlay window 

or text field taught by Jarrad is relatively small as compared to the display screen. In 

contrast, Ogren shows in Fig. 4 a pop-up interface that is detailed and covers a majority 

of the display screen. Thus, a combination of Ogren with Jarrad would result in an 

overlay that is large and unwieldy, with more language requirements, contrary to the 

purpose of Jarrad. Further, as already explained above, neither Ogren nor Jarrad teach or 

suggest dynamic preview information as presently claimed. 

In view of the foregoing arguments, it is submitted that: 

a) Ogren and Jarrad, whether taken alone or in combination, fail to teach or

suggest all the features of the pending claims; 

b) Jarrad teaches away from the claimed subject matter and is not a suitable

reference for citation in a rejection under 35 U.S.C. 103(a); and 
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c) Ogren and Jarrad teach away from each other and are not suitable to be

combined in a rejection under 35 U.S.C. 103(a). 

Claim 25 is directed to a machine readable medium comprising program code 

executable on a processor for implementing the method of claim 1. As such, claim 25 is 

novel and inventive over Ogren and Jarrad for at least the reasons provided for claim 1. 

Claims 10 and 22 

Claims 10 and 22 are dependent on claims 1 and 13, respectively, and are novel 

and inventive over Ogren and Jarrad for at least the reasons given above for claims 1 and 

13. Claims 10 and 22 further describe the feature that the links to invoke respective

interfaces for the application and/or function are represented by respective icons. 

The Examiner alleges that Ogren discloses, in Fig. 4, the use of icons to represent 

such links. However, as explained above with respect to claims 1 and 13, Ogren does not 

teach the use of links to invoke the interface for an application or a function. Even if 

Ogren teaches the use of links to invoke an interface for an application or a function, 

which the Applicant submits is not the case, Ogren does not teach the use of icons to 

represent links. Indeed, the icons taught by Ogren are not individually selectable. 

Paragraph [0039] describes Fig. 4. Column 8, lines 2-5 states that "[t]he first icon 32 and 

the additional information 54 and 52 relating to it is highlighted. This highlighting 

indicates that a selection of this icon can be made." That is, the link is not in the icon 

itself, but only in the expanded box that contains the icon and additional information for 

the icon. Thus, Ogren does not provide a simple at-a-glance method for a user to directly 

invoke an interface for an application or function directly from the icons on a dynamic 

bar, but requires the user to expand the icon before the icon is selectable. 

Claims 7 and 19 

Claims 7 and 19 are dependent on claims 1 and 13, respectively, and are novel 

and inventive over Ogren and Jarrad for at least the reasons given above for claims 1 and 

13. Claims 7 and 19 further recite the feature that providing at least one dynamic bar
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includes displaying the at least one dynamic bar in a main screen of a user interface for 

controlling the apparatus, the main screen including a plurality of icons for activating 

respective interfaces for applications and functions provided by the apparatus. 

The Examiner cites paragraph [0041] lines 11-29 and 39-46 of Ogren as 

disclosing the features of claims 7 and 19. As explained with respect to claims 1 and 13 

above, Ogren does not teach activation of interfaces for applications and/or functions. 

Further, as explained with respect to claims 10 and 22 above, Ogren does not provide the 

user with the ability to select any icons from the main screen displaying the status bar as 

shown in Fig. 3, but requires the user to first expand the status bar as shown in Fig. 4. 

Thus, Ogren does not teach that the main screen may include a plurality of icons that can 

activate respective interfaces for applications and functions. 

Claims 26 and 27 

Claims 26 and 27 are dependent on claims 5 and 17, respectively. Claims 5 and 

17 describe the feature that the particular applications and functions associated with the at 

least one dynamic bar are selected based on predetermined logical relationships between 

the applications and functions. Claims 26 and 27 further describe the feature that the 

predetermined logical relationships are contextual relationships based on a manner in 

which a user of the apparatus uses the applications and functions and functional 

relationships based on functions that are performed by the applications and functions. 

Contextual relationships for selecting applications and functions associated with a 

dynamic bar are described in paragraphs [0051] and [0052] of the present disclosure. 

The Examiner cites paragraph [0016] of Ogren as disclosing the features of these 

claims. That paragraph of Ogren describes the step of "if the first item of status 

information relates to the performance of the portable electronic device, providing a list 

of further possible actions and selections relating to the performance." Ogren merely 

describes providing further actions and selections based on the status information, not 

providing applications and functions that are related to each other by predetermined 

logical relationships, as presently claimed. Indeed, the Examiner admits in the Final 
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Office Action, at the top of page 7, that Ogren and Jarrad do not disclose the subject 

matter of claims 5 and 17, on which claims 26 and 27 are dependent. Hence, claims 26 

and 27 are novel and inventive over Ogren and Jarrad. 

Rejection under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) over Ogren in view of Jarrad and Maass 

Claims 4, 11, 16 and 23 

Claims 4 and 16 are dependent on claims 1 and 13, respectively, and are novel 

and inventive over Ogren and Jarrad for at least thereasons explained above for claims 1 

and 13. Claims 4 and 16 further recite the feature of providing a filter defining interface 

for defining a filter with which to determine the preview information. This feature is 

described in paragraph [0049] with respect to Fig. 9. 

Claims 11 and 23 are dependent on claims 10 and 22, respectively. Claims 10 and 

22 state that at least some of the links to invoke respective interfaces are represented by 

respective icons. Claims 11 and 23 further recite the feature that an icon is associated 

with a respective dialog interface for configuring one or more options for controlling the 

operation of the apparatus, the dialog interface displayed in association with the icon. 

Claims 11 and 13 are novel and inventive over Ogren and Jarrad for at least the reasons 

given above for claims 1 and 13, and claims 10 and 22. 

A combination of Ogren and Jarrad with Maass still does not disclose the subject 

matter of claims 1 and 13, and by extension that of claims 4, 11, 16 and 23. 

Maass is concerned with providing a way to manage received data. As stated on 

page 2, lines 5-9, the problem addressed by Maass is that "[t]he user's CA terminal may 

be equipped to filter the information received according to pre-stored user 

preferences ... but there is still a need to effectively manage the information that does pass 

the filter." Maass teaches a method of managing incoming data using information 

filtering. Maass also teaches a set of pre-selected applications that the user can activate in 

a currently active context. However, Maass is not concerned with providing the user with 

convenient and efficient at-a-glance information, nor is Maass concerned with providing 
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the user a simple way to invoke an interface for an application. Maass does not teach or 

suggest displaying dynamic preview information in a dynamic bar, as in the present 

claims. 

Rejection under 35 U.S.C. 103{a) over Ogren in view of Jarrad and Ausems 

Claims 5, 6, 8, 17, 18 and 20 

Claims 5 and 17 are dependent on claims 1 and 13, respectively. Claims 5 and 17 

are novel and inventive over Ogren and Jarrad for at least the reasons given above for 

claims 1 and 13. Claims 5 and 17 further recite the feature of selecting particular 

applications and functions for associating with the at least one dynamic bar in response to 

predetermined logical relationships between the applications and functions. This feature 

is described in paragraphs [0051] and [0052] of the disclosure. 

Claims 6 and 18 are dependent on claims 5 and 17, respectively, and are novel 

over Ogren and Jarrad for at least the reasons given above for claims 1 and 13. Claims 6 

and 18 further recite the feature of labelling the dynamic bars in response to one of the 

predetermined logical relationships. 

Claims 8 and 20 are dependent on claims 1 and 13, respectively, and are novel 

over Ogren and Jarrad for at least the reasons given above for claims 1 and 13. Claims 8 

and 20 further describe at least one of expanding and collapsing a respective pop-up 

interface associated with the at least one dynamic bar in response to respective user input. 

The failure of Ogren and Jarrad to teach all the features of claims 1 and 13 is not 

remedied by a combination with Ausems. Ausems teaches a user interface having a menu 

associated with applications and icons. As shown in Fig. 6, Ausems discloses an 

application box 200 containing various selectable icons within a folder menu 196 that is 

brought up when the system menu 158 is clicked. However, there is no teaching or 

suggestion in Ausems to provide dynamic preview information with the system menu or 

the application box. Fig. 6 illustrates message and event previews appearing under the 

folder menu rather than within the folder menu or application box, indeed the folder 
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menu obscures the preview information. Any preview information would be presented in 

the main screen, rather than within any dynamic bar. Thus, Ausems does not teach the 

feature of providing dynamic preview information in a dynamic bar, as claimed in present 

claims 1 and 13. Thus, claims 1 and 13 are novel and inventive over Ogren and Jarrad in

combination with Ausems. Claims 5, 6, 8, 17, 18 and 20 are dependent on claims 1 and 

13 and hence are also novel and inventive for at least the same reasons. Claims 26 and 27 

are dependent on claims 5 and 17, and if the Examiner were to apply Ausems also to 

claims 26 and 27, these claims would be novel and inventive over Ogren and Jarrad in

combination with Ausems for at least the same reasons give above. 

Rejection under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) over Ogren in view of Jarrad and Andrew 

Claims 9, 12, 21 and 24 

Claims 9 and 21 are dependent on claims 1 and 13, respectively, and are novel 

and inventive over Ogren and Jarrad for at least the reasons given above for claims 1 and

13. Claims 9 and 21 further recite the feature of associating a respective menu interface

with at least some of the dynamic bars, the respective menu interface being displayable to 

provide links to invoke at least one of interfaces for the applications and functions 

associated with the respective dynamic bar and interfaces to configure options for 

controlling the operation of the respective dynamic bar. 

Claims 12 and 24 are dependent on claims 10 and 22, respectively, and are novel 

and inventive over Ogren and Jarrad for at least the reasons given above for claims 1 and

13, and claims 10 and 22. Claims 12 and 24 further recite the feature of selecting the icon 

for representing with a respective link in response to a value of the one or more options. 

The failure of Ogren and Jarrad to teach all the features of claims 1 and 13 is not 

remedied by a combination with Andrew. Andrew is concerned with providing the user 

with a convenient interface for managing network connections in a mobile computing 

device. Andrew teaches a method of connectivity notification, including a connectivity 

dialog that provides a link to enable configuration of a connection. As described in 

paragraph [0028], this interface is in the form of a connectivity dialog 220 that appears 
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when the user taps on a signal strength icon 222. However, there is no dynamic preview 

information regularly provided to the user on the status bar. The signal strength icon only 

graphically depicts the signal strength, which as explained above is not the same as the 

dynamic preview information of the present claims. Further, Andrew does not teach or 

suggest providing links within the status bar to invoke interfaces for associated 

applications or functions, as presently claimed. Thus, claims 1 and 13 are novel and 

inventive over Ogren and Jarrad in combination with Andrew. Claims 9, 12, 21 and 24 

are dependent on claims 1 and 13 and hence are also novel and inventive for at least the 

same reasons. 

Conclusion 

In view of the foregoing arguments, it is the view of the Applicant that the present 

claims are patentable for the following reasons: 

a) Ogren and Jarrad, whether taken alone or in combination, fail to teach or

suggest all of the features recited in the claims; 

b) Jarrad teaches away from the claimed subject matter and 1s not suitable

references for citation in a rejection under 35 U.S.C. 103(a); 

c) Ogren and Jarrad teach away from each other and are not suitable to be

combined in a rejection under 35 U.S.C. 103(a); and 

d) the dependent claims recite further features that are not taught or suggested by

a combination of Ogren and Jarrad with Maass, Ausems, or Andrew. 

The Board of Appeals is thus respectfully asked to withdraw the claim rejections 

under 35 U.S.C. 103(a). 

If any extension of time under 3 7 C.F .R. 1.136 is required to obtain entry of this 

response, such extension is hereby respectfully requested. If there are any fees due under 

37 C.F.R. 1.16 or 1.17 which are not enclosed herewith, including any fees required for 
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an extension of time under 37 C.F.R. 1.136, please charge such fees to our Deposit 

Account No. 19-5113. 

Date: April 4, 2008 

OGILVY RENAULT LLP 
Suite 3800, Royal Bank Plaza, South Tower 
200 Bay Street, P.O. Box 84 
Toronto, Ontario M5J 2Z4 
Canada 

Respectfully submitted, 

LLP 

Registration No. 34,963 
Telephone (416) 216-3903 
Fax (416) 216-3930 
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Claims Appendix 

Claims involved in the Appeal: 

1. (Previously Presented) A method for controlling an apparatus comprising:

providing at least one dynamic bar for displaying on a main screen of a graphical 

user interface for controlling the apparatus, each dynamic bar associated with respective 

multiple interfaces for applications and functions provided by the apparatus, said each 

dynamic bar having an expandable pop-up interface for providing respective preview 

information determined from information managed by the applications and functions and 

the dynamic bars providing links to invoke said respective interfaces; 

invoking said respective interfaces to control said apparatus in response to user 

input; 

associating with at least some of the dynamic bars respective dynamic preview 

information determined from information managed by at least one of the respective 

applications and functions associated with the at least some of the dynamic bars and 

displaying the respective dynamic preview information within the associated dynamic 

bar, and 

updating the display of the at least some of the dynamic bars in response to a 

change to the respective dynamic preview information. 

2. (Cancelled)

3. (Cancelled)

4. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, further comprising providing a filter

defining interface for defining a filter with which to determine the preview information. 

5. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1 further comprising selecting particular

applications and functions for associating with the at least one dynamic bar in response to 

predetermined logical relationships between the applications and functions. 
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6. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 5 further compnsmg labelling the

dynamic bars in response to one of the predetermined logical relationships. 

7. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1 wherein providing at least one dynamic

bar includes displaying said at least one dynamic bar in a main screen of a user interface 

for controlling the apparatus, the main screen including a plurality of icons for activating 

respective interfaces for applications and functions provided by the apparatus. 

8. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1 further comprising at least one of

expanding and collapsing a respective pop-up interface associated with the at least one 

dynamic bar in response to respective user input. 

9. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1 further compnsmg associating a

respective menu interface with at least some of the dynamic bars, said respective menu 

interface displayable to provide links to invoke at least one of interfaces for the 

applications and functions associated with the respective dynamic bar and interfaces to 

configure options for controlling the operation of the respective dynamic bar. 

10. (Original) The method of claim 1 wherein at least some of the links to invoke

respective interfaces are represented by respective icons. 

11. (Original) The method of claim 10 wherein an icon is associated with a respective

dialog interface for configuring one of more options for controlling the operation of the 

apparatus, said dialog interface displayed in association with the icon. 

12. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 10 further comprising selecting the icon

for representing with a respective link in response to a value of said one or more options. 

13. (Previously Presented) An apparatus comprising:
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a storage medium having stored therein a plurality of programming instructions 

designed to enable the apparatus to: 

provide at least one dynamic bar for displaying on a main screen of 

a graphical user interface for controlling the apparatus, each dynamic bar 

associated with respective more than one interfaces for applications and 

functions provided by the apparatus, said each dynamic bar having a pop

up interface for providing preview information determined from 

information managed by the applications and functions and the dynamic 

bars providing links to invoke said respective interfaces; 

invoke said respective interfaces to control said apparatus m 

response to user input; 

associate with at least some of the dynamic bars respective 

dynamic preview information determined from information managed by at 

least one of the respective applications and functions associated with the at 

least some of the dynamic bars and to display the dynamic preview 

information; 

update the display of the at least some dynamic bars in response to 

a change to the respective dynamic preview information; and 

a processor coupled to the storage medium to execute the programming 

instructions. 

14. (Cancelled)

15. (Cancelled)

16. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 13 wherein said programmmg

instructions are designed to provide a filter defining interface for defining a filter with 

which to determine the dynamic preview information. 

17. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 13 wherein said programming

instructions associate particular applications and functions with the at least one dynamic 
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bar in response to predetermined logical relationships between the applications and 

functions. 

18. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 17 wherein said programmmg

instructions are designed to label the dynamic bars in response to at least one of the 

predetermined logical relationships. 

19. (Original) The apparatus of claim 13 wherein said programming instructions are

designed to display said at least one dynamic bar in a main screen of a user interface for 

controlling the apparatus, the main screen including a plurality of icons for activating 

respective interfaces for at least one of applications and functions provided by the 

apparatus. 

20. (Original) The apparatus of claim 13 wherein said programming instructions are

designed to at least one of expand and collapse a respective pop-up interface associated 

with a dynamic bar in response to respective user input. 

21. (Original) The apparatus of claim 13 wherein said programming instructions are

designed to provide a respective menu interface in association with at least some of the 

dynamic bars, said respective menu interface displayable to provide links to invoke at 

least one of interfaces for the applications and functions associated with the respective 

dynamic bar and interfaces to configure options for controlling the operation of the 

respective dynamic bar. 

22. (Original) The apparatus of claim 13 wherein said programming instructions are

designed to represent at least some of the links to invoke respective interfaces with 

respective icons. 

23. (Original) The apparatus of claim 22 wherein said programming instructions are

designed to provide a respective dialog interface in association with an icon for 
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configuring one of more options for controlling the operation of the apparatus, said dialog 

interface displayed in association with the icon. 

24. (Original) The apparatus of claim 22 wherein said programming instructions are

designed to select the icon for representing with a respective link in response to a value of 

said one or more options. 

25. (Original) A machine readable medium comprising program code executable on a

processor for implementing the method of claim 1. 

26. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 5, wherein the predetermined logical

relationships are contextual relationships based on a manner in which a user of the 

apparatus uses the applications and functions and functional relationships based on 

functions that are performed by the applications and functions. 

27. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the predetermined logical

relationships are contextual relationships based on a manner in which a user of the 

apparatus uses the applications and functions and functional relationships based on 

functions that are performed by the applications and functions. 
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Evidence Appendix 

None. 
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·� Contirtuation Sheet (PTOL-303) Application No. 

Continuation of 5. Applicant's reply has overcome the following rejection(s): in response to objections to claims 26 & 27 in the last office 
action dated November 28,2007. 

Continuation of 11. does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because: Applicant's arguments filed on 1/28/2008 have 
been fully considered but they are not persuasive. 

Ogren (EP 1,434,411) teaches updating the display of the at least some dynamic bars in response to a change to the respective dynamic 
preview information (col. 5, para [0033)), the dynamic bars providing links to invoke said respective interfaces is disclosed in (col. 2, para 
[0010)) and col. 8, lines 2-8); and Jarrad (US 6,047,197) discloses said each dynamic bar having an expandable popup interface for 
providing respective preview information determined from information managed by applications and function (an overlay window with a 
text field which identifies the function or application) (col. 4, lines 42-49). The combination of Ogren and Jarad teaches the applicant's 
claim limitations and the rejections are proper and sustainable. 

2 
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Amendments to the Claims 

Please replace the existing listing of claims with the following: 

1. (Previously Presented) A method for controlling an apparatus comprising:

providing at least one dynamic bar for displaying on a main screen of a graphical 

user interface for controlling the apparatus, each dynamic bar associated with respective 

multiple interfaces for applications and functions provided by the apparatus, said each 

dynamic bar having an expandable pop-up interface for providing respective preview 

information determined from information managed by the applications and functions and 

the dynamic bars providing links to invoke said respective interfaces; 

invoking said respective interfaces to control said apparatus in response to user 

input; 

associating with at least some of the dynamic bars respective dynamic preview 

information determined from information managed by at least one of the respective 

applications and functions associated with the at least some of the dynamic bars and 

displaying the respective dynamic preview information within the associated dynamic 

bar, and 

updating the display of the at least some of the dynamic bars in response to a 

change to the respective dynamic preview information. 

2. (Cancelled)

3. (Cancelled)

4. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, further comprising providing a filter

defining interface for defining a filter with which to determine the preview information. 

5. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1 further comprising selecting particular
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applications and functions for associating with the at least one dynamic bar in response to 

predetermined logical relationships between the applications and functions. 

6. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 5 further compnsmg labelling the

dynamic bars in response to one of the predetermined logical relationships. 

7. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1 wherein providing at least one dynamic

bar includes displaying said at least one dynamic bar in a main screen of a user interface 

for controlling the apparatus, the main screen including a plurality of icons for activating 

respective interfaces for applications and functions provided by the apparatus. 

8. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1 further comprising at least one of

expanding and collapsing a respective pop-up interface associated with the at least one 

dynamic bar in response to respective user input. 

9. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1 further compnsmg associating a

respective menu interface with at least some of the dynamic bars, said respective menu 

interface displayable to provide links to invoke at least one of interfaces for the 

applications and functions associated with the respective dynamic bar and interfaces to 

configure options for controlling the operation of the respective dynamic bar. 

10. (Original) The method of claim 1 wherein at least some of the links to invoke

respective interfaces are represented by respective icons. 

11. (Original) The method of claim 10 wherein an icon is associated with a respective

dialog interface for configuring one of more options for controlling the operation of the 

apparatus, said dialog interface displayed in association with the icon. 

12. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 10 further comprising selecting the icon

for representing with a respective link in response to a value of said one or more options. 
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13. (Previously Presented) An apparatus comprising:

a storage medium having stored therein a plurality of programming instructions 

designed to enable the apparatus to: 

provide at least one dynamic bar for displaying on a main screen of 

a graphical user interface for controlling the apparatus, each dynamic bar 

associated with respective more than one interfaces for applications and 

functions provided by the apparatus, said each dynamic bar having a pop

up interface for providing preview information determined from 

information managed by the applications and functions and the dynamic 

bars providing links to invoke said respective interfaces; 

invoke said respective interfaces to control said apparatus m 

response to user input; 

associate with at least some of the dynamic bars respective 

dynamic preview information determined from information managed by at 

least one of the respective applications and functions associated with the at 

least some of the dynamic bars and to display the dynamic preview 

information; 

update the display of the at least some dynamic bars in response to 

a change to the respective dynamic preview information; and 

a processor coupled to the storage medium to execute the programming 

instructions. 

14. (Cancelled)

15. (Cancelled)

16. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 13 wherein said programmmg

instructions are designed to provide a filter defining interface for defining a filter with 

which to determine the dynamic preview information. 
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17. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 13 wherein said programmmg

instructions associate particular applications and functions with the at least one dynamic 

bar in response to predetermined logical relationships between the applications and 

functions. 

18. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 17 wherein said programmmg

instructions are designed to label the dynamic bars in response to at least one of the 

predetermined logical relationships. 

19. (Original) The apparatus of claim 13 wherein said programming instructions are

designed to display said at least one dynamic bar in a main screen of a user interface for 

controlling the apparatus, the main screen including a plurality of icons for activating 

respective interfaces for at least one of applications and functions provided by the 

apparatus. 

20. (Original) The apparatus of claim 13 wherein said programming instructions are

designed to at least one of expand and collapse a respective pop-up interface associated 

with a dynamic bar in response to respective user input. 

21. (Original) The apparatus of claim 13 wherein said programming instructions are

designed to provide a respective menu interface in association with at least some of the 

dynamic bars, said respective menu interface displayable to provide links to invoke at 

least one of interfaces for the applications and functions associated with the respective 

dynamic bar and interfaces to configure options for controlling the operation of the 

respective dynamic bar. 

22. (Original) The apparatus of claim 13 wherein said programming instructions are

designed to represent at least some of the links to invoke respective interfaces with 

respective icons. 
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23. (Original) The apparatus of claim 22 wherein said programming instructions are

designed to provide a respective dialog interface in association with an icon for 

configuring one of more options for controlling the operation of the apparatus, said dialog 

interface displayed in association with the icon. 

24. (Original) The apparatus of claim 22 wherein said programming instructions are

designed to select the icon for representing with a respective link in response to a value of 

said one or more options. 

25. (Original) A machine readable medium comprising program code executable on a

processor for implementing the method of claim 1. 

26. (Currently Amended) The method of claim [[1]] 2, wherein the predetermined logical

relationships are contextual relationships based on a manner in which a user of the 

apparatus uses the applications and functions and functional relationships based on 

functions that are performed by the applications and functions. 

27. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim [[13]] 17, wherein the predetermined

logical relationships are contextual relationships based on a manner in which a user of the 

apparatus uses the applications and functions and functional relationships based on 

functions that are performed by the applications and functions. 
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REMARKS/ARGUMENTS 

Clarifying amendments are made to claims 26 and 27. Claims 1-25 are not 

amended. No admission or representation is made by the present argument other than that 

explicitly provided herein. 

Claims 26 and 27 have been amended to be dependent on claims 5 and 17, 

respectively, in order to provide proper antecedent basis for "predetermined logical 

relationships". 

Claims 1, 7, 10, 13, 19, 22, 25 and 26-27 stand finally rejected under 35 U.S.C. 

103(a) as being obvious over European Patent Application No. EP 1,434,411 to Ogren 

("Ogren") in view of U.S. Patent No. 6,047,197 to Jarrad ("Jarrad"). Claims 4, 11, 16, 

and 23 stand finally rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being obvious over Ogren in view 

of Jarrad and in further view oflntemational Application No. WO 03/100591 to Maass et 

al. ("Maass"). Claims 5-6, 8, 17-18 and 20 stand finally rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) 

as being obvious over Ogren in view of Jarrad and in further view of U.S. Patent 

Publication No. US 2003/0013483 to Ausems et al. ("Ausems"). Claims 9, 12, 21 and 24 

stand finally rejected under 25 U.S.C. 103(a) as being obvious over Ogren in view of 

Jarrad and in further view of U.S. Patent Publication No. US2004/0204133 to Andrew et 

al. ("Andrew"). The Applicant submits that the independent claims are both novel and 

unobvious in view of these references alone or in combination for the reasons set forth 

below. The Applicant submits this further argument as a response after final rejection in 

the hopes that the need to appeal the final rejection can be avoided. 

Independent claims 1 and 13 are directed to a method and an apparatus for 

controlling an apparatus in which at least one dynamic bar is displayed on a main screen 

of a graphical user interface. Each dynamic bar is associated with respective multiple 

interfaces for applications and functions provided by the apparatus, and each dynamic bar 

has an expandable pop-up interface for providing respective preview information. The 

interfaces can be invoked to control the apparatus in response to user input. At least some 

of the dynamic bars are associated with and display respective dynamic preview 
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information from information managed by the respective applications and functions, and 

this display can be updated in response to a change to the respective dynamic preview 

information. 

The presently claimed subject matter aims to provide an advantage of providing 

the user with information about applications and functions of an apparatus in an efficient 

at-a-glance format. Dynamic preview information from applications and/or functions 

running on an apparatus is provided on a dynamic bar, allowing the user to monitor these 

applications and/or functions without having to take the trouble of activating the 

application/function. Should the user wish to see more information about the 

application/function, each dynamic bar has an expandable pop-up interface which 

provides further respective preview information from the application/function. 

The dynamic bar provides links to invoke interfaces of the applications and/or 

functions, allowing the user to quickly navigate to the desired application without having 

to find the menu or icon for that application. An example is shown in Figs 13A-C. This 

provides a stream-lined way for the user to navigate to an application, such as when the 

dynamic preview information provided by the dynamic bar is sufficient for the user to 

decide whether or not an application should be invoked. For example, if a user sees that 

there are 50 unread email messages, the user may wish to open the email application 

directly to answer these messages, and the user may not need to see a preview of all 50 

messages to decide whether or not to open the email application. 

Ogren teaches a row of status icons displayed at the top of a screen on an 

electronic device. These icons each relate to the status of the device or an application, and 

can be expanded to a full-screen display, as shown in Fig. 4, by pressing a button on the 

device. The full-screen display provides information relating to each status or application, 

and also provides links where applicable. While some status icons may be always 

displayed at the top of the screen, in particular those relating to the status of the device 

such as battery life and signal strength, those relating to applications may be displayed 

only when a new event arrives. 
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The Examiner alleges that constantly displaying the signal strength, as disclosed 

in paragraph [0033] of Ogren, is considered the same as updating dynamic preview 

information displayed in a dynamic bar. The Applicant submits that this is an improper 

interpretation of Ogren. The signal strength cannot be equated with dynamic preview 

information, as there is nothing to preview; it is merely an indication of the status of the 

device and not a preview of more detailed information such as that contained in an 

application. 

Even if displaying dynamic preview information is taught by Ogren, with which 

the Applicant stronglly disagrees, Ogren still does not teach any link provided by the 

status icons that would allow a user to directly invoke the associated application or 

function as recited by the present independent claims. The Examiner cites paragraph 

[0010] of Ogren as disclosing such a link. However, that paragraph states "wherein said 

further information comprises a link back to said item of status information ... " Thus, 

contrary to the Examiner's assertion, the link does not invoke an associate application or 

function, but rather brings the user back to the row of status icons. 

Ogren teaches that the user can perform an action related to the application or 

function not directly from the row of status icons, but only after the user chooses to 

expand the icons. This is clearly shown in Figs SA and 5B in Ogren. The status bar is 

provided at step 56, and further information must be activated at step 60 before an icon 

can be selected at step 62. Indeed, because Ogren teaches that the status icons for 

applications are displayed only in response to a new event, it would not make sense to 

use these icons to invoke an application, since the icon would not be available a majority 

of the time. Thus, Ogren does not teach the stream-lined interface that is described in the 

present claims, and to a large extent, teaches in a direction that is contrary to the claimed 

subject matter. 

The Examiner further relies on a combination of Ogren with Jarrad to teach an 

expandable popup interface for providing respective preview information as presently 

claimed. Jarrad provides a text field 130 (Fig. 3) or overlay window 140 (Fig. 4) 

including a text field 130, all of which identify the function or application of the icon at 
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which the cursor is located. Jarrad fails to teach or suggest including dynamic preview 

information with the overlay window 140 or in the text field 130. In fact, Jarrad fails to 

teach or suggest providing preview information of any sort. Further, Jarrad fails to teach 

or suggest updating the dynamic bar in response to changes in respective dynamic 

preview information. Further yet, Jarrad fails to teach or suggest including dynamic 

preview information with the overlay window 140 or in the text field 130. Unlike the 

dynamic preview information presently claimed, the overlay window 140 and the text 

field 130 of Jarrad are not updated continuously and in fact are not updated at all, since a 

text field or overlay window associated with a particular icon of Jarrad will also present 

the same information, namely the function or application of the associated icon. Thus, 

contrary to the Examiner's assertion, the feature of an expandable popup interface for 

providing respective preview information is not taught by Jarrad. 

The Examiner further relies on a combination of Ogren and Jarrad with Maass, 

Ausems, or Andrew to arrive at the subject matter of the dependent claims. Maass teaches 

a method of managing incoming data using information filtering. Maass also teaches a set 

of pre-selected applications that the user can activate in a currently active context. 

Ausems teaches a user interface having a menu associated with applications and icons. 

Andrew teaches a method of connectivity notification, including a connectivity dialog 

that provides a link to enable configuration of a connection. However, none of Maass, 

Ausems, or Andrew teaches displaying dynamic preview information in a dynamic bar, 

as recited in the present claims. 

In view of the foregoing arguments, it is the view of the Applicant that the final 

rejections presented by the Examiner are improper and unsustainable. It is submitted that 

claims 1 and 13 are patentable over Ogren and Jarrad alone or in combination because 

Ogren and Jarrad, whether taken alone or in combination, fail to teach or suggest all of 

the features recited in these claims. A combination of Ogren and Jarrad with Maass, 

Ausems, or Andrew still does not arrive at all the features of claims 1 and 13. The 

dependent claims recite further patentable subject matter and are patentable because of 

their dependence from the independent claims. 
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Favourable reconsideration and allowance of the application are respectfully 

requested. Should the Examiner have any questions in connection with the Applicant's 

submissions, please contact the undersigned. 

Date: January 28, 2008 

OGILVY RENAULT LLP 
Suite 3800, Royal Bank Plaza, South Tower 
200 Bay Street, P.O. Box 84 
Toronto, Ontario M5J 2Z4 
Canada 

Respectfully submitted, 

OGILVY RENAULT LLP 

By Ip� 

Paull.Fi 
Registration No. 34,963 
Telephone (416) 216-3903 
Fax (416) 216-3930 
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Application/Control Number: 10/983,606 

Art Unit: 2178 

DETAILED ACTION 

1. This office action is in response to the amendment file on September 17, 2007.

Page 2 

2. Claims 1,4-9,12,13, and 16-18 are amended, claims 2, 3, and 14-15 are canceled, claims 26 and

27 are new and claims 1, 4-13 and 16-27 are pending. 

3. The rejection of claim 14-24 under 3 5 U .S.C. §IO 1 first paragraph as directed to non-statutory

subject matter has been withdrawn pursuant to applicant amendment. 

Claim Objection 

4. Claims 26 and 27 objected to because of the following informalities: "predetermined logical

relationships" in line I. There is insufficient antecedent basis for this limitation in the claims. 

Appropriate correction is required. 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§ 103 

5. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in section
102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the
subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary
skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the
invention was made.

6. Claims 1, 7,10,13, 19, 22, 25 and 26-27 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over 6isren et al. (EP 1 434 411 A 1) in view of Jarrad (US 6,047, 197). 
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providing at least one dynamic bar for displaying on a main screen of a graphical user interface 

for controlling the apparatus (col. 2; para [00091), each dynamic bar associated with respective multiple 

interfaces for applications and functions provided by the apparatus (col. 2, para [0013], [0014]), and the 

dynamic bars providing links to invoke said respective interfaces (col. 2, para [0010]) and col. 8, !in.es 2-

8); 

invoking said respective interfaces to control said apparatus in response to user input (col. 3, lines 

26-30).

associating with at least some of the dynamic bars respective dynamic preview information 

determined from information managed by at least one of the respective applications and functions 

associated with the some of the dynamic bars and displaying the respective dynamic preview information 

within the associated dynamic bar (col. 2, para [0014]); and 

updating the display of the at least some dynamic bars in response to a change to the respective 

dynamic preview information (col. 5, para [0033]) [By constantly display the signal strength is considered 

as updating]. 

But does not explicitly disclose said each dynamic bar having an expandable popup interface for 

providing respective preview information determined from information managed by applications and 

function. However, Jarrad discloses an overlay window with a text field which identifies the function or 

application .. (col. 4, lines 42-49). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the 

art at the time the invention was made to include popup interface in Ogren. One would have been 

motivated to do so in order to make it very convenient for a user to visualize the information related to a 

particular icon or application. 
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Claims 10 and 22: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 1 above and 13 below, Ogren 

further discloses at least some of the links to invoke respective interfaces are represented by respective 

icons (fig. 4). 

Claims 7 and 19: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 1 above and 13 below, Ogren further 

discloses providing at least one dynamic bar includes displaying said at least one dynamic bar in a main 

screen of a user interface for controlling the apparatus, the main screen including a plurality of icons for 

activating respective interfaces for applications and functions provided by the apparatus ( col. 8, para 

[0041] lines 11-29 and 39-46). 

Claim 13: Ogren discloses an apparatus comprising: 

a storage medium having stored therein a plurality of programming instructions designed to 

enable the apparatus to: 

provide at least one dynamic bar for displaying on a main screen of a graphical user interface for 

controlling the apparatus (col. 2, para [0009]), each dynamic bar associated with respective multiple 

interfaces for applications and functions provided by the apparatus (col. 2, para [0013], [0014]), and the 

dynamic bars providing links to invoke said respective interfaces ( col. 2, para [001 O]) and col. 8, lines 2-

8); 

invoke said respective interfaces to control said apparatus in response to user input (col. 3, lines 

26-30); and 

associate with at least some of the dynamic bars respective dynamic preview information 

determined from information managed by at least one of the respective applications and functions 

associated with the at least some of the dynamic bars and to display the dynamic preview information 

(col. 2, para [0014]); and 
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update the display of the at least some dynamic bars in response to a change to the respective 

dynamic preview information (col. 5, para [0033]) [By constantly display the signal strength is considered 

as updating]. 

a processor coupled to the storage medium to execute the programming instructions (fig. 2, items 

20, 22 and 24) 

But does not explicitly disclose said each dynamic bar having an expandable popup interface for 

providing respective preview information determined from information managed by applications and 

function. However, Jarrad discloses an overlay window with a text field which identifies the function or 

application .. (col. 4, lines 42-49). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the 

art at the time the invention was made to include popup interface in Ogren. One would have been 

motivated to do so in order to make it very convenient for a user to visualize the information related to a 

particular icon or application. 

Claim i5: Ogren and Jarrad disclose a machine-readable medium comprising program code executable on 

a processor for implementing the method as in claim I above, Ogren further discloses a status information 

store ( col. 6, lines 19-20). 

Claims 26-27: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method of claims I and 13 above, Ogren further discloses 

wherein the predetermined logical (preloaded applications) relationships are contextual relationships 

(status information related to the device performance) based on a manner in which a user of the apparatus 

uses the applications and functions and functional relationships based on functions that are performed by 

the applications and functions (providing a list of further possible actions and selections relating to the 

performance) (col. 2, para. [0016]. 
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7. Claims 4, 11, 16 and 23 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Ogren et

al. (EP 1 434 411 Al) in view of Jarrad (US 6,047,197) and in further view of Maass et al (W003/100591 

A2). 

Claims 4 and 16: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims I and l 3  above, but do not explicitly 

disclose further comprising providing a filter defining interface for defining a filter with which to 

determine the preview information. However, Maass discloses 'a pipeline for the announcing the arrival 

of new opportunities/events that pass the user's current personal filter .. " (p. 6, lines 18-24). Therefore, it 

would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to 

include information filtering in Ogren. One would have been motivated to do so in order to efficiently and 

accurately let the user leave out undesired information. 

Claims 11 and 23: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 10 and 22 above, but do not 

explicitly disclose an icon is associated with a respective dialog interface for configuring one of more 

options for controlling the operation of the apparatus, said dialog interface displayed in association with 

the icon. However, Maass discloses pre-selected applications or tools that a user can activate in their 

currently active context..(p. 8, line32 and p. 9, lines 1-7). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one 

having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include this feature in Ogren. One 

would have been motivated to do so in order to facilitate the apparatus configuration effortlessly. 

8. Claims 5-6, 8, 17-18 and 20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Ogren et al. (EP I 434 411 A I) Ogren et al. (EP I 434 411 Al ) in view of Jarrad (US 6,047, 197) and in 

further view of Ausems et al (US 2003/0013483 A 1 ). 
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Claims 5 and 17: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 1 and 13 above, further but do not 

explicitly disclose selecting particular applications and functions for associating with the at least one 

dynamic bar in response to predetermined logical relationships between the applications and functions. 

However, Ausems discloses menu associated with applications and icons .. (p. 6, para [0064]). Therefore, it 

would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to 

include this feature in Ogren. One would have been motivated to do so in order to make it very 

convenient for a user to select an application �elating to an icon. 

Claims 6 and 18: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 5 and 17 above, but do not explicitly 

including labelling the dynamic bars in response to one of the predetermined logical relationships. 

However, Ausems discloses description of icon associated with a particular application .. (p. 6, para 

[0065]). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the 

invention was made to include labeling in Ogren. One would have been motivated to do so in order to 

make it very convenient for a user to visualize the available resources. 

Claims 8 and 20: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims I and 13 above, but do not explicitly 

discloses at least one of expanding and collapsing a respective pop-up interface associated with the at 

least one dynamic bar in response to respective user input. However, Ausems discloses a drop down menu 

list of applications in response to the user input.. (p. 9,para [0075] and [0077]). Therefore, it would have 

been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include this 

feature in Ogren. One would have been motivated to do so in order to make it very convenient for a user 

to visualize the available resources. 
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9. Claims 9, 12, 21 and 24 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Ogren et

al. (EP 1 434 411 Al) Ogren et al. (EP I 434 411 Al)  in view of Jarrad (US 6,047,197) and in further 

view of Andrew et al (US 2004/0204133 A I). 

Claims 9 and 21: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims I and 13 above, but do not explicitly 

discloses further comprising associating a respective menu interface with at least some of the dynamic 

bars, said respective menu interface displayable to provide links to invoke at least one of interfaces for the 

applications and functions associated with the respective dynamic bar and interfaces to configure options 

for controlling the operation of the respective dynamic bar. However, Andrew discloses 'setting link 

which when tapped takes the user to the connection manager user interface display .. " (p. 3, para [0034]). 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was 

made to include this feature in Ogren. One would have been motivated to do so in order to make it very 

convenient for a user to manage the available resources. 

Claims 12 and 24: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 10 and 22 above, but do not 

explicitly discloses selecting the icon for representing with a respective link in response to a value of said 

one or more options. However, Andrew discloses a link respective to a connection manager icon .. (p. 

3,para [0031 ]). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time 

the invention was made to include this feature in Ogren. One would have been motivated to do so in order 

to facilitate the user with applications and functions selection. 

Response to Arguments 

10. Applicant's arguments filed on 09/17/2007 have been fully considered but they are not

persuasive. 
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a) There's no teaching or suggestion of associating this with further information about the status

of the applications that the icons represent in Ogren. For example there are no numbers associated with 

the number of new emails. 

Examiner notes that the limitations "associating this with further information about the status of 

the applications that the icons represent" and "numbers associated with the number of new emails" are not 

recited in either claim I or 13. 

b) Applicant argues: Ogren fails to teach or suggest updating the dynamic bar in response to

changes in respective dynamic preview information. 

Examiner notes that the limitation "updating the dynamic bar in response to changes in respective 

dynamic preview information" is not recited in either claim I or 13. 

c) Applicant further argues: Jarrad fails to teach or suggest including continuously updated

dynamic preview information with the overlay window 140 orin the text field 130. 

In response to argument, Jarrad teaches an overlay window, which is equivalent to applicant 

expandable popup interface, but Ogren further discloses dynamic display of related information to the 

phone that is influenced by outside source like receiving an email or a phone call (col. 7, lines 2-8). 

Therefore, dynamic preview information will be achieved by combining Ogren and Jarrad. 

Conclusion 
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11. Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) ofrejection presented in this Office

action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP § 706.07(a). Applicant is 

reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR l .136(a). 

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE MONTHS from the 

mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of 

this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH 

shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action 

is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR l.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of 

the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX 

MONTHS from the date of this final action. 

13. The prior art made ofrecord and not relied upo� is considered pertinent to applicant's disclosure.

a. Moon et al. (US 6,211,858 Bl) discloses methods and apparatus for displaying a rotating meter

icon on a portable intelligent communications device. 

b. Goshen (US 2001/0029527 A l )  discloses method and system for providing a customized

browser network. 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner should 

be direct�d to Phenuel S. Salomon whose telephone number is (571) 270-1699. The examiner can 

normally be reached on Mon-Fri 7:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.(Altemate Friday Off) EST. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor, 

Stephen Hong can be reached on (571) 272 4124. The fax phone number for the organization where this 

application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-3800. 
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Infonnation regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent Application 

Infonnation Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status infonnation for published applications may be obtained 

from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR Status information for unpublished applications is available 

through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic 

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer 

Service Representative or access to the automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR 

CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

PSS 
11/20/2007 

JEiJl Stephen Hong 
Supervisory Primary Examiner 
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2178 
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earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b). 

Status 

1)� Responsive to communication(s) filed on 09 November 2004.

2a)O This action is FINAL. 2b)� This action is non-final. 

3)0 Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213. 

Disposition of Claims 

4)� Claim(s) 1-25 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above claim(s) __ is/are withdrawn from consideration. 

5)0 Claim(s) __ is/are allowed.

6)� Claim(s) 1-25 is/are rejected.
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8)0 Claim(s) __ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.
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Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a). 

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d). 

11 )0 The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PT0-152. 

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119 

12)0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119{a)-(d) or (f).

a)O All b)O Some* c)O None of:

1.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __ . 

3.0 Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage 

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)). 

*See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s) 

1) � Notice of References Cited (PT0-892)
2) 0 Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PT0-948)
3} � Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08}

Paper No(s)/Mail Date 5105 and 1/06.

4) 0 Interview Summary (PT0-413)
Paper No(s)/Mail Date. __ . 

5) 0 Notice of Informal Patent Application
6) 0 Other: __ .

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
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Application/Control Number: 10/983,606 

Art Unit: 2178 

DETAILED ACTION 

Page2 

1. This action is in response to the original filing of November 09, 2004. Claims 1-25 are pending

and have been considered below. 

Claim Rejections-35 USC§ 103 

2. The following is a quotation of35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in section
102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the
subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary
skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the
invention was made.

3. Claims 1-3, 7,10,13-15, 19, 22 and 25 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Ogren et al. (EP 1 434 411 A 1) in view of Jarrad (US 6,047, 197). 

Claim 1: Ogren discloses a method for controlling an apparatus comprising: 

providing at least one dynamic bar for displaying on a main screen of a graphical user interface 

for controlling the apparatus, each dynamic bar associated with respective one or more interfaces for at 

least one of applications and functions provided by the apparatus, said each dynamic bar for providing at 

least one of respective preview information determined from information managed by the at least one of 

applications and functions and links to invoke said respective interfaces ( col. 2, para [0009, 00 l 0, 0013, 

0014] and col. 8, lines 2-8); and 

invoking said respective interfaces to control said apparatus in response to user input (col. 3, lines 

26-30).
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Art Unit: 2178 

Page 3 

But does not explicitly disclose expandable pop-up interface. However, Jarrad discloses an overlay 

window with a text field ... (col. 4, lines 42-49). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one having 

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include popup interface in Ogren. One 

would have been motivated to do so in order to make it very convenient for a user to visualize the 

information related to a particular icon or application. 

Claims 2 an 14: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 1 above and 13 below, Ogren further 

discloses associating with at least some of the dynamic bars respective dynamic preview information 

determined from information managed by at least one of the respective applications and functions 

associated with the some of the dynamic bars and displaying the respective dynamic preview information 

within the associated dynamic bar (col. 2, para [0014]). 

Claims 3 and 15: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 2 and 14 above, Ogren further 

discloses including updating the display of the at least some dynamic bars in response to a change to the 

respective dynamic preview information (col. 5, para [0033]) [By constantly display the signal strength is 

considered as updating]. 

Claims 10 and 22: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 1 above and 13 below, Ogren 

further discloses at least some of the links to invoke respective interfaces are represented by respective 

icons (fig. 4). 

Claims 7 and 19: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 1 above and 13 below, Ogren further 

discloses providing at least one dynamic bar includes displaying said at least one dynamic bar in a main 

screen of a user interface for controlling the apparatus, the main screen including a plurality of icons for 
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activating respective interfaces for at least one of applications and functions provided by the apparatus 

( col. 8, para [0041] lines 11-29 and 39-46). 

Claim 13: Ogren discloses an apparatus comprising: 

a storage medium having stored therein a plurality of programming instructions designed to 

enable the apparatus to: 

provide at least one dynamic bar for displaying on a main screen of a graphical user interface for 

controlling the apparatus, each dynamic bar associated with respective one or more interfaces for at least 

one of applications and functions provided by the apparatus, said each dynamic bar for providing at least 

one of preview information determined from information managed by the at, least one of applications and 

functions and links to invoke said respective interfaces (col. 2, para [0009, 0010, 0013, 0014] and col. 8, 

lines 2-8); and 

invoke said respective interfaces to control said apparatus in response to user input (col. 3, lines 

26-30); and

processor coupled to the storage medium to execute the programming instructions (fig. 2, items 

20, 22 and 24 

But does not explicitly disclose each dynamic bar having a pop-up interface. However, Jarrad discloses an 

overlay window with a text field ... (col. 4, lines 42-49). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one 

having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include popup interface in Ogren. 

One would have been motivated to do so in order to make it very convenient for a user to visualize the 

information related to a particular icon or application. 
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Claim 25: Ogren and Jarrad disclose a machine-readable medium comprising program code executable on 

a processor for implementing the method as in claim l above, Ogren further discloses a status information 

store ( col. 6, lines 19-20). 

4. Claims 4, 11, 16 and 23 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Ogren et

al. (EP 1 434 411 Al) in view of Jarrad (US 6,047,197) and in further view of Maass et al (W003/100591 

A2). 

Claims 4 and 16: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 2 and 14 above, but do not explicitly 

disclose providing a filter defining interface for defining a filter with which to determine the preview 

information. However, Maass discloses 'a pipeline for the announcing the arrival of new 

opportunities/events that pass the user's current personal filter .. " (p. 6, lines 18-24). Therefore, it would 

have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include 

information filtering in Ogren. One would have been motivated to do so in order to efficiently and 

accurately let the user leave out undesired information. 

Claims 11 and 23: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 10 and 22 above, but do not 

explicitly disclose an icon is associated with a respective dialog interface for configuring one of more 

options for controlling the operation of the apparatus, said dialog interface displayed in association with 

the icon. However, Maass discloses pre-selected applications or tools that a user can activate in their 

currently active context..(p. 8, line32 and p. 9, lines 1-7). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one 

having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include this feature in Ogren. One 

would have been motivated to do so in order to facilitate the apparatus configuration effortlessly. 
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5. Claims 5-6, 8, 17-18 and 20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Ogren et al. (EP 1 434 411 A 1) Ogren et al. (EP l 434 411 A 1) in view of Jarrad (US 6,04 7, 197) and in 

further view of Ausems et al (US 2003/0013483 A 1 ). 

Claims 5 and 17: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 1 and 13 above, but do not explicitly 

disclose selecting particular applications and functions for associating with the at least one dynamic bar in 

response to logical relationships between the applications and functions. However, Ausems discloses 

menu associated with applications and icons .. (p. 6, para [0064]). Therefore, it would have been obvious to 

one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include this feature in Ogren. 

One would have been motivated to do so in order to make it very convenient for a user to select an 

application relating to an icon. 

Claims 6 and 18: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 5 and 17 above, but do not explicitly 

including labeling the dynamic bars in response to the logical relationship. However, Ausems discloses 

description of icon associated with a particular application .. (p. 6, para [0065]). Therefore, it would have 

been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include labeling 

in Ogren. One would have been motivated to do so in order to make it very convenient for a user to 

visualize the available resources. 

Claims 8 and 20: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims I and 13 above, but do not explicitly 

discloses at least one of expanding and collapsing a respective pop-up interface associated with a dynamic 

bar in response to respective user input. However, Ausems discloses a drop down menu list of 

applications in response to the user input.. (p. 9,para [0075] and [0077]). Therefore, it would have been 

obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include this feature in 
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Ogren. One would have been motivated to do so in order to make it very convenient for a user to visualize 

the available resources. 

6. Claims 9, 12, 21 and 24 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Ogren et

al. (EP 1 434 411 Al)  Ogren et al. (EP 1 434 411 A 1) in view ofJarrad (US 6,047, 197) and in further 

view of Andrew et al (US 2004/0204133 A 1 ). 

Claims 9 and 21: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 1 and 13 above, but do not explicitly 

discloses including associating a respective menu interface with at least some of the dynamic bars, said 

respective menu interface displayable to provide links to invoke at least one of interfaces for the 

applications and functions associated with the respective dynamic bar and interfaces to configure options 

for controlling the operation of the respective dynamic bar. However, Andrew discloses 'setting link 

which when tapped takes the user to the connection manager user interface display .. " (p. 3, para [0034]). 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was 

made to include this feature in Ogren. One would have been motivated to do so in order to make it very 

convenient for a user to manage the available resources. 

Claims 12 and 24: Ogren and Jarrad disclose the method as in claims 10 and 22 above, but do not 

explicitly discloses selecting the icon for representing with a respective link in response to a value of said 

one or more options. However, Andrew discloses a link respective to a connection manager icon .. (p. 

3,para [0031]). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time 

the invention was made to include this feature in Ogren. One would have been motivated to do so in order 

to facilitate the user with applications and functions selection. 
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7. The prior art made ofrecord and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's disclosure.

a. Moon et al. (US 6,211,858 Bl) discloses methods and apparatus for displaying a rotating meter

icon on a portable intelligent communications device. 

b. Goshen (US 2001/0029527 Al) discloses method and system for providing a customized

browser network. 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner should 

be directed to Phenuel S. Salomon whose telephone number is (571) 270-1699. The examiner can 

normally be reached on Mon-Fri 7:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.(Alternate Friday Oft) EST. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor, 

Stephen Hong can be reached on (571) 272 4124. The fax phone number for the organization where this 

application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-3800. 

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent Application 

Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications may be obtained 

from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished applications is available 

through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic 

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer 

Service Representative or access to the automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR 

CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

PSS f,SS.

7/03/2007 
n g

Supervisory Primary Examiner 
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Description 

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of 5 

portable electronic devices and more particularly to a 
method and a portable electronic device for providing 
further information relating to the status of the device. 

DESCRIPTION OF RELATED ART to 

tion, the object is achieved by a method of providing fur
ther information relating to the status of a portable elec
tronic device comprising the steps of: 

providing an item of status information relating to 
the performance of a portable electronic device, 
possibly activated applications or functions in the 
device,and 
upon detecting a selection of further information 
providing limited further information relating to said 
item. 

[0009) A second aspect of the present invention is di
rected to a method including the features of the first as-

[0002] The cellular phones of today have more and 
more different functions and applications in them. It is 
today normal to provide the phones with a status bar 
showing the status of the phone in the form of battery 
power level, signal strength information as well as status 
information relating to different functions and applica
tions, like if a phone call has been missed or if there is 

15 pect, wherein the step of providing includes providing at 
least two items of status information and the step of pro
viding limited further information includes simultaneous
ly providing said limited further information relating to 
the two items. an incoming electronic message in the form of SMS or 

e-mail. This information is furthermore normally dis- 20
played in the form of icons or symbols only giving gen-
eral information about the status. 
[0003] Further information relating to the information 
shown in these status bars is however not directly ac
cessible to a user of the phone. Such information can 25 
be from who the missed call was and the remaining 
stand-by time for a battery. In order to get this informa
tion, the user has to navigate though a general menu in 
order to get to the function in question for finding out 
who called. It is furthermore possible to set short cuts 30 
through the menu system, but then these are fixed and 
not event driven. The user must know beforehand that 
he might be interested in the further information and pro
gram such a short-cut in advance in order to save some 
time in the navigation. In order to reach such a short cut 35 
the user furthermore has to start in the normal menu sys
tem, which thus also takes up valuable time. 
[0004] There is thus a need for providing easily ac
cessible further information that can be presented on a 
limited size information presentation unit in relation to 40 
status information. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0005] The present invention is thus directed towards 45 
solving the problem of providing easily accessible fur
ther information related to status information that can be 
presented on a limited size information presentation 
unit. 

[0010) A third aspect of the present invention is direct
ed towards a method including the features of the first 
aspect, wherein said further information comprises a 
link back to said item of status information such as 
through a "back"-key. 
[0011] A fourth aspect of the present invention is di
rected towards a method including the features of the 
third aspect, further comprising the step of removing the 
further information upon detecting selection of the link 
back to said item of status information and again pre
senting said item of status information. 
[0012] A fifth aspect of the present invention is direct
ed towards a method including the features of the first 
aspect, wherein the further information provided related 
to an item of status information is a limited number of 
pieces of information. 
(0013] A sixth aspect of the present invention is di
rected towards a method including the features of the 
first aspect, further including the step of detecting selec
tlon of an item of status information after providing lim-
ited further information and determining type of item se
lected. 
[0014) A seventh aspect of the present invention is di
rected towards a method including the features of the 
sixth aspect, further including the step of: if the first item 
of status information relates to an application, determin
ing if an action in relation to the application was selected 
and pelforming said action or providing a list of further 
possible actions and selections relating to the applica
tion in dependence of the determination. 

[0006] This is achieved by providing further informa
tion about an item of status information shown to a user 
upon the detection of a selection of the further informa-
tion from the user. 
[0007) One object of the present invention is to pro
vide a method enabling easy access to further informa
tion related to status information that can be presented 
on a limited size information presentation unit. 

50 [0015] An eighth aspect of the present invention is di
rected towards a method including the features of the 
sixth aspect, further comprising the step of: if the first 
item of status information relates to a function, deter
mining if an action in relation to the function was select-

[0008] According to a first aspect of the present inven-

55 ed and pelforming said action or providing a list of fur
ther possible actions and selections relating to the func
tion in dependence of the determination. 
[0016) A ninth aspect of the present invention is di-

2 
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rected towards a method including the features of the 
sixth aspect, further comprising the step of: if the first 
item of status information relates to the performance of 
the portable electronic device, providing a list of further 
possible actions and selections relating to the perform
ance. 
(0017] Another object of the present invention is to 
provide a portable electronic device, which enables 
easy access to further information related to status in
formation that can be presented on a limited size infor
mation presentation unit. 
(0018] According to a tenth aspect of the present in
vention, this object is achieved by a portable electronic 
device for providing further information relating to the 
status of said portable electronic device comprising: 

an information presentation unit, 
at least one first user input unit, and 

a control unit arranged to: 

provide an item of status information relating to 
the performance of the portable electronic de

vice and possibly activated applications and 
functions in the device on the information pres
entation unit, and 
upon detecting a selection of further informa
tion via the user input unit, provide limited fur
ther information relating to said item of status 
information on the information presentation 
unit. 

(0019) An eleventh aspect of the present invention is 
directed towards a device including the features of the 
tenth aspect, wherein the control unit is arranged to pro
vide at least two items of status information and to si
multaneously provide limited further information relating 
to the two items. 
(0020] A twelfth aspect of the present invention is di
rected towards a device including the features of the 
tenth aspect, further including a second user input unit 
for moving back to said item of status information. 
[0021] A thirteenth aspect of the present invention is 
directed towards a device including the features of the 
twelfth aspect, wherein the control unit is further ar
ranged to remove the further information from the infor
mation presentation unit upon detecting depression of 
the second user input and again present said item of 
status information on the information presentation unit. 
[0022] A fourteenth aspect of the present invention Is 
directed towards a device including the features of the 
tenth aspect, wherein the further information provided 
related to an item of status information is a limited 
number of pieces of information. 
[0023] A fifteenth aspect of the present invention is 
directed towards a device including the features of the 
tenth aspect, wherein the first user input unit is provided 
as a button on the side of the portable communication 
device. 

(0024) A sixteenth aspect of the present invention is 
directed towards a device including the features of the 
tenth aspect, wherein the control unit is arranged to de
tect selection of an item of status information after pro-

5 viding limited further information and to determine type 
of item selected. 

[0025] A seventeenth aspect of the present invention 
is directed towards a device including the features of the 
sixteenth aspect, wherein the control unit is further ar-

10 ranged to, if the first item of status information relates 
to an application, determine if an action in relation to the 
application was selected and then perform said action 
or provide a list of further possible actions and selections 
relating to the application. 

15 [0026] An eighteenth aspect of the present invention 
is directed towards a device including the features of the 
sixteenth aspect, wherein the control unit is further ar
ranged to, if the first item of status information relates 
to a function, determine if an action in relation to the 

20 function was selected and then perform said action or 
provide a list of further possible actions and selections 
relating to the function. 
[0027] A nineteenth aspect of the present invention is 
directed towards a device including the features of the 

2s sixteenth aspect, wherein the control unit is further ar
ranged to, if the first item of status information relates 
to the performance of the portable electronic device, 
provide a list of further possible actions and selections 
relating to the performance. 

30 (0028] A twentieth aspect of the present invention is 
directed towards a device including the features of the 
sixteenth aspect, further comprising a second user input 
unit in the form of at least one key on a keypad of the 
device, which second unit is used for any selections 

35 made in relation to the further information shown on the 
information presentation unit. 
[0029] A twenty-first aspect of the present invention 
is directed towards a device including the features of the 
tenth aspect, further comprising a status information 

40 store, from which the control unit is arranged to retrieve 
said item of status infonmation for provision on the infor
mation presentation unit. 
[0030] A twenty-second aspect of the present inven
tion is directed towards a device including the features 

45 of the tenth aspect, further comprising a further informa
tion store, from which the control unit is arranged to re
trieve further information relating to said item of status 
information for provision on the information presentation 
unit. 

50 (0031] A twenty-third aspect of the present invention 
is directed towards a device including the features of the 
tenth aspect, wherein the portable electronic device is 
a cellular phone. 
[0032] The invention has the following advantages. It 

55 allows a user to directly get further information about 
items of information presented in a status bar in a port
able electronic device. A user can then easily see further 
information of activated functions and applications as 
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well as the performance of the device. If the item is an 
icon, this is additionally advantageous when a user does 
not know what the item presented means. 
[0033) The expression performance of a device is 
meant to include variable characteristics like battery en
ergy level and signal strength, the expression function 
is intended to include functions set by a user of the de
vice, like the time, date, ring signals and other settings 
possible to make. With an application unit is meant a 
unit providing a substantial amount of information to a 
user of the device, which unit also requires at least some 
activities by the user, like the making of phone calls, 
sending, receiving and reading electronic messages 
and playing music and games. 
[0034) It should be emphasized that the term "com
prises/comprising"when used in this specification is tak
en to specify the presence of stated features, integers, 
steps or components, but does not preclude the pres
ence or addition of one or more other features, Integers, 
steps, components or groups thereof. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

this, the keys at the top of the keypad are navigation 
keys, of which a first pair at the top includes a first and 
second soft navigation key 17 and 19. The key pad 18 
also includes a second pair of hard navigation keys in-

5 eluding a "back" -key 13 and a cancellation key 15. The 
soft keys can be used for navigating in a menu system 
provided in the phone, and the "back"-key 13 is used for 
moving backwards In the menu system. The antenna 12 
is used for communication with other users via a net-

10 work. A cellular phone is just one example of a device 
in which the invention can be implemented. The inven
tion can for instance also be used in a PDA (personal 
digital assistant), a palm top computer, a lap top com
puter and a smartphone. 

15 [0037] Fig. 2 shows a block schematic of the different 
parts of the phone 10 relevant to the present invention. 
The display 14, the first input unit 16 and the keypad 18 
are here shown as separate boxes connected to a con
trol unit 20. The control unit 20 is furthermore connected 

20 to a status information store 22 and to a further informa
tion store 24 as well as to a first function unit 26, to a 
first application unit 28 and to a first performance deter
mination unit 30. It should be realised that the control 

(0035] The present invention will now be described in 
more detail in relation to the enclosed drawings, in 25 

which: 

unit 20 can be connected to several application, function 
and performance determination units. Only three are 
however shown for better understanding of the present 

fig. 1 shows a front view of a portable electronic de
vice in the form of a cellular phone, 
fig. 2 shows a block schematic of the relevant parts 
of the invention inside the phone in fig. 1, 
fig. 3 shows a front view of the display in the phone 
from fig. 1 showing a status bar, 

invention. A performance determination unit is a unit de
termining variable characteristics like one of battery en
ergy level, signal strength or if the phone is synchro-

30 nised with another device. A function unit is handling 
functions set by a user of the device, like the time, ring 
signals, ring signal volume or other settings possible to 
make in the device. An application unit handles activities 

fig. 4 shows a front view of the display in the phone 
from fig. 1 showing further information relating to the 35 

status bar, 

by a user of the device in relation to the application, like 
the making of phone calls, sending, receiving and read
ing electronic messages, browsing using a Web or WAP 

fig. 5A shows the first part of a method according to 
the invention, and 
fig. 58 shows a second part of the method accord
ing to the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 

[0036] A portable electronic device 10 according to 
the invention is shown in a front view in fig. 1. In the 
preferred embodiment the device is a cellular phone 10 
having an antenna 12, a display 14, a first user input unit 
in the form of a button 16 provided on the side of the 
phone as well as a keypad 18 including a number of 
keys. The button 16 is a so called volume button, which 
can be used for adjusting the volume setting of the 
phone, but in the present invention it has one further 
function, which will be described in more detail later. 
Apart from making and receiving telephone calls, the 
keypad 18 is used for entering information such as se
lection of functions and applications and responding to 
prompts and the display 14 is used for displaying func
tions and prompts to a user of the phone. In order to do 

browser and playing game or music or a camera. An 
application thus provides a user with a lot of information. 
[0038} Fig. 3 shows a status bar displayed on the dis-

40 play of the phone together with the first set of soft keys 
17 and 19 of the keypad, which status bar here include 
a number of icons, each associated with the status of 
either an application, a function or a performance of the 
phone. In fig. 3 there is shown a first icon 32 associated 

45 with the application of making phone calls and here in
dicating a missed phone call, a second icon 34 associ
ated with the application SMS (Short Message Service) 
or e-mail application of the phone, a third icon 35 asso
ciated with an MP3-player, a fourth icon 36 associated 

50 with the performance of Bluetooth™ synchronisation 
and a fifth icon 38 associated with the performance of 
battery energy level of the phone. It should be realised 
that these are just a few of the possible performances, 
functions and applications for which an icon might be 

55 displayed. The display according to the preferred em
bodiment of the present invention can however only 
show five icons at one time in the status bar. It should 
furthermore be realised that some icons might be static, 
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i.e. might be present at all times, which normally in
cludes at least some of the performance icons, while
some might only be provided if the application or func-
tion related to the phone has been activated or invoked
either by the user of the phone himself or by some other
type of influence, for instance the influence from outside

5 

number. If this is not the case the number of the person 
calling might be shown instead. The first icon 32 and the 
additional information54 and 52 relating to it is highlight-
ed. This highlighting indicates that a selection of this 
icon can be made. The highlighting is shown with short 
diagonally directed dotted lines. It should be realised 
that the display can show up to seven icons, which can 
be seen through scrolling. 
[0040) Fig. 5A and 58 shows a flow chart of the meth-

the phone like the reception of an e-mail or a phone call.
Other possible applications are for instance WAP 
browser and a camera. An example of a function nor
mally shown in a status bar is the clock. At the bottom 
of the display of fig. 3 there is shown first soft information 
31 associated with the first soft key 17 and second soft
information 33 associated with the second soft key. The

10 od according to the invention. 
[0041) A preferred embodiment of the present inven
tion will now be explained with reference to fig. 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5A and 5B. This embodiment is also believed to be 
the best mode of the Invention at the moment. The con-first and second soft information shown in the figure is 

associated with the normal menu system of the phone,
which menu system is not shown in the figure. 

15 trol unit 20 retrieves the icons in the status bar from the 

[0039) Fig. 4 shows a second view of the display 14 
together with the first set of soft keys 17 and 19 of the 
keypad, where further information in relation to the icons
in the status bar is shown next to the icons. The icons 20 

are the same as in fig. 3. First and second soft key in
formation 31 and 33 is shown in the bottom of the display 
just above the soft keys 17 and 19 and now the first soft 

status information store 22 and provides them on the 
display 14 for displaying to the user, step 56. An exam
ple of the icons displayed is shown in fig. 3. It should be 
known that an application, function, or performance de
termination unit 26, 28 or 30 might signal to the control 
unit 20, their activation and then the control unit selects 
the icons corresponding to the activated application, 
function or performance unit for displaying on the dis
play. Other performance determination units or function key information 31.shows "call", while the second soft 

key information 33 shows "more". The fifth icon 38 is 
shown just above this soft key information and has a first 
item of further information 42 indicating that the battery 
is fully loaded and a second item of further information 
40 indicating how much standby time there is left for the 
battery, which is here indicated as 510 hours. For this 
icon the soft keys are disabled, because the fifth icon 
38 is no active icon for which any further information 
might be obtained. Just above the fifth icon, the fourth 

25 units might be constantly activated. Then the control unit 
20 awaits an input from the first user input unit or button 
16 on the side of the phone, step 58. If no input from the 
button 16 is detected, the control unit 20 returns to step 
58 and again awaits an input from the button 16. By us-

30 ing the button 16 instead of the keypad 18, it is ensured 
that the use of applications or functions in the phone are 
not hampered. If an input is detected, step 58, the con
trol unit 20 retrieves further information from the further 

icon 36 is provided. The fourth icon 36 has a first item information store 24 and provides a limited number of 
pieces of further information related to each icon in the 
status bar for displaying to the user of the phone, step 
60. At the same time the display 14 shows information 
of what will happen if the soft keys are used for selecting 
pieces of information. Fig. 4 shows an example of such 

of further information 45 saying that the performance re- 35 
lates to synchronisation and a second item of further in
formation 44 informing the user of the fact that the syn
chronisation is Bluetooth synchronisation, i.e. synchro
nisation with another device using Bluetooth™. The 
third icon 35 is provided above the first icon and is pro
vided with a first item of further information 47 informing 

40 further Information related to the icons shown in fig. 3. 

that the MPS-player is playing a certain song and a sec-
ond item of further information 46 informing about how 
long this song has been played. Above the third icon 35, 
the second icon 34 is provided. The second icon 34 has 45 

a first item of further information 50 indicating that the 
message relates to an SMS (Short Message Service) 
and a second item of further information 48, indicating 
the sender of the SMS with a phone number 0307 - 555 
23. Above the second icon 34, the first icon 32 is pro- 50 

vided. The first icon 32 has a first item 54 of further in-

Now the user can see different items of further inforrna-
tion in relation to the icons. It is furthermore possible to 
show more icons and related further information than 
what is shown in fig. 4. If the display will get full the user 
can then scroll among the further information by using 
a scrolling function in the phone (not shown). A maxi-
mum of seven icons might here be present. Scrolling 
could be provided by using a joystick or operation of an 
arrow button on the keypad (not shown). The control unit 
20 furthermore provides different first and second soft 
key information 31 and 33 in dependence of which icon 
and corresponding first and second piece of information 
is highlighted. In fig. 4 the first icon 32 a missed call to
gether with the corresponding first and second piece of 

formation indicating from whom the missed call was
made, this is indicated by the name Anette and a second
item of further information 52 indicating when the
missed call was made by displaying the time 12:25 and 
the date 12 of February. It should be noted that the name 
of Anette is shown because the user of the phone has 
set his phone book to indicate this name for a given 

55 further information 54 and 52 is highlighted and the first 
soft key information 31 displays "can• and the second 
soft key information 33 displays "more". The control unit 
20 monitors the soft keys 31 and 33 and detects if a se-
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lection of further information relating to an active Icon is 
made using these keys, step 64. With active icon is 
meant an icon for which there exists a menu or further 
information. The fifth icon 38 for the battery is not an 
active icon and therefore there is no possibility to select 
any further information relating to this icon. If a selection 
being made is not related to any further information of 
an icon, step 64, the control unit 20 does nothing and 
awaits a detection of another selection, step 62. It is fur
thermore possible to navigate backwards during this 
navigation, in which case the "back"-key 13 is used. If 
however a selection of further information in relation to 
an active icon is made, step 64, there are three different 
ways the control unit 20 can continue. If the selection of 
the further information concerned an application, step 
68, the control unit 20 monitors which of the two soft 
keys have been depressed. If the user has selected an 
action by depressing the first soft navigation key 17, step 
70, in this case by selecting to make a call, the action is 
performed, step 72, i.e. the call is being made and there
after the display is made to show the original status bar 
again, step 56, after the call is ended. If the application 
was an SMS or e-mail application, the number or ad
dress of the sender can here be stored in the phone 
book. If the user did not select an action, step 70, i.e. by 
pressing the second soft navigation key 33, the control 
unit 20 connects the user to the main menu of the ap
plication in the menu system, step 74. If the selection of 
the further information was not related to an application, 

s 

might not really know what the icon used means, in 
which case he can get information about the meaning 
in an easy fashion. In case the user did not know what 
the icon means, he can in existing phones only find the 
related information by chance when searching through 
the menu system, which might take a very long time or 
which he might not find at all. 
[0043] The present invention can be varied in many 
ways. The applications can as an alternative be set such 

10 that an active application cannot in itself be changed by 
the selection of a piece of further information, but is lim
ited to actions not changing the information content of 
the application, i.e. if for instance there is a call ongoing 
it cannot be interrupted. The first user input unit does 

1s not have to be a button on the side of the phone, but can 
be any other key not occupied for other important func
tions. The navigation keys can furthermore be provided 
in a numerous different ways. What is important is that 
the existing input units are used for navigating. Keys can 

20 also be provided in the form of keys displayed on a touch 
screen. A further variation of user input units is to use 
voice control for selecting further information about the 
status bar. 
[0044] The control unit and the different application 

2s units are normally provided in the form of one or more 
processors with corresponding program memories con
taining suitable software code. The two stores are also 
preferably provided in the form of memories. 

step 68, it is investigated if the Icon is related to a func- 30 
tion, step 76. If the icon is related to a function, step 76, Claims 

the control unit 20 monitors which of the two soft keys 
have been depressed. If the user has selected an action, 
step 78, which might be to set the volume of an 
MP3-player, the action is performed, step 80, i.e. the set- 35 
ting is being made and thereafter the display is made to 
show the original status bar again, step 56, after the set-
ting has been made. If the user did not select an action, 
step 78, the control unit 20 connects the user to the main 
menu of the function in the menu system, step 82. If the 40 

icon was not related to a function, step 76, it is related 

1. Method of providing further information relating to 
the status of a portable electronic device (10) com
prising the steps of:

providing an item of status information (32, 34, 
35, 36, 38) relating to the performance of a port
able electronic device, possibly activated appli
cations or functions in the device, ( step 56), and 
upon detecting a selection of further informa
tion (step 58) providing limited further informa
tion relating to said item, (step 60). 

to some general status information of the phone. The 
control unit 20 therefore connects to the menu of the 
performance in the normal menu system of the phone, 
step 84. An example of this is Bluetooth ™ synchroni
sation. As mentioned before, the user can at all times 
leave this further information by pressing the "back"-key 

45 2. Method according to claim 1, wherein the step of 
providing includes providing at least two items of 
status information and the step of providing limited 
further information includes simultaneously provid
ing said limited further information relating to the 
two items. 

13 on the display, in which case he returns to the previ-
ous menu. In this way the user can go all the way back 
to the original status bar display. 
[0042] The present invention has many advantages. 
It allows a user to directly obtain further information re
lating to an icon displayed in a status bar of the phone 
without having to do some lengthy navigation through 

so

the menu system of the phone. It also allows him to per- ss 
form some actions in the functions or applications direct-
ly, which he otherwise would have to do by navigation 
in the menu system. Another advantage is that a user 

6 

3. Method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said fur
ther information comprises a link back to said item
of status information such as through a "back"-key.

4. Method according to claim 3, further comprising the
step of removing the further information upon de
tecting selection of the link back to said item of sta-
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tus information and again presenting said item of 
status information. 

entation unit. 

11. Portable electronic device (10) according to claim
10, wherein the control unit is arranged to provide5. Method according to any previous claim, wherein

the further information provided related to an item
of status information is a limited number of pieces
of information (40, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 50, 52, 54).

5 at least two items of status information and to simul
taneously provide limited further information relat
ing to the two items.

12. Portable electronic device (10) according to claim 6. Method according to any previous claim, further in
cluding the step of detecting selection of an item of
status information after providing limited further in
formation, (step 62) and determining type of Item
selected (step 68, 76).

10 10 or 11, further including a_ second user input unit 
(13) for moving back to said item of status informa
tion.

7. Method according to claim 6, further including the t5 
step of: if the first item of status information relates
to an application, (step 68), determining if an action
in relation to the application was selected, (step 70),
and performing said action, (step 72) or providing a
list of further possible actions and selections relat- 20 

ingto the application (step 74) in dependence of the 
determination.

8. Method according to claim 6 or7, further comprising
the step of: if the first item of status information re- 25
lates to a function, (step 76), determining if an action
in relation to the function was selected, (step 78),
and performing said action, (step 80) or providing a
list of further possible actions and selections relat-
ing to the function (step 82) in dependence of the 30
determination.

9. Method according to any of claims 6 - 8, further
comprising the step of: It the first item of status in
formation relates to the performance of the portable 35
electronic device, (step 76), providing a list of fur-
ther possible actions and selections relating to the
performance (step 84).

10. Portable electronic device (10) for providing further 40 

information relating to the status of said portable
electronic device comprising:

an information presentation unit (14), 
at least one first user input unit (16), and 45 
a control unit {20) arranged to: 

provide an item of status information (32 ,  
34, 35, 36, 38) relating to the performance 
of the portable electronic device and pos- so 
sibly activated applications and functions 
in the device on the information presenta-
tion unit, and 
upon detecting a selection of further infor
mation via the user input unit, provide lim- 55 
ited further information (40, 42, 44, 45, 46, 
47, 48, 50, 52, 54) relating to said item of 
status information on the information pres-

7 

13. Portable electronic device (10) according to claim
12,  wtierein the control unit (20) is further arranged
to remove the further information from the informa
tion presentation unit upon detecting depression of
the second user input unit (13) and again present
said item of status information on the information
presentation unit.

14. Portable electronic device (10) according to any of
claims 10 - 13, wherein the further information pro
vided related to an item of status information is a
limited number of pieces of information.

15. Portable electronic device (10) according to any of
claims 10 - 14, wherein the first user input unit (16) 
is provided as a button on the side of the portable
communication device.

16. Portable electronic device (10) according to any of 
claims 10 • 15, wherein the control unit (20) is ar
ranged to detect selection of an item of status infor
mation after providing limited further information
and to determine type of item selected.

17. Portable electronic device (10) according to claim
16, wherein the control unit (20) is further arranged
to, if the first item of status information relates to an
application, determine if an action in relation to the
application was selected and then perform said ac
tion or provide a list of further possible actions and
selections relating to the application.

18. Portable electronic device (10) according to claim
16 or 17, wherein the control unit (20) is further ar
ranged to, if the first item of status information re
lates to a function, determine if an action in relation
to the function was selected and then perform said
action or provide a list of further possible actions
and selections relating to the function.

19. Portable electronic device (10) according to any of
claims 16 - 18, wherein the control unit {20) is further
arranged to, if the first item of status information re
lates to the performance of the portable electronic
device, provide a list of further possible actions and
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selections relating to the performance. 

20. Portable electronic device (10) according to any of

claims 16 - 19. further comprising a second user in-

put unit in the form of at least one soft key (17, 19) 5

on a keypad (18) of the device, which second unit

is used for selections made in relation to the further

information shown on the information presentation

unit.

21. Portable electronic device (10) according to any of

claims 1 O - 20, further comprising a status informa

tion store (22), from which the control unit (20) is

arranged to retrieve said item of status information

10 

for provision on the information presentation unit. 15 

22. Portable electronic device (10) according to any of

claims 10-21, further comprising a further informa-

tion store (24), from which the control unit is ar

ranged to retrieve further information relating to said 20

item of status information for provision on the infor

mation presentation unit.

23. Portable electronic device according to any of

claims 1 O - 22, in which it is a cellular phone. 25 
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(57) Abstract: A portable data processing apparatus (120) receives in
formation identifying interaction opportunities for a user of the appara
tus and presents them via a display ( I 0). For each identified interaction
opportunity, a processor (130) generates a respective display icon (38,
18). The processor generates a user interface having at least first (12),
second (16) and third (14) display panes, with newly generated display
icons (38) being initially displayed in the first display pane (12). Sub
sequently, icons (18) are moved to the second display pane (16) and
arranged according to a predetermined prioritisation scheme. On user
selection of a displayed icon, additional data associated with the se
lected icon is displayed in the third display pane (14).
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DESCRIPTION 

MANAGEMENT OF INTERACTION OPPORTUNITY DATA 

5 The present invention relates to apparatuses having display means 

operable to display data relating to interaction opportunities for a user of such 

apparatus. In particular, but not exclusively, the invention relates to apparatus 

displaying such data in display panels or windows (hereinafter generally 

referred to as panes) on a single screen or display device, and to methods for 

10 managing the presentation and updating of such data displays. 

Recent years have seen a great increase in subscribers world-wide to 

mobile telephone networks and, through advances in technology and the 

addition of functionalities, cellular telephones have become personal, trusted 

15 devices. A result of this is that a mobile information society is developing, with 

personalised and localised services becoming increasingly more important. 

Such "Context-Aware" (CA) mobile telephones are used with low power, short 

range base stations in places like shopping malls to provide location-specific 

information. This information might Include local maps, information on nearby 

20 shops and restaurants and so on. With other personal and portable devices, 

such as personal digital assistants (PDA's) and laptop computers, gaining the 

technical features also to support such interaction, the number of CA terminals 

is also beginning to increase. 

An example of a CA terminal is given in U.S. patent 5,835,861 which 

25 discloses the use of wireless telephones within the context of advertisement 

billboards. The user of a wireless telephone obtains the telephone number of a 

vendor by activating his/her wireless telephone to transmit a prompt signal to 

an active advertisement source and to receive from the advertisement source 

a response signal containing the telephone number of the advertising vendor. 

30 The telephone number can then be used to automatically place a call to that 

vendor via the public switched telephone network. Alternatively, the telephone 

number can be stored for use later on. This arrangement can be used to place 
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. a call to a vendor without having to either memorise the telephone number or 

to write it down. The signals between the billboard and the caller can be 

transmitted as modulated infrared (IR) signals. 

A problem that users are increasingly faced with is the volume of data 

5 relating to interaction opportunities that is available. The user's CA terminal 

may be equipped to filter the information received according to pre-stored user 

preferences, and the user only alerted if an item of data of particular interest 

has been received, but there is still a need to effectively manage the 

information that does pass the filter. 

10 

It is accordingly an object of the present invention to provide a means 

for presentation of interaction information to a user which gives improved 

utilisation of display capacity per unit area of display surface. 

It is a further, subsidiary, object to provide such a system supporting 

15 improved indexing and access facilities for the user. 

In accordance with a first aspect of the present invention there is 

p rovided a portable data processing apparatus being operable to receive 

information identifying interaction opportunities for a user of the apparatus and 

present the same to said user via a display, the apparatus comprising: 

20 a processor coupled with data storage means and said display and 

programmed to generate a respective display icon for each identified 

interaction opportunity; and 

user operable input means for selecting a displayed icon; 

wherein the processor is arranged to generate a user interface having 

25 at least first, second and third display panes, with newly generated display 

icons being initially displayed in said. first display pane and subsequently

moved to said second display pane wherein other icons are displayed; wherein 

the processor is configured to arrange the icons in the second display pane 

according to a predetermined prioritisation scheme; and wherein on user 

30 selection of a displayed icon additional data associated with the selected Icon 

is displayed in the third display pane. By the provision of the particular 

arrangement of panes, .the user can quickly identify newly-arrived interaction
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opportunities (first pane), more easily find those likely to be of interest 

(prioritised arrangement in the second pane), and call up further information 

(third pane) without obscuring the first two panes. 

The apparatus may be arranged to determine from the info.rmation 

5 identifying interaction opportunities a respective priority for each, with the 

predetermined prioritisation scheme applied by the processor positioning those 

display icons in the second display pane in order of priority relative to the 

position of the first display pane. The predetermined prioritisation scheme 

applied by the processor may comprise complex schemes for evaluating and 

10 prioritising opportunities, or it may be as simple as temporal prioritisation with 

those display icons in the second display pane being displayed in the order 

they arrived in the first display pane. 

For improved clarity, the processor may be configured to identify, f�om 

the received information, a plurality of different classes of interaction 

15 opportunity and to indicate the same to a user by the form of display icon 

presented for each identified interaction opportunity. Such different forms of 

icon may be determined at least partly by data held in the data storage means, 

and/or they may be delivered from a remote source with the interaction 

opportunity data. 

20 The processor may be operable to receive additional information 

relating to an interaction opportunity for which an icon is already displayed in 

the second display pane: in such a case, the processor may indicate the 

arrival of said information to the user by altering the appearance of the 

respective display icon in the second display pane, rather than congesting the 

25 second pane by the addition of a further icon. 

The apparatus may comprise means coupled with the processor and 

operable to receive said information identifying interaction opportunities from at 

least one remote source, preferably (though not essentially) by wireless 

download. To further facilitate interaction with remote sources, the processor 

30 may be further operable to generate in said third display pane a visual 

representation of the location of said at least one remote source relative to the 
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location of the apparatus and/or a representation of relative valuations for two 

or more remote sources to the apparatus. 

In combination with the appearance of an Icon in the first display pane, 

the apparatus may further comprise means controlled by the processor to 

5 generate an alert to a user on the generation of a new icon in the first display 

pane (i.e. on the detection of a new interaction opportunity). Such means may 

suitably Include sounders or vibration devices such that the user can be 

alerted even if not looking at the user interface at the time, as may be 

necessary when walking in a crowded environment, for example. 

10 To identify to the user how recently a new opportunity has arisen, the 

processor may be arranged to scroll an icon in the first display pane from one 

edge of the pane to an opposite edge prior to moving such icon to the second 

display pane. With multiple opportunities being received close together, the 

first pane acts as a pipeline along which the icons pass before being arranged 

is in prioritised order in the second pane. 

The apparatus may be further operable to facilitate user alteration of 

device settings through the same arrangement of user interface, with options 

for setting nested in menus with. submenus for respective entries, with 

respective icons in the first display pane representing menu items on selection 

20 of one of which icons are presented in the second display pane representing 

the respective submenu options, and on selection on one of the Icons in the 

second display pane, the individual device setting options under that submenu 

are shown in the third display pane. 

Also in accordance with the present invention there is provided a 

2s method for managing the presentation of information· identifying interaction 

opportunities to a user via a user interface, comprising the steps: 

generating a user interface having at least first, second and third display 

panes; 

generating a respective display icon for each identified interaction 

30 opportunity and initially displaying the same in said first display pane; 

subsequently moving the icon from the first to the second display pane 

wherein other icons are displayed; 
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arranging the icons in the second display pane according to a 

predetermined prioritisation scheme; and 

on user selection of a displayed icon, displaying additional data 

associated with the selected icon in the third display pane. The invention 

s further provides a computer readable storage medium containing executable 

instructions for performing the above method steps. 

Further features and advantages of the present invention will. become 

apparent from reading of the following description of preferred embodiments of 

10 the present invention, given by way of example only, and with reference to the 

accompanying drawings, In �hlch: 

Figures 1 to 30 are images of a user interface presenting information 

identifying interaction opportunities; and 

Figure 31 schematically represents a device embodying the invention in 

1s conjunction with external sources of interaction opportunities. 

In the following, interaction mechanisms are described to support a 

mobile device user's management of the activation of applications on the 

move. These mechanisms are illustrated in Figures 1 to 30 which show a user-

20 interface design in which: 

• The mechanisms allow easy management of both user-initiated

applications ('pull') as well as applications initiated automatically or

externally ('push') by a new situation, device, network, time, place or

social-context event.

25 • Both the management of opportunities for peer-to-peer and for client-

server applications are unified under an easy-to-use user interface:

• The design has two modes - one for supporting the user on the move

(Opportunity Management Mode), one for the user to configure a

number of sets of personal preferences, filters and priorities for different

30 application opportunities they may encounter in different contexts

(Personal Settings Mode).
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Although the design is illustrated by the screen design of a PDA, other 

handset formats and devices, such as a mobile phone or a laptop, can 

implement the mechanisms. 

s Opportunity Management Mode 

A simple example of an opportunity for interaction might be an incoming 

phone call or SMS message signalled by a ringing tone and the caller's ID. 

Alternatively, an opportunity might be for the user''s wireless headset to receive 

audio privately when within range of TV, or a nearby computer projection 

10 system to which the user could bea·m a presentation or a printer, or the 

proximity of a large public display which the user can appropriate temporarily. 

Such events might also include a reminder alert to make a phone call, 

triggered by the user's calendar system. Another example might be the event 

of a user entering the coverage of a short-range RF beacon that offers local 

1s services or the pointers to wide-area network services. Yet another example 

might be coming within range of an IR signal transmitted from another user's 

handset offering wireless exchange of business cards. 

Considering initially the sequence of Figures 1 to 18, the user interface 

screen 10 is divided by a central pane 12 into an upper part 14 for viewing and 

20 interacting with an application, and lower part 16 for monitoring the current set 

and state of opportunities. The pane 12 acts as a 'pipeline' for the announcing 

the arrival of new opportunities/events that pass the user's current personal 

filter. These are signalled by icons 18 arriving on the pane from the right hand 

side: the particular form of icon 18 represents the class of opportunity. The 

2s new event may also be signalled to a user by a special vibration pattern or 

accompanied by a signature sound indicating the event's category or class, for 

example. 

These icons 18 trail an explanatory title 20 and possibly also further 

messages (22; Fig. 2) which scroll from right to left as with a ticker-tape. The 

30 event shown in Figures 1 to 8 is an opportunity to interact with location-based 

services, as a result of a beacon signal that has been discovered or 'pushed' 
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to the user's handset from an RF or IR beacon which the user has just 

encountered. 

The new opportunity for user interaction then moves down onto a 'rack' 

of opportunities maintained in a push-down stack in pane 16 (Figs. 2 and 3). · 

s This stack may be ordered in different ways. The latest opportunities may be 

simply put at the top, so then the whole stack of events of the day or week can 

be reviewed by scrolling down through a long rack. Alternatively, the higher 

the priority that a new event or opportunity has for the user in their current 

context (priorities set for example by their current set of personal preferences), 

10 the higher on the stack (i.e: closest to the first pane 12} that the event-icon 18 

comes to rest. New high-priority events may therefore push down older events, 

whilst new low priority events will find their place lower in the stack. Thus the 

user can focus on highest priority events on bars {horizontal lines in the rack) 

closest to the centre of the screen. The rack can be scrolled up or down, for 

1s example via the hotspot or control icon 24 at the right of the screen. 

Each new opportunity, such as encountering a short-range RF beacon 

may offer a number of different applications. For example a beacon may offer 

(pointers to) services for navigation assistance, commercial offers or stored 

messages left in that place for the user to read. In this case, the horizontal bar 

20 26 on the rack in the pane 16 will show: 

• On the left an event-icon 18 identifying the source of the opportunity

and its category (�.g. a RF beacon for location-based services). This

icon allows the user to quickly assess some characteristics of the

application source, such as the trustworthiness of services on offer, or

25 how well the user personally knows the sender of messages.

• To the right a number of icons (30; Fig. 4), one per possible application,

again optionally with graphics/accompanying sounds indicating the

category of service offered, and optionally also tagged by whether these

are visible in the top pane (application space) 14, or are waiting for user

30 interaction (e.g. by the hand icon 30 as in Fig. 4) , or are now passive,

or are non-interactive (e.g. one-way broadcast information).
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Figure 4 shows the activation (using PDA pointer 32) of an application 

to provide a visitor's guide after encountering a RF beacon. The amount of 

handset screen space in the top pane 14 devoted to running and interacting 

with a specific application is manually or automatically adjustable, so more 

5 screen area can be devoted to the application, or to the rack in the tower pane 

16 monitoring different application opportunities: for example, the pipeline 

pane 12 might be dragged lower on the screen via a hotspot. 

In an alternative arrangement, where the host device comprises (or has 

means for connection to) two display devices, the two screens might be 

· 10 synchronised, one for the opportunity monitor, one for the application 

interaction. 

On activating an application, then the application-interaction area 34 in 

top pane 14 scrolls upward from the centre pane 12 as in Figure 5 and 

interaction proceeds, for example with the user checking option boxes as in 

15 Figure 6. The application is then closed by selecting a 'minimise' hotspot 36 in 

the upper right hand comer of the application interaction area 34, as in Figure 

7. The application interaction area 34 then slides down to the centre pane and

disappears, as in Figure 8. 

Figure 9 shows the advent of a new opportunity-source, the handset's 

20 RF unit having detected the nearby presence of a person, Mr. McPeterson. 

This event-icon 38 moves from right to left across the centre pane 12 and then 

down to form a second bar on the rack of currently-active opportunities for user 

interaction in the lower pane 16 (Figs. 1 O and 11 ). As with the example in 

Figure 2, the icon 38 trails a further message 40 which scrolls across the 

25 centre pane 12. 

In Figure 12, the user activates one application that the source, Mr. 

McPeterson has on offer for interaction, and by pointer 32 selection of a hand 

icon 44. On activation, this application delivers a business card 46 for Mr 

McPeterson as seen in Figure 13. 

30 So far in this description, the events have been triggered externally and 

opportunities for interaction have appeared spontan�ously (pushed) to the 

user. The next sequence covering Figures 13 to 18 Illustrates the user 
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manually activating an application (pull). By touching the icon 48 on the right 

hand of the centre pane 12 shown as 'me' in Figure 13, a set of pre-selected 

applications, or 'tools' that the user can activate in their currently active context 

emerge from right to left across the centre pane 12, as shown In Figure 14. 

s These tools may be for example a music player 50 or a calendar 52 as 

depicted by the icons on the first pane 12 in Figure 14. In Figure 15, a. 'radar 

function' icon is selected. This application searches and alerts the user of the 

proximity of nearby people who are projecting an RF 'aura' that the handset 

can detect, or who have their locations tracked by an external Infrastructure or 

10 service provider, at the same time clearing the previous item (business card 

46) from the upper pane 14, as'shown in Figure 16.

The radar function visualises 56 how important or interesting nearby 

people are depending on the user's current context. Each nearby person is 

visualised with an icon inside the radar associated with a descriptive name 

ts (e.g. Otto in Fig. 17). The more interesting or relevant that other people are, 

then the closer to the radar's centre they are drawn. Thereby the user can 

easily assess a large number of nearby people for interaction opportunities. 

The radar may also be extended to show the relevance of nearby devices, 

services, and places in addition to people. As an alternative (or additional 

20 functionality) where positioning location is available for the remote sources, the 

relative positions on the radar of the radar icons may indicate their relative 

geographical positions to the user. 

In Figure 18, the user then switches (by pointer selection of the vertical 

bar 60 at the edge of the upper pane 14) modes to view and adjust their 

25 personal settings and possibly also to change their currently selected context 

and its filtering of incoming opportunity-events, as will be discussed in greater 

detail below. 

The user suitably has a number of such opportunity-filters that both 

screen out and prioritise 'pushed' events and/or the applications they carry. 

30 For instance, these filters may be for running in the user's contexts of: 

• At home

• At work
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• Doing sports

• Leisure Time

• On the Move

s The icon 'me' 48 on the right hand of the first pane 12 In Figure 18 

indicates that the 'On the Way' context (and its associated filtering and 

prioritisation) is currently active. In contrast, Fig 29 shows a 'house' icon on the 

right of the pipeline, indicating that the 'At Home' settings are currently active. 

Note that the current filter and settings may be influencing (invisible) programs 

1 o or remote applications with which the user does not directly or explicitly 

interact on the handset. For example, the 'At Work' context selectlon may 

influence the settings of their home heating, answering machine or security 

systems. Also note that the selection of which of the 'contexts' is active may 

be done explicitly by the user. Alternatively, however the user may decide to 

15 delegate the context switching (and so the selection of active filters, priorities 

and application tools} to an externally detected event. This context-controlling 

event or situation may be the entry to a sports hall, shopping mall or work 

office (sensed by RF/IR beacons.· RF-ID tags or GPS location) - or to the time 

of day, or indeed to the· proximity of other people of a certain group. In 

20 principle any automatically-detected change of state might be the trigger for an 

automatic context change. 

Personal Settings Mode 

In Figure 18, the user has activated a change of modes by clicking on 

25 the right"hand bar 60. The personal-settings screen view 62 then scrolls out 

over the opportunity-event and application view as in Figure 19. The mode can 

be reversed again by selecting the arrows icon 64 on the right hand end of the 

pipeline in Figure 20, as is shown being done in Figure 26 .. 

In the personal settings mode, the screen is again split into upper and 

30 lower panes 14', 16', divided by a horizontal central pane 12', acting as the 

visual focus for the user. The lower part, 16' is for the main selections between 

different user contexts ('Home', 'Tourist', 'Business' etc) and the assignments 
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of their associated sets of applications. The upper part, 14' Is for the detailed 

set-up of application preferences. 

In Figure 20, four tools can be seen as currently available in the 'On the 

Way' context by the presence of icons on 12', representing the radar, 

s calendar, music and information board applications. These are available in the 

context of 'On the Way' (the third-from-top icon 66 In the column on the right

hand side of 16' shown shaded to indicate that it is active). 

In Figure 21, a change is made to the 'Business' context (the lowest 

icon 68 in the column on the right hand side of 16'}. The old application-tool 

1 o set slides away as shown and a new set appears from right to left on the 

pipeline. As with all other operations with the user-interface, feedback on such 

actions may optionally be reinforced by sounds, tunes or vibration patterns 

which can also be a channel to inform the user of other properties of the 

handset, situation, peer, opportunity source context or application. 

is In Figure 22 one of the 'Business context' tools 70 is selected for 

personal adjustment. The profile-settings view 72 for this information tool 

emerges scrolling upwards from the central pane 12' as in Figure 23. As with, 

the other mode, the user can devote more screen space to view this 

application's settings via the scroll hotspot at 74, moving the central pane 12' 

20 down and leading to the view In Figure 24. 

After the user has completed in this mode any personal preference and 

setting adjustments, plus their prioritisation of tool/applications/alerts for 

different contexts (see Fig. 25), then the user's activates the arrow hotspot 72 

on the right hand end of the central pane 12'. This closes the settings view 72 

25 (as in Fig. 26) and then slides the second mode's screens away (Fig. 27), 

returning to the opportunity-event manager of the first mode, with the ,radar 

application currently activated, as in Figure 28. 

Returning to the Opportunity Management mode, a number of more 

sophisticated extensions are possible, as shown in Figures 29 and 30. As 

30 examples, the clock icon at 78 has a bubble 80 indicating that explanatory text 

is available. The heart 82 added to the event-icon 84 on the left of the bar 

indicates that this carries a trusted set of applications which are very personal 
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for the user: A heart added to an event-icon associated with a service 

indicates the user is a known subscriber to that service. A heart added to an 

event-icon representing a person indicates that this source is a trustworthy or 

known person (e.g. from earlier interactions or being a colleague or friend). 

5 The downward pointing triangle 86 on the event-icon at 88 shows that 

this is from a cluster of applications that can be expanded further. (Note 

especially that one event may open up an hierarchy of groups of application 

opportunities of different types for the user.) The 'i' annotation 90 on icon 92 

indicates that this application is waiting for interaction from the user. 

10 In Figure 30 the states of a number of monitors running on the handset 

(or interrogated by the handset) are shown in the upper pane 14 when no 

other applications are using that screen area. For instance, in the left-most 

column, running top to bottom, icons indicate: 

at 94 that the house is currently locked; 

15 at 96 that an alert has fired about the price of the user's stock; 

at 98 that handset sounds are activated (ear icon); 

at 100 that the screen is also turned on ( eye icon); 

at 102 that the battery is getting low;· and 

at 104 that there is a strong GSM network signal. 

20 The second column of monitors suggests nutritional advice for the day 

(106), the current temperature (108), the current time (110), and at 112 the 

user's current location (determined by mobile cell ID, GPS, RF beacon or 

another manner). 

As mentioned above, the host apparatus of the interface may comprise 

25 a PDA, mobile telephone, laptop or like device. Figure 31 shows the principal 

components of such a device 120 embodying the invention and with 

Interaction opportunities from two remote sources, beacons 122, 124. 

Information about the interaction opportunities from beacon 122 is picked up 

by antenna 126 (which may be external or internal to the device 120) and, via 

30 a receiver and decoder stage 128, the received data is passed to a central 

processor 130. 
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Coupled with the processor 130 is a data storage means 132, which 

may comprise both read-only and random access, memory suitably linked to 

the processor by addressing and data buses. As indicated by the dashed line 

at 134, the memory 132 may be supplemented by removable storage means, 

s such as floppy or optical disc, memory sticks, solid state memory cards and 

the like. The data· storage includes the program instruction for controlling the 

processor to generate and manage the user interface as described 

hereinabove with reference to Figures 1 to 30. 

Also coupled to the processor 130 is a display device 1 O on which the 

10 user interface Is presented. User input means are also coupled to the 

processor to support the user interaction with the detected interaction 

opportunities and also with the interface itself (for example in the Personal 

Settings mode}. The form of user input device will be to some extent dictated 

by the form and function of the device 120 as a whole. For example, where 

1s the device is a laptop.computer, the user input device will typically comprise a 

full alpha-numeric keyboard as well as an xly cursor control (either integral or 

through a plugged in mouse or trackball device). Where the device is a mobile 

telephone, the number of keys for inputting data is likely to be greatly reduced, 

and mechanisms such as a touch sensitive screen coupled with option menu 

20 generation may be used. In the example shown, the device is a PDA (or 

similar) with a touch screen interface 136 coupled with the display device 

(typically a liquid crystal device) 10, with user selection of items displayed on 

the user interface being effected by use of a pointer device 32. 

From reading the present disclosure, other variations will be apparent to 

25 persons skilled in the art. Such variations may involve other features which are 

already known in the f ield of apparatuses having graphical or screen display 

interfaces or component parts thereof and/or methods for control of the same 

and which may be used instead of or in addition to features already desclibed 

herein. 

30 
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CLAIMS 

1. A portable data processing apparatus being operable to receive

information identifying interaction opportunities for a user of the apparatus and 

s present the same to said user via a display, the apparatus comprising: 

a processor coupled with data storage means and said display and 

programmed to generate a respective display icon for each identified 

interaction opportunity; and 

user operable input means for selecting a displayed icon; 

10 wherein the processor is arranged to generate a user interface having 

at least first, second and third display panes, with newly generated display 

icons being initially displayed in said first display pane and subsequently 

moved to said second display pane wherein other icons are displayed; wherein 

the processor is configured to arrange the icons in the second display pane 

1s according to a predetermined prioritisation scheme; and wherein on user 

selection of a displayed icon additional data associated with the selected icon 

is displayed in the third display pane. 

2. Apparatus as claimed in Claim 1, being arranged to determine

20 from said information identifying interaction opportunities a respective priority 

for each, wherein said predetermined prioritisation scheme applied by the 

processor positions those display icons in the second display pane in order of 

priority relative to the position of the first display pane. 

25 3. Apparatus as claimed in Claim 1, wherein said predetermined

prioritisation scheme applied by the processor positions those display icons in 

the second display pane in the order they arrived in the first display pane. 

4. Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 1 to 3, wherein the

30 processor is configured to identify, from said received information, a plurality of 

different classes of interaction opportunity and to indicate the same to a user 
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by the form of display icon presented for each identified interaction 

opportunity. 

5. Apparatus as claimed in Claim 4, wherein the form of each

s display icon is determined at least partly by data held in said data storage 

means. 

6. Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 1 to 5, wherein the

. processor is operable to receive additional information relating to an 

10 interaction opportunity for which an icon is already displayed in the second 

display pane and to indicate the arrival of said information to the user by 

altering the appearance of the respective display icon in the second display 

pane. 

15 7. Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 1 to 6, comprising means

coupled with said processor and operable to receive said information 

identifying interaction opportunities from at least one remote source. 

8. Apparatus as claimed in Claim 7, wherein the processor is further

20 operable to generate in said third display pane a visual representation of 

relative valuations for two or more remote sources to the apparatus. 

25 

9. Apparatus as claimed in Claim 7 or Claim 8, wherein said means

operable to receive said information is a wireless receiver. 

10. Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 1 to 9, further comprising

means controlled by the processor to generate an alert to a user on the 

generation of a new icon in the first display pane. 

30 11. Apparatus as claimed in any preceding Claim, . wherein the

processor Is arranged to scroll an icon in the first display pane from one edge 
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of the pane to an opposite edge prior to moving such icon to the second 

display pane. 

12. Apparatus as claimed in any preceding Claim, wherein the first

5 display pane is positioned between the second and third display panes on the 

apparatus display. 

13. Apparatus as claimed in any preceding Claim, being further

operable to facilitate user alteration of device settings through said user 

10 interface, wherein options for setting are nested in menus with submenus for 

respective entries, with respective icons in the first display pane representing 

menu items on selection of one of which Icons are presented in the second 

display pane representing the respective submenu options, and on selection 

on one of the icons in the second display pane, the individual device setting 

15 options under that submenu are shown in the third display pane. 

14. A method for managing the presentation of information

identifying interaction opportunities to a user via a user interface, comprising 

the steps: 

20 generating a user interface having at least first, second and third display 

panes; 

generating a respective display icon for each identified interaction 

opportunity and initially displaying the same in said first display pane; 

subsequently moving the icon from the first to the second display pane 

25 wherein other icons are displayed; 

30 

arranging the icons in the second display pane according to a 

predetermined prioritisation scheme; and 

on user selection of a displayed icon, displaying additional data 

associated with the selected icon in the third display pane. 

15. A computer readable storage medium containing executable

instructions for performing the method steps of Claim 14. 
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may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or

his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and

2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make

determinations about individuals.

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the

application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be

disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application

which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a

published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Filed as Large Entity 

Utility Filing Fees 
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Sub-Total in 
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Claims: 

Miscellaneous-Fi Ii ng: 

Petition: 
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Document Description File Name File Size(Bytes) 
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Warnings: 
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In re application of: Research In Motion Limited 
Serial No.: 10/983,6()6 

Filed: November 9, 2004, 
For: DYNAMIC BAR ORIENTED USER INTER1''ACE 

Mail· Stop Amendment 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria� VA223l3-1450 

Attorney Docket-No.: 16813-39US 

Group Art Unit: 2635 

Examiner: --

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 
Sir: 

Pursuant to the duty ofdisclosure under 37 CFR 1.56, Applicant submits an Information 
Disclosure Statement on the attached Form PT0-1449. 

It is llereby certified in accordance with 37 CFR l.97(e) that no. item of information 
contained in this Infonnation Disclosure Statement was known to the Applicant or any indi:vidual 
designated in 37 CFR L56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of this statement. The 
.references were cited in the European Search Report by the European Patent Office in connection 
with the corresponding EP Application No. 04105647.4. A copy of the Europeap Search Report 
mailed April 15, 2005 to the Applicant, is enclosed. 

In accordance with 37 CFR L97(h);the submission of the present information is riot to be 
construed as an admission that such informa,tion is, or is considered to be, material to 
patentability. 

The Examiner is.kindly requested to consider these references during the examination of 
the above-identified application, making the references of record, and to return an initialed copy 
of Fonn PT0-1449 to the undersigned agent It is not believe that any fee is required in 
connection with the filing of this Information Disc.losure Statement. 

Date: May 24, 2005 

1eld 
Registration No. 34963

Tel�phone 416·216-3903 
Fax 416-216·3930 
pfield@ogil vyrena ult.oom 
Suite 3800, P.O. Box 84 
Royal Bank PlaY.a, South Tower 
200 Bay Street 
Toronto, Ontario M5J 2Z4 
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Bescheld/Protokoll (Anlage) Communication/Minutes (Annex) 

Blatt 
Sheet 1 
Feuille 

Notlficatlon/Proces-verbal (Annexe) 

Anmelde-Nr.: 

Application No.: 0 4 10 5 64 7. 4 
Demande n� 

The examination is being carried out on the fo llowing application documents: 

Description, Pages 

1-16 as originally filed 

Claims, Numbers 

1-25 as originally filed 

Drawings, Sheets 

1/11-11/11 as originally filed 

******* 

The following documents (Di) are referred to in this communication; the numbering 

will be adhered to in the rest of the procedure: 

D1: EP-A-1 434 411 (SONY ERICSSON MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS AB) 30 

June 2004 (2004-06-30) 

02: WO 03/100591 A (KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS ELECTRONICS N.V; MAASS, 

HENNING; WEIDENHAUPT, KLAU) 4 December 2003 (2003-12-04) 

2 The present application does not meet the requirements of Articles 52(1 ), because 

the subject-matter of claim 1 is not new, Article 54(1) and (2) EPC. Claim 1 is 

therefore not allowable. 

2.1 The present broad formulation of independent method claim 1 is such that its 

subject matter can be read onto prior art document 01 , which relates to a method 

for controlling an apparatus (abstract). 

In particular, document 01 discloses a method comprising the steps of providing 

at least one dynamic bar displaying on a main screen of a graphical user interface 

for controlling the apparatus, each dynamic bar associated with respective one or 

more interfaces for applications and/or functions provided by the apparatus (see 

paragraph 5-7, 32-33, 38; fig.3, #31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 38; fig. 4), said each 

dynamic bar having an expandable pop-up interface for providing respective 

EPO Form 2906 01.91CSX 
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Blatt 

Sheet 2 
Feuille 

Notlflcatlon/Proces-verbal (Annexe) 

Anmelde-Nr.: 

Application No.: 0 4 10 5 6 4 7 , 4 
Demanden": 

preview information determined from information managed by the applications 
and/or functions and links to invoke said respective interfaces {paragraph 38, 39, 
41; fig.4}; and invoking said respective interfaces to control said apparatus in 
response to user input (paragraph 38, 39, 41, 42; fig.4}. 

Consequently, the features of independent claim 1 are already known from 01. 

2.2 The present broad formulation of independent method claim 1 is such that its 
subject matter can additionally be read onto prior art document 02 (abstract; page 
6 line 5 • page 9 line 22; fig.1-30). 

2.3 The additional features of dependent claims 2-4, 7 ·8, 10-12 are either disclosed 
by 01 or 02: 
claim 2 see 01: c.71.34-39; c.81.18-24; fig. 3, #36; 
claim 3 see 01 : c. 7 1.2-7; c.8 1.18-24; fig. 3, #36; 
claim 4 see 02: p.6 1.21 ·23; 
claim 7 see 02: p.11 1.28 • p.12 1.9; 
claim 8, 1 O see 01: c.8 1.25-39; 
claim 11 see 01: c.9 1.12-49; 
or seem to be implementation measures not involving any special technical effect. 
Hence, the additional features of said claims do either not add anything novel or 
inventive to claim 1. 

3 The structural features of independent apparatus claims 13 and 25 correspond to 
the already discussed method steps of method claim 1. Claims 13 and 25 are, 
therefore, not novel. 

3.1 The structural features of dependent claims 14-16, 19-20, 22-24 correspond to the 
already discussed method steps of claims 2-12. Hence, these claims do either not 
add anything novel or inventive to claim 13. 

4 The technical meaning of the wording " ... in response to logical relationships 
between the applications and/or functions." as part of dependent claim 5 is not 
clear. The first part of the claim until the above citation is understood as if the user 
can select the applications/functions which can notify the user by displaying some 
information in the dynamic bar. Therefore, the applicant is asked to explain the 
meaning of claim 5, specially the citation above and where to find support in the 

EP0 Form 2906 01.91CSX 
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Blatt 
Sheet 3 
Feuille 

description for this subject matter. 

The same problem exists for corresponding claim 17. 

Notlflcation/Proc:es-verbal (Annexe) 

Anmelde-Nr.: 
Application No.: 0 4 10 5 6 4 7 , 4 
Demanden": 

4.1 The technical meaning of the wording " ... in response to at least one of the logical 

relationships." as part of dependent claim 6 is not clear. The first part of the claim 

until the above citation is understood as if the bars can be labelled, but under 

which condition is not clear. Therefore, the applicant is asked to explain the 

meaning of claim 6, specially the citation above and where to find support in the 

description for this subject matter. 

The same problem exists for corresponding claim 18. 

4.2 Claim 17 lacks in its wording the part of all other claims 13-16, 18-24 "said 

programming instructions are designed to ... ". Therefore, the category of the claim 

is not clear, Article 84 EPC; and further this renders claim 18 unclear, which refers 

back to claim 17. 

5 Problems in the description: 

- there seems to be something missing on p.11 1.31,32: "When expanded the bars

and pop-ups of main screen 300 of Fig.1 O are distinguished from the bar ... "

- on p.12 1.27 the wording "of same may" should probably read "of game may"

- on p.14 1.14 "particualr" -> "particular''

- on p.14 1.29 "my" -> "by"

6 When filing new claims, the applicant should also take into consideration the 

following points: 

6.1 In order to meet the requirements of Rule 29(1) EPC, the independent claims 

should be cast in the two part form, with those features which in combination are 

disclosed by the closest prior art 01 placed in the preamble. 

6.2 In order to meet the requirements of Rule 29(7) EPC, reference signs in 

parenthesis should be inserted in the claims. 

6.3 The description (para. 7-1 O) should be brought into conformity with the new claims 

to be filed (Rule 27(1 )(c) EPC). 

6.4 In order to fulfil the requirements of Rule 27(1 )(b) EPC, the documents 01 and 02 

EPO Form 2906 01.91CSX 
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Blatt 
Sheet 4 
Feuille 

Notiflcation/Proces-verbal (Annexe) 

Anmelde-Nr.: 
Application No.: 0 4 10 5 6 4 7 , 4 
Demanden": 

should be identified in the introductory part of the description and the relevant 

background art disclosed therein briefly discussed, preferably in such a way that 

the inventive merit of what is claimed can be readily understood. 

6.5 The attention of the Applicant is drawn to the fact that the application may not be 

amended in such a way that it contains subject-matter which extends beyond the 

content of the application as filed (Article 123(2) EPC). 

In order to ease the procedure of proving this, the Applicant should state, on which 

parts of the originally filed application the amendments by addition, replacement 

or deletion are based (Guidelines E-11-1 ). 

Additionally, it would be appreciated, if the differences vis-a-vis the prior art and 

the special technical effects of said differences would be stated in the reply to this 

communication. 

[Alternative] 

In order to facilitate the examination of the conformity of the amended application 

with the requirements of Article 123(2) EPC, the Applicants is requested to clearly 

identify the amendments carried out, irrespective of whether they concern 

amendments by addition, replacement or deletion, and to indicate the passages in 

the application as filed on which these amendments are based (Guidelines E-11-1 ). 
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This annex lists the patent family members relating to the patent documents cited in the above-mentioned European search report. 
The members are as contained in the European Patent Office EDP file on 
The European Patent Office is in no way liable for these particulars which are merely given for the purpose of information. 

Patent document 

I oiled in search report 

EP 1434411 A 

WO 03100591 A 

Publication 

I
Patent family 

date member(s) 

30-06-2004 EP 1434411 Al 

WO 2004057845 Al 

04-12-2003 AU 2003230141 Al 

EP 1509835 A2 

WO 03100591 A2 
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08-04-2005

Publication 
date 
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02-03-2005

04-12-2003
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(19) World Intellectual Property Organization
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(10) International Publication Number(43) International Publication Date
4 December 2003 (04.12.2003) PCT WO 03/100591 A2

(51) International Patent Classification 7: G06F 3/033, 
H04M 11247

(21) International Application Number: PCT/IB03/02068

(22) International Filing Date: 15 May 2003 (15.05.2003)

(25) Filing Language: English 

(26) Publication Language: English 

(30) Priority Data:
0211901.4 23 May 2002 (23.05.2002) GB 

(71) Applicant (for all designated States except US): KONIN
KLIJKE PHILIPS ELECTRONICS N.V. [NL/NL];

Groenewoudseweg l, NL-5621 BA Eindhoven (NL). 

(72) Inventors; and
(75) Inventors/Applicants (for US only): MAASS, Henning

[DE/DE]; c/o Philips Intellectual Property & Standards,

Cross Oak Lane, Redhill, Surrey RHl SHA (GB). WEI
DENHAUPT, Klaus [DE/DE]; c/o Philips Intellectual 
Property & Standards, Cross Oak Lane, Redhill, Surrey 
RHl SHA (GB). POLL, Leonard, H., D. [NL/GB]; do 
Philips Intellectual Property & Standards, Cross Oak 
Lane, Redhill, Surrey RHl SHA (GB). RANKIN, Pau� 
J. [GB/GB]; do Philips Intellectual Property & Stan
dards, Cross Oak Lane, Redhill, Surrey RHl SHA (GB).
REYMANN, Steffen [DE/GB]; c/o Philips Intellectual
Property & Standards, Cross Oak Lane, Redhill, Surrey
RHl SHA (GB). JANSEN, Johannes, A. [NL/GB]; do
Philips Intellectual Property & Standards, Cross Oak Lane,
Redhill, Surrey RHl SHA (GB). DE WIT, Jiska, M.
[NL/NL); c/o Philips Intellectual Property & Standards,
Cross Oak Lane, Redhill, Surrey RHl SHA (GB).

(74) Agent: WHITE, Andrew, G.; Philips Intellectual Prop
erty & Standards, Cross Oak Lane, Redhill, Surrey RHl
SHA (GB).

[Continued on next page] 
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(57) Abstract: A portable data processing apparatus (120) receives in
formation identifying interaction opportunities for a user of the appara
tus and presents them via a display (10). For each identified interaction
opportunity, a processor (130) generates a respective display icon (38,
18). The processor generates a user interface having at least first (12),
second (16) and third (14) display panes, with newly generated display
icons (38) being initially displayed in the first display pane (12). Sub
sequently, icons (18) are moved to the second display pane (16) and
arranged according to a predetermined prioritisation scheme. On user
selection of a displayed icon, additional data associated with the se
lected icon is displayed in the third display pane (14).
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VC, VN, YU, ZA, ZM, ZW.

(84) Designated States (regional): ARIPO patent (GH, GM,
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DESCRIPTION 

MANAGEMENT OF INTERACTION OPPORTUNITY DATA 

s The present invention relates to apparatuses having display means 

operable to display data relating to interaction opportunities for a user of such 

apparatus. In particular, but not exclusively, the invention relates to apparatus 

displaying such data in display panels or windows (hereinafter generally 

referred to as panes) on a single screen or display device, and to methods for 

10 managing the presentation and updating of such data displays. 

Recent years have seen a great increase in subscribers world-wide to 

mobile telephone networks and, through advances in technology and the 

addition of functionalities, cellular telephones have become personal, trusted 

1s devices. A result of this is that a mobile information society is developing, with 

personalised and localised services becoming increasingly more important. 

Such "Context-Aware" (CA) mobile telephones are used with low power, short 

range base stations in places like shopping malls to provide location-specific 

information. This information might Include local r:naps, information on nearby 

20 shops and restaurants and so on. With other personal and portable devices, 

such as personal digital assistants (PDA's) and laptop computers, gaining the 

technical features also to support such interaction, the number of CA terminals 

is also beginning to increase. 

An example of a CA terminal is given in U.S. patent 5,835,861 which 

2s discloses the use of wireless telephones within the context of advertisement 

billboards. The user of a wireless telephone obtains the telephone number of a 

vendor by activating his/her wireless telephone to transmit a prompt signal to 

an active advertisement source and to receive from the advertisement source 

a response signal containing the telephone number of the advertising vendor. 

30 The telephone number can then be used to automatically place a call to that 

vendor via the public switched telephone network. Alternatively, the telephone 

number can be stored for use later on. This arrangement can be used to place 
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_ a call to a vendor without having to either memorise the telephone number or 

to write it down. The signals between the billboard and the caller can be 

transmitted as modulated infrared (IR) signals. 

A problem that users are increasingly faced with is the volume of data 

s relating to interaction opportunities that is available. The user's CA terminal 

may be equipped to filter the information received according to pre-stored user 

preferences, and the user only alerted if an item of data of particular interest 

has been received, but there Is still a need to effectively manage the 

information that does pass the filter. 

10 

It is accordingly an object of the present invention to provide a means 

for presentation of interaction information to a user which gives improved 

utilisation of display capacity per unit area of display surface. 

It is a further, subsidiary, object to provide such a system supporting 

1s improved indexing and access facilities for the user. 

In accordance with a first aspect of the present invention there is 

provided a portable data processing apparatus being operable to receive 

information identifying interaction opportunities for a user of the apparatus and 

present the same to said user via a display, the apparatus comprising: 

20 a processor coupled with data storage means and said display and 

programmed to generate a respective display icon for each identified 

interaction opportunity; and 

user operable input means for selecting a displayed icon; 

wherein the processor is arranged to generate a user interface having 

25 at least first, second and third display panes, with newly generated display 

icons being initially displayed in said first display pane and subsequently 

moved to said second display pane wherein other icons are displayed; wherein 

the processor is configured to arrange the Icons in the second display pane 

according to a predetermined prioritisation scheme; and wherein on user 

30 selection of a displayed icon additional data associated with the selected icon 

is displayed in the third display pane. By the provision of the particular 

arrangement of panes, .the user can quickly identify newly-arrived interaction 
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opportunities (first· pane), more easily find those likely to be of interest 

(prioritised arrangement in the second pane), and call up further information 

(third pane) without obscuring the first two panes. 

The apparatus may be arranged to determine from the info.rmation 

s identifying interaction opportunities a respective priority for each, with the 

predetermined prioritisation scheme applied by the processor positioning those 

display icons in the second display pane in order of priority relative to the 

position of the first display pane. The predetermined prioritisation scheme 

applied by the processor may comprise complex schemes for evaluating and 

10 prioritising opportunities, or it may be as simple as temporal prioritisation with 

those display icons in the second display pane being displayed in the order 

they arrived in the first display pane. 

For improved clarity, the processor may be configured to identify, f�om 

the received information, a plurality of different classes of interaction 

15 opportunity and to indicate the same to a user by the form of display icon 

presented for each .Identified interaction opportunity. Such different forms of 

icon may be determined at least partly by data held in the data storage means, 

and/or they may be delivered from a remote source with the interaction 

opportunity data. 

20 The processor may be operable to receive additional information 

relating to an interaction opportunity for which an icon is already displayed in 

the second display pane: in such a case, the processor may indicate the 

arrival of said information to the user by altering the appearance of the 

respective display icon in the second display pane, rather than congesting the 

25 second pane by the addition of a further icon. 

The apparatus may comprise means coupled with the processor and 

operable to receive said information identifying interaction opportunities from at 

least one remote source, preferably (though not essentially) by wireless 

download. To further facilitate interaction with remote sources, the processor 

30 may be further operable to generate in said third display pane a visual 

· representation of the location of said at least one remote source relative to the
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location of the apparatus and/or a representation of relative valuations for two 

or more remote sources to the apparatus. 

In combination with the appearance of an Icon in the first display pane, 

the apparatus may further comprise means controlled by the processor to 

s generate an alert to a user on the generation of a new icon in the first display 

pane (i.e. on the detection of a new interaction opportunity). Such means may 

suitably Include sounders or vibration devices such that the user can be 

alerted even if not looking at the user interface at the time, as may be 

necessary when walking in a crowded environment, for example. 

10 To Identify to the user how recently a new opportunity has arisen, the 

processor may be arranged to scroll an icon in the first display pane from one 

edge of the pane to an opposite edge prior to moving such icon to the second 

display pane. With multiple opportunities being received close together, the 

first pane acts as a pipeline along which the Icons pass before being arranged 

1s in prioritised order in the second pane. 

The apparatus may be further operable to facilitate user alteration of 

device settings through the same arrangement of user interface, with options 

for setting nested in menus with. submenus for respective entries, with 

respective Icons in the first display pane representing menu items on selection 

20 of one of which icons are presented in the second display pane representing 

the respective submenu options, and on selection on one of the Icons in the 

second display pane, the individual device setting options under that submenu 

are shown in the third display pane. 

Also in accordance with the present invention there is provided a 

2s method for managing the presentation of information· identifying interaction 

opportunities to a user via a user interface, comprising the steps: 

generating a user interface having at least first, second and third display 

panes; 

generating a respective display icon for each identified interaction 

30 opportunity and initially displaying the same in said first display pane; 

subsequently moving the Icon from the first to the second display pane 

wherein other icons are displayed; 
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arranging the icons in the seconq display pane according to a 

predetermined prioritisation scheme; and 

on user selection of a displayed icon, displaying additional data 

associated with the selected icon in the third display pane. The Invention 

s further provides a computer readable storage medium containing executable 

instructions for performing the above method steps. 

Further features and advantages of the present invention will. become 

apparent from reading of the following description of preferred embodiments of 

10 the present invention, given by way of example only, and with reference to the 

accompanying drawings, In Vfhlch: 

Figures 1 to 30 are images of a user interface presenting information 

identifying interaction opportunities; and 

Figure 31 schematically represents a device embodying the invention in 

1s conjunction with external sources of interaction opportunities. 

In the following, interaction mechanisms are described to support a 

mobile device user's management of the activation of applications on the 

move. These mechanisms are illustrated in Figures 1 to 30 which show a user-

20 interface design in which: 

• The mechanisms allow easy management of both user-initiated

applications ('pull') as well as applications initiated automatically or

externally ('push') by a new situation, device, network, time, place or 

social-context event.

2s • Both the management of opportunities for peer-to-peer and for client-

server applications are unified under an easy-to-use user Interface:

• The design has two modes - one for supporting the user on the move

(Opportunity Management Mode), one for the user to configure a

number of sets of personal preferences, filters and priorities for different

30 application opportunities they may encounter in different contexts

(Personal Settings Mode).
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Although the design is illustrated by the screen design of a PDA, other 

handset formats and devices, such as a mobile phone or a laptop, can 

implement the mechanisms. 

s Opportunity Management Mode 

A simple example of an opportunity for interaction might be an incoming 

phone call or SMS message signalled by a ringing tone and the caller's ID. 

Alternatively, an opportunity might be for the user;s wireless headset to receive 

audio privately when within range of TV, or a nearby computer projection 

10 system to which the user could bea·m a presentation or a printer, or the 

proximity of a large public display which the user can appropriate temporarily. 

Such events might also include a reminder alert to make a phone call, 

triggered by the user's calendar system. Another example might be the event 

of a user entering the coverage of a short-range RF beacon that offers local 

1s services or the pointers to wide-area network services. Yet another example 

might be coming within range of an IR signal transmitted from another user's 

handset offering wireless exchange of business cards. 

Considering initially the sequence of Figures 1 to 18, the user interface 

screen 10 is divided by a central pane 12 into an upper part 14 for viewing and 

20 interacting with an appllcation, and lower part 16 for monitoring the current set 

and state of opportunities. The pane 12 acts as a 'pipeline' for the announcing 

the arrival of new opportunities/events that pass the user's current personal 

filter. These are signalled by icons 18 arriving on the pane from the right hand 

side: the particular form of icon 18 represents the class of opportunity. The 

2s new event may also be signalled to a user by a special vibration pattern or 

accompanied by a signature sound Indicating the event's category or class, for 

example. 

These icons 18 trail an explanatory title 20 and possibly also further 

messages (22; Fig. 2) which scroll from right to left as with a ticker-tape. The 

30 event shown in Figures 1 to 8 is an opportunity to interact with location-based 

services, as a result of a beacon signal that has been discovered or 'pushed' 
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to the user's handset from an RF or IR beacon which the user has just 

encountered. 

The new opportunity for user interaction then moves down onto a 'rack' 

of opportunities maintained in a' push-down stack in pane 16 (Figs. 2 and 3). · 

s This stack may be ordered in different ways. The latest opportunities may be 

simply put at the top, so then the whole stack of events of the day or week can 

be reviewed by scrolling down through a long rack. Alternatively, the higher 

the priority that a new event or opportunity has for the user in their current 

context (priorities set for example by their current set of personal preferences), 

10 the higher on the stack (i.e. closest to the first pane 12) that the event-icon 18 

comes to rest. New high-priority events may therefore push down older events,

whilst new low priority events will find their place lower in the stack. Thus the 

user can focus on highest priority events on bars (horizontal lines in the rack) 

closest to the centre of the screen. The rack can be scrolled up or down, for 

15 example via the hotspot or control icon 24 at the right of the screen. 

Each new opportunity, such as encountering a short-range RF beacon 

may offer a number of different applications. For example a beacon may offer 

(pointers to) services for navigation assistance, commercial offers or stored 

messages left in that place for the user to read. In this case, the horizontal bar 

20 26 on the rack in the pane 16 will show: 

• On the left an event-icon 18 identifying the source of the opportunity

and its category (�.g. a RF beacon for location-based services). This

icon allows the user to quickly assess some characteristics of the

application source, such as the trustworthiness of services on offer, or

25 how well the user personally knows the sender of messages.

• To the right a number of icons (30; Fig. 4), one per possible application,

again optionally with graphics/accompanying sounds indicating the

category of service offered, and optionally also tagged by whether these

are visible in the top pane (application space) 14, or are waiting for user

30 interaction (e.g. by the hand icon 30 as in Fig. 4) , or are now passive,

or are non-interactive (e.g. one-way broadcast information).
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Figure 4 shows the activation (using PDA pointer 32) of an application 

to provide a visitor's guide after encountering a RF beacon. The amount of 

handset screen space in the top pane 14 devoted to running and interacting 

with a specific application is manually or automatically adjustable, so more 

s screen area can be devoted to the application, or to the rack in the lower pane 

16 monitoring different application opportunities: for example, the pipeline 

pane 12 might be dragged lower on the screen via a hotspot. 

In an alternative arrangement, where the host device comprises (or has 

means for connection to) two display devices, the two screens might be 

· 10 synchronised, one for the opportunity monitor, one for the application

interaction. 

On activating an application, then the application-interaction area 34 in 

top· pane 14 scrolls upward from the centre pane 12 as in Figure 5 and 

interaction proceeds, for example with the user checking option boxes as in 

15 Figure 6. The application is then closed by selecting a 'minimise' hotspot 36 in 

the upper right hand corner of the application interaction area 34, as in Figure 

7. The application interaction area 34 then slides down to the centre pane and

disappears, as in Figure 8. 

Figure 9 shows the advent of a new opportunity-source, the handset's 

20 RF unit having detected the nearby presence of a person, Mr. McPeterson. 

This event-icon 38 moves from right to left across the centre pane 12 and then 

down to form a second bar on the rack of currently-active opportunities for user 

interaction in the lower pane 16 (Figs. 10 and 11 ). As with the example in 

Figure 2, the icon 38 trails a further message 40 which scrolls across the 

25 centre pane 12. 

In Figure · 12, the user activates one application that the source, Mr. 

McPeterson has on offer for interaction, and by pointer 32 selection of a hand 

icon 44. On activation, this application delivers a business card 46 for Mr 

McPeterson as seen in Figure 13. 

30 So far in this description, the events have been triggered externally and 

opportunities for interaction have appeared spontaneously (pushed) to the 

user. The next sequence covering Figures 13 to 18 illustrates the user 
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manually activating an application (pull). By touching the icon 48 on the right 

hand of the centre pane 12 shown as 'me' in Figure 13, a set of pre-selected 

applications, or 'tools' that the user can activate in their currently active context 

emerge from right to left across the centre pane 12, as shown In Figure 14 . 

s These toots may be for example a music player 50 or a calendar 52 as 

depicted by the icons on the first pane 12 In Figure 14. In Figure 15, a_ 'radar 

function' icon is selected. This application searches and alerts the user of the 

proximity of nearby people who are projecting an RF 'aura' that the handset 

can detect, or who have their locations tracked by an external Infrastructure or 

LO service provider, at the same time clearing the previous item (business card 

46)from the upper pane 14, as'shown in Figure 16.

The radar function visualises 56 how important or Interesting nearby 

people are depending on the user's current context. Each nearby person is 

visualised with an icon inside the radar associated with a descriptive name 

is (e.g. Otto in Fig. 17). The more interesting or relevant that other people are, 

then the closer to the radar's centre they are drawn. Thereby the user can 

easily assess a large number of nearby people for interaction opportunities. 

The radar may also be extended to show the relevance of nearby devices, 

services, and places in addition to people. As an alternative (or additional 

20 functionality) where positioning location is available for the remote sources, the 

relative positions on the radar of the radar icons may indicate their relative 

geographical positions to the user. 

In Figure 18, the user then switches (by pointer selection of the vertical 

bar 60 at the edge of the upper pane 14) modes to view and adjust their 

2s personal settings and possibly also to change their currently selected context 

and its filtering of incoming opportunity-events, as will be discussed in greater 

detail below. 

The user suitably has a number of such opportunity-filters that both 

screen out and prioritise 'pushed' events and/or the applications they carry. 

30 For instance, these filters may be for running in the user's contexts of: 

• At home

• At work
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• Doing sports

• Leisure Time

• On the Move

s The icon 'me' 48 on the right hand of the first pane 12 in Figure 18 

Indicates that the 'On the Way' context (and its associated filtering and 

prioritisation) is currently active. In contrast, Fig 29 shows a 'house' icon on the 

right of the pipeline, indicating that the 'At Home' settings are currently active. 

Note that the current filter and settings may be influencing (invisible) programs 

10 or remote applications with which the user does not directly or explicitly 

interact on the handset. For example, the 'At Work' context selection may 

influence the settings of their home heating, answering machine or security 

systems. Also note that the selection of which of the 'contexts' is active may 

be done explicitly by the user. Alternatively, however the user may decide to 

1s delegate the context switching (and so the selection of active filters, priorities 

and application tools) to an externally detected event. This context-controlling 

event or situation may be the entry to a sports hall, shopping mall or work 

office (sensed by RF/IR beacons,· RF·ID tags or GPS location) - or to the time 

of day, or indeed to the· proximity of other people of a certain group. In 

20 principle any automatically-detected change of state might be the trigger for an 

automatic context change. 

Personal Settings Mode 

In Figure 18, the user has activated a change of modes by clicking on 

25 the right-hand bar 60. The personal-settings screen view 62 then scrolls out 

over the opportunity-event and application view as in Figure 19. The mode can 

be reversed again by selecting the arrows icon 64 on the right hand end of the 

pipeline in Figure 20, as is shown being done in Figure 26 .. 

In the personal settings mode, the screen is again split into upper and 

30 lower panes 14', 16', divided by a horizontal central pane 12', acting as the 

visual focus for the user. The lower part, 16' is for the main selections between 

different user contexts ('Home', 'Tourist', 'Business' etc) and the assignments 
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of their associated sets of applications. The upper part, 14' is for the detailed 
set-up of application preferences. 

In Figure 20, four tools can be seen as currently available in the 'On the 
Way' context by the presence of icons on 12', representing the radar, 

s calendar, music and information board applications. These are available in the 
context of 'On the Way' (the third-from-top icon 66 In the column on the right
hand side of 16' shown shaded to indicate that it is active). 

In Figure 21, a change is made to the 'Business' context (the lowest 
icon 68 in the column on the right hand side of 16'). The old application-tool 

10 set slides away as shown and a new set appears from right to left on the 
pipeline. As with all other operations with the user-interface, feedback on such 
actions may optionally be reinforced by sounds, tunes or vibration patterns 
which can also be a channel to inform the user of other properties of the 
handset, situation, peer, opportunity source context or application. 

15 In Figure 22 one of the 'Business context' tools 70 is selected for 
personal adjustment. The profile-settings view 72 for this information tool 
emerges scrolling upwards from the central pane 12' as in Figure 23. As with, 
the other mode, the user can devote more screen space to view this 
application's settings via the scroll hotspot at 7 4, moving the central pane 12' 

20 down and leading to the view in Figure 24. 
After the user has completed in this mode any personal preference and 

setting adjustments, plus their prioritisation of tool/applications/alerts for 
different contexts (see Fig. 25), then the user's activates the arrow hotspot 72 
on the right hand end of the central pane 12'. This closes the settings view 72 

25 (as in Fig. 26) and then slides the second mode's screens away (Fig. 27), 
returning to the opportunity-event manager of the first mode, with the ,radar 
application currently activated, as In Figure 28. 

Returning to the Opportunity Management mode, a number of more 
sophisticated extensions are possible, as shown in Figures 29 and 30. As 

30 examples, the clock icon at 78 has a bubble 80 indicating that explanatory text 
is available. The heart 82 added to the event-icon 84 on the left of the bar 
indicates that this carries a trusted set of applications which are very personal 
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for the user: A heart added to an event-icon associated with a service 
indicates the user Is a known subscriber to that service. A heart added to an 
event-icon representing a person indicates that this source is a trustworthy or 
known person (e.g. from earlier interactions or being a colleague or friend). 

s The downward pointing triangle 86 on the event-icon at 88 shows that 

this is from a cluster of applications that can be expanded further. (Note 
especially that one event may open up an hierarchy of groups of application 
opportunities of different types for the user.) The 'i' annotation 90 on icon 92 
indicates that this application is waiting for interaction from the user. 

10 In Figure 30 the states of a number of monitors running on tl)e handset 
(or interrogated by the handset) are shown in the upper pane 14 when no 
other applications are using that screen area. For instance, in the left-most 
column, running top to bottom, icons indicate: 

at 94 that the house is currently locked; 
15 at 96 that an alert has fired about the price of the user's stock; 

at 98 that handset sounds are activated (ear icon); 
at 100 that the screen is also turned on (eye icon); 
at 102 that the battery is getting low;· and 
at 104 that there is a strong GSM network signal. 

20 The second column of monitors suggests nutritional advice for the day 
(106), the current temperature (108), the current time (110), and at 112 the 
user's cu�rent location (determined by mobile cell ID, GPS, RF beacon or 
another manner). 

As mentioned above, the host apparatus of the interface may comprise 
25 a PDA, mobile telephone, laptop or like device. Figure 31 shows the principal 

components of such a device 120 embodying the invention and with 
interaction opportunities from two remote sources, beacons 122, 124. 
Information about the interaction opportunities from beacon 122 is picked up 
by antenna 126 (which may be external or internal to the device 120) and, via 

30 a receiver and decoder stage 128, the received data is passed to a central 
processor 130. 
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Coupled with the processor 130 is a data storage means 132, which 

may comprise both read-only and random access" memory suitably linked to 

the processor by addressing and data buses. As indicated by the dashed line 

at 134, the memory 132 may be supplemented by removable storage means, 

s such as floppy or optical disc, memory sticks, soi!d state memory cards and 

the like. The data storage includes the program instruction for controlling the 

processor to generate and manage the user interface as described 

hereinabove with reference to Figures 1 to 30. 

Also coupled to the processor 130 is a display device 10 on which the 

10 user interface is presented. User input means are also coupled to the 

processor to support the user interaction with the detected interaction 

opportunities and also with the interface itself (for example In the Personal 

Settings mode). The form of user input device will be to some extent dictated 

by the form and function of the device 120 as a whole. For example, where 

1s the device is a laptop.computer, the user input device will typically comprise a 

full alpha"numeric keyboard as well as an x/y cursor control (either integral or 

through a plugged in mouse or trackball device). Where the device is a mobile 

telephone, the number of keys for inputting data is likely to be greatly reduced, 

and mechanisms such as a touch sensitive screen coupled with option menu 

20 generation may be used. In the example shown, the device is a PDA (or 

similar) with a touch screen interface 136 coupled with the display device 

(typically a liquid crystal device) 10, with user selection of items displayed on 

the user interface being effected by use of a pointer device 32. 

From reading the present disclosure, other variations will be apparent to 

25 persons skilled in the art. Such variations may involve other features which are 

already known in the field of apparatuses having graphical or screen display 

interfaces or component parts thereof and/or methods for control of the same 

and which may be used instead of or in addition to features already described 

herein. 

30 
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CLAIMS 

1. A portable data processing apparatus being operable to receive

infonnation identifying interaction opportunities for a user of the apparatus and 

5 present the same to said user via a display, the apparatus comprising: 

a processor coupled with data storage means and said display and . 

programmed to generate a respective display icon for each identified 

interaction opportunity; and 

user operable input means for selecting a displayed Icon; 

10 wherein the processor is arranged to generate a user interface having 

at least first, second and third display panes, with newly generated display 

icons being initially displayed in said first display pane and subsequently 

moved to said second display pane wherein other icons are displayed; wherein 

the processor is configured to arrange the icons in the second display pane 

1s according to a predetermined prioritisation scheme; and wherein on u�er 

selection of a displayed icon additional data associated with the selected Icon 

is displayed in the third display pane. 

2. Apparatus as claimed in Claim 1, being arranged to determine

20 from said information identifying interaction opportunities a respective priority 

for each, wherein said predetermined prioritisation scheme applied by the 

processor positions those display icons in the second display pane in order of 

priority relative to the position of the first display pane. 

25 3. Apparatus as claimed in Claim 1, wherein said predetermined

prioritisation scheme applied by the processor positions those display icons in 

the second display pane in the order they arrived in the first display pane. 

4. Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 1 to 3, wherein the

30 processor is configured to identify, from said received information, a plurality of 

different classes of interaction opportunity and to indicate the same to a user 
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by the form of display icon presented for each identified Interaction 

opportunity. 

5. Apparatus as claimed in Claim 4, wherein the form of each

5 display icon is determined at least partly by data held in said data storage 

means. 

6. Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 1 to 5, wherein the

'. processor is operable to receive additional information relating to an 

10 interaction opportunity for which an icon is already displayed in the second 

display pane and to indicate the arrival of said information to the user by 

altering the appearance of the respective display icon in the second display 

pane. 

15 7. Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 1 to 6, comprising means

coupled with said processor and operable to receive said information 

identifying interaction opportunities from at least one remote source. 

8. Apparatus as claimed in Claim 7, wherein the processor is further

20 operable to generate in said third display pane a visual representation of 

relative valuations for two or more remote sources to the apparatus. 

25 

9. Apparatus as claimed in Claim 7 or Claim 8, wherein said means

operable to receive said information is a wireless receiver. 

10. Apparatus as claimed In any of Claims 1 to 9, further comprising

means controlled by the processor to generate an alert to a user on the 

generation of a new icon in the first display pane. 

30 11. Apparatus as claimed in any preceding Claim, . wherein the

processor is arranged to scroll an icon in the first display pane from one edge 
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of the pane to an opposite edge prior to moving such icon to the second 

display pane. 

12. Apparatus as claimed in any preceding Claim, wherein the first

5 display pane is positioned between the second and third display panes on the 

apparatus display. 

13. Apparatus as claimed in any preceding Claim, being further

operable to facilitate user alteration of device settings through said us�r 

10 interface, wherein options for setting are nested in menus with submenus for 

respective entries, with respective icons in the first display pane representing 

menu items on selection of one of which Icons are presented in the second 

display pane representing the respective submenu options, and on selection 

on one of the icons in the second display pane, the individual device setting 

15 options under that submenu are shown In the third display pane. 

14. A method for managing the presentation of information

identifying interaction opportunities to a user via a user interface, comprising 

the steps: 

20 generating a user interface having at least first, second and third display 

panes; 

generating a respective display icon for each Identified interaction 

opportunity and Initially displaying the same in said first display pane; 

subsequently moving the icon from the first to the second display pane 

25 wherein other icons are displayed; 

30 

arranging the Icons in the second display pane according to a 

predetermined prioritisation scheme; and 

on user selection of a displayed icon, displaying additional data 

associated with the selected icon in the third display pane. 

15. A computer readable storage medium containing executable

instructions for performing the method steps of Claim 14. 
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Description 

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001) The present invention relates to the field of 5 

portable electronic devices and more particularly to a 

method and a portable electronic device for providing 

further information relating to the status of the device. 

DESCRIPTION OF RELATED ART 10 

[0002) The cellular phones of today have more and 

more different functions and applications in them. It is 

today normal to provide the phones with a status bar 

showing the status of the phone in the form of battery 15 

power level, signal strength information as well as status 

information relating to different functions and applica
tions, like if a phone call has been missed or if there is 

an incoming electronic message in the form of SMS or 

e-mail. This information is furthermore normally dis- 20

played in the form of icons or symbols only giving gen-

eral information about the status. 

[0003) Further information relating to the information 

shown in these status bars is however not directly ac

cessible to a user of the phone. Such information can 25 

be from who the missed call was and the remaining 

stand-by time for a battery. In order to get this informa

tion, the user has to navigate though a general menu in 

order to get to the function in question for finding out 

who called. It is furthermore possible to set short cuts 30 

through the menu system, but then these are fixed and 
not event driven. The user must know beforehand that 

he might be interested in the further information and pro

gram such a short-cut in advance in order to save some 

time in the navigation. In order to reach such a short cut 35 

the user furthermore has to start in the normal menu sys

tem, which thus also takes up valuable time. 
[0004) There is thus a need for providing easily ac

cessible further information that can be presented on a 

limited size information presentation unit in relation to 40 

status information. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

lion, the object is achieved by a method of providing fur

ther information relating to the status of a portable elec
tronic device comprising the steps of: 

providing an item of status information relating to 

the performance of a portable electronic device, 

possibly activated applications or functions in the 

device, and 

upon detecting a selection of further information 

providing limited further information relating to said 

item . 

[0009) A second aspect of the present invention is di

rected to a method including the features of the first as

pect, wherein the step of providing includes providing at 

least two items of status information and the step of pro-

viding limited further information includes simultaneous

ly providing said limited further information relating to 

the two items. 
[001 OJ A third aspect of the present invention is direct

ed towards a method including the features of the first 

aspect, wherein said further information comprises a 

link back to said item of status information such as 

through a "back"-key. 

[0011) A fourth aspect of the present invention is di

rected towards a method including the features of the 

third aspect, further comprising the step of removing the 
further information upon detecting selection of the link 

back to said item of status information and again pre
senting said item of status information. 

[0012) A fifth aspect of the present invention is direct
ed towards a method including the features of the first 

aspect, wherein the further information provided related 

to an item of status information is a limited number of 
pieces of information. 

[0013) A sixth aspect of the present invention is di

rected towards a method including the features of the 

first aspect, further including the step of detecting selec

tion of an item of status information after providing lim-

ited further information and determining type of item se

lected. 

[0014) A seventh aspect of the present invention is di
rected towards a method including the features of the 

sixth aspect, further including the step of: if the first item 
[0005) The present invention is thus directed towards 

solving the problem of providing easily accessible fur

ther information related to status information that can be 

presented on a limited size information presentation 

unit. 

45 of status information relates to an application, determin

ing if an action in relation to the application was selected 

and performing said action or providing a list of further 

possible actions and selections relating to the applica

tion in dependence of the determination. 
[0006) This is achieved by providing further informa

tion about an item of status information shown to a user 

upon the detection of a selection of the further informa

tion from the user. 

[0007) One object of the present invention is to pro
vide a method enabling easy access to further informa

tion related to status information that can be presented 
on a limited size information presentation unit 

[0008) According to a first aspect of the present inven-

so (0015) An eighth aspect of the present invention is di

rected towards a method including the features of the 

sixth aspect, further comprising the step of: if the first 
item of status information relates to a function, deter

mining if an action in relation to the function was select-
55 ed and performing said action or providing a list of fur· 

ther possible actions and selections relating to the func
tion in dependence of the determination. 

[0016) A ninth aspect of the present invention is di· 
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reeled towards a method including the features of the 
sixth aspect, further comprising the step of: if the first 
item of status information relates to the performance of 
the portable electronic device, providing a list of further 
possible actions and selections relating to the perform
ance. 
[0017] Another object of the present invention is to 
provide a portable electronic device, which enables 
easy access to further information related to status in
formation that can be presented on a limited size infor
mation presentation unit. 
[0018] According to a tenth aspect of the present in
vention, this object is achieved by a portable electronic 
device for providing further information relating to the 
status of said portable electronic device comprising: 

an information presentation unit, 
at least one first user input unit, and 
a control unit arranged to: 

provide an item of status information relating to 
the performance of the portable electronic de
vice and possibly activated applications and 
functions in the device on the information pres
entation unit, and 
upon detecting a selection of further informa
tion via the user input unit, provide limited fur
ther information relating to said item of status 
information on the information presentation 
unit. 

[0.019] An eleventh aspect of the present invention is 
directed towards a device including the features of the 
tenth aspect, wherein the control unit is arranged to pro
vide at least two items of status information and to si
multaneously provide limited further information relating 
to the two items. 

(0024) A sixteenth aspect of the present invention is 
directed towards a device including the features of the 
tenth aspect, wherein the control unit is arranged to de
tect selection of an item of status information after pro-

5 viding limited further information and to determine type 
of item selected. 
[0025] A seventeenth aspect of the present invention 
is directed towards a device including the features of the 
sixteenth aspect, wherein the control unit is further ar-

10 ranged to, if the first item of status information relates 
to an application, determine if an action in relation to the 
application was selected and then perform said action 
or provide a list of further possible actions and selections 
relating to the application. 

15 (0026] An eighteenth aspect of the present invention 
is directed towards a device including the features of the 
sixteenth aspect, wherein the control unit is further ar
ranged to, if the first item of status information relates 
to a function, determine if an action in relation to the 

20 function was selected and then perform said action or 
provide a list of further possible actions and selections 
relating to the function. 
[0027] A nineteenth aspect of the present invention is 
directed towards a device including the features of the 

25 sixteenth aspect, wherein the control unit is further ar
ranged to, if the first item of status information relates 
to the performance of the portable electronic device, 
provide a list of further possible actions and selections 
relating to the performance. 

30 [0028] A twentieth aspect of the present invention is 
directed towards a device including the features of the 
sixteenth aspect, further comprising a second user input 
unit in the form of at least one key on a keypad of the 
device, which second unit is used for any selections 

35 made in relation to the further information shown on the 
information presentation unit. 

[0020] A twelfth aspect of the present invention is di
rected towards a device including the features of the 
tenth aspect, further including a second user input unit 40 

for moving back to said item of status information. 

(0029] A twenty-first aspect of the present invention 
is directed towards a device including the features of the 
tenth aspect, further comprising a status information 
store, from which the control unit is arranged to retrieve 
said item of status information for provision on the infor-

[0021] A thirteenth aspect of the present invention is 
directed towards a device including the features of the 
twelfth aspect, wherein the control unit is further ar
ranged to remove the further information from the infor
mation presentation unit upon detecting depression of 
the second user input and again present said item of 
status information on the information presentation unit. 
[0022] A fourteenth aspect of the present invention is 
directed towards a device including the features of the 
tenth aspect, wherein the further information provided 
related to an item of status information is a limited 
number of pieces of information. 
(0023] A fifteenth aspect of the present invention is 
directed towards a device including the features of the 
tenth aspect, wherein the first user input unit is provided 
as a button on the side of the portable communication 
device. 

mation presentation unit. 
[0030] A twenty-second aspect of the present inven
tion is directed towards a device including the features 

45 of the tenth aspect, further comprising a further informa
tion store, from which the control unit is arranged to re
trieve further information relating to said item of status 
information for provision on the information presentation 
unit. 

50 [0031] A twenty-third aspect of the present invention 
is directed towards a device including the features of the 
tenth aspect, wherein the portable electronic device is 
a cellular phone. 
(0032] The invention has the following advantages. It 

55 allows a user to directly get further information about 
items of information presented in a status bar in a port
able electronic device. A user can then easily see further 
information of activated functions and applications as 
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well as the performance of the device. If the item is an 

icon, this is additionally advantageous when a user does 

not know what the item presented means. 

[0033) The expression performance of a device is 

meant to include variable characteristics like battery en

ergy level and signal strength, the expression function 

is intended to include functions set by a user of the de

vice, like the time, date, ring signals and other settings 

possible to make. With an application unit is meant a 

unit providing a substantial amount of information to a 

user of the device, which unit also requires at least some 

activities by the user, like the making of phone calls, 

sending, receiving and reading electronic messages 

and playing music and games. 

[0034) It should be emphasized that the term "com

prises/comprising" when used in this specification is tak
en to specify the presence of stated features, integers, 

steps or components, but does not preclude the pres

ence or addition of one or more other features, integers, 

steps, components or groups thereof. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0035) The present invention will now be described in 

more detail in relation to the enclosed drawings, in 

which: 

fig. 1 shows a front view of a portable electronic de

vice in the form of a cellular phone, 
fig. 2 shows a block schematic of the relevant parts 

of the invention inside the phone in fig. 1, 

fig. 3 shows a front view of the display in the phone 

from fig. 1 showing a status bar, 
fig. 4 shows a front view of the display in the phone 

from fig. 1 showing further information relating to the 

status bar, 
fig. SA shows the first part of a method according to 

the invention, and 

fig. SB shows a second part of the method accord
ing to the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 

(0036) A portable electronic device 10 according to 

the invention is shown in a front view in fig. 1. In the 

preferred embodiment the device is a cellular phone 10 
having an antenna 12, a display 14, a first user input unit 

in the form of a button 16 provided on the side of the 

phone as well as a keypad 18 including a number of 

keys. The button 16 is a so called volume button, which 
can be used for adjusting the volume setting of the 

phone, but in the present invention it has one further 

function, which will be described in more detail later. 
Apart from making and receiving telephone calls, the 
keypad 18 is used for entering information such as se

lection of functions and applications and responding to 

prompts and the display 14 is used for displaying func
tions and prompts to a user of the phone. In order to do 

this, the keys at the top of the keypad are navigation 

keys, of which a first pair at the top includes a first and 

second soft navigation key 17 and 19. The key pad 18 

also includes a second pair of hard navigation keys in-
5 eluding a "back"-key 13 and a cancellation key 15. The 

soft keys can be used for navigating in a menu system 

provided in the phone, and the "back"·key 13 is used for 

moving backwards in the menu system. The antenna 12 

is used for communication with other users via a net-
10 work. A cellular phone is just one example of a device 

in which the invention can be implemented. The inven· 

lion can for instance also be used in a PDA (personal 

digital assistant), a palm top computer, a lap top com

puter and a smartphone. 
15 [0037) Fig. 2 shows a block schematic of the different 

parts of the phone 1 o relevant to the present invention. 

The display 14, the first input unit 16 and the keypad 18 
are here shown as separate boxes connected to a con

trol unit 20. The control unit 20 is furthermore connected 
20 to a status information store 22 and to a further informa

tion store 24 as well as to a first function unit 26, to a 

first application unit 28 and to a first performance deter
mination unit 30. It should be realised that the control 

unit 20 can be connected to several application, function 
25 and performance determination units. Only three are 

however shown for better understanding of the present 

invention. A performance determination unit is a unit de· 
termining variable characteristics like one of battery en

ergy level, signal strength or if the phone is synchro· 
30 nised with another device. A function unit is handling 

functions set by a user of the device, like the time, ring 
signals, ring signal volume or other settings possible to 

make in the device. An application unit handles activities 

by a user of the device in relation to the application, like 

35 the making of phone calls, sending, receiving and read

ing electronic messages, browsing using a Web or WAP 

browser and playing game or music or a camera. An 

application thus provides a user with a lot of information. 

[0038) Fig. 3 shows a status bar displayed on the dis-
40 play of the phone together with the first set of soft keys 

17 and 19 of the keypad, which status bar here include 

a number of icons, each associated with the status of 

either an application, a function or a performance of the 

phone. In fig. 3 there is shown a first icon 32 associated 

45 with the application of making phone calls and here in

dicating a missed phone call, a second icon 34 associ
ated with the application SMS (Short Message Service) 

or e-mail application of the phone, a third icon 35 asso
ciated with an MP3-player, a fourth icon 36 associated 

50 with the performance of Bluetooth™ synchronisation 

and a fifth icon 38 associated with the performance of 

battery energy level of the phone. It should be realised 
that these are just a few of the possible performances, 
functions and applications for which an icon might be 

55 displayed. The display according to the preferred em

bodiment of the present invention can however only 

show five icons at one time in the status bar. II should 
furthermore be realised that some icons might be static, 
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i.e. might be present at all times, which normally in· 

eludes at least some of the performance icons. while 

some might only be provided if the application or func-

tion related to the phone has been activated or invoked

either by the user of the phone himself or by some other 

type of influence, for instance the influence from outside 

5 

number. If this is not the case the number of the person 

calling might be shown instead. The first icon 32 and the 

additional information54 and 52 relating to it is highlight-

ed. This highlighting indicates that a selection of this 

icon can be made. The highlighting is shown with short 

diagonally directed dotted lines. It should be realised 

that the display can show up to seven icons, which can 

be seen through scrolling. 

[0040] Fig. 5A and 58 shows a flow chart of the meth-

the phone like the reception of an e-mail or a phone call. 

Other possible applications are for instance WAP 

browser and a camera. An example of a function nor
mally shown in a status bar is the clock. At the bottom 

of the display of fig. 3 there is shown first soft information 
31 associated with the first soft key 17 and second soft 

information 33 associated with the second soft key. The 

10 od according to the invention. 

(0041] A preferred embodiment of the present inven

tion will now be explained with reference to fig. 1, 2, 3, 

4, 5A and 58. This embodiment is also believed to be 

the best mode of the invention at the moment. The con-first and second soft information shown in the figure is 
associated with the normal menu system of the phone, 

which menu system is not shown in the figure. 

15 trol unit 20 retrieves the icons in the status bar from the 

(0039] Fig. 4 shows a second view of the display 14 

together with the first set of soft keys 17 and 19 of the 

keypad, where further information in relation to the icons 

in the status bar is shown next to the icons. The icons 20 

are the same as in fig. 3. First and second soft key in

formation 31 and 33 is shown in the bottom of the display 

just above the soft keys 17 and 19 and now the first soft 

status information store 22 and provides them on the 

display 14 for displaying to the user, step 56. An exam

ple of the icons displayed is shown in fig. 3. It should be 

known that an application. function, or performance de

termination unit 26. 28 or 30 might signal to the control 

unit 20, their activation and then the control unit selects 

the icons corresponding to the activated application, 

function or performance unit for displaying on the dis

play. Other perforrnance determination units or function key information 31 shows "call", while the second soft 

key information 33 shows "more". The fifth icon 38 is 

shown just above this soft key information and has a first 

item of further information 42 indicating that the battery 

is fully loaded and a second item of further information 

40 indicating how much standby time there is left for the 

battery, which is here indicated as 510 hours. For this 

icon the soft keys are disabled, because the fifth icon 
38 is no active icon for which any further information 

might be obtained. Just above the fifth icon, the fourth 

25 units might be constantly activated. Then the control unit 
20 awaits an input from the first user input unit or button 

16 on the side of the phone, step 58. If no input from the 

button 16 is detected, the control unit 20 returns to step 

58 and again awaits an input from the button 16. By us-

30 ing the button 16 instead of the keypad 18, it is ensured 

that the use of applications or functions in the phone are 

not hampered. If an input is detected, step 58, the con

trol unit 20 retrieves further information from the further 

icon 36 is provided. The fourth icon 36 has a first item 

of further information 45 saying that the performance re- 35 

lates to synchronisation and a second item of further in· 

formation 44 informing the user of the fact that the syn
chronisation is Bluetooth synchronisation, i.e. synchro

nisation with another device using Bluetooth ™. The 

third icon 35 is provided above the first icon and is pro- 40 

vided with a first item of further information 47 informing 

that the MP3-player is playing a certain song and a sec-

ond item of further information 46 informing about how 

long this song has been played. Above the third icon 35, 
the second icon 34 is provided .. The second icon 34 has 45 

a first item of further information 50 indicating that the 

message relates to an SMS {Short Message Service) 
and a second item of further information 48, indicating 

the sender of the SMS with a phone number 0307 - 555 

23. Above the second icon 34, the first icon 32 is pro- 50 

vided. The first icon 32 has a first item 54 of further in-

information store 24 and provides a limited number of 

pieces of further information related to each icon in the 

status bar for displaying to the user of the phone, step 

60. At the same time the display 14 shows inforrnation

of what will happen if the soft keys are used for selecting

pieces of information. Fig. 4 shows an example of such

further information related to the icons shown in fig. 3. 

Now the user can see different items of further informa-

tion in relation to the icons. It is furthermore possible to 
show more icons and related further inforrnation than 

what is shown in fig. 4. If the display will get full the user 

can then scroll among the further information by using 

a scrolling function in the phone {not shown). A maxi-

mum of seven icons might here be present. Scrolling 

could be provided by using a joystick or operation of an 

arrow button on the keypad (not shown). The control unit 
20 furthermore provides different first and second soft 

key information 31 and 33 in dependence of which icon 

and corresponding first and second piece of information 
is highlighted. In fig. 4 the first icon 32 a missed call to· 

gather with the corresponding first and second piece of 

formation indicating from whom the missed call was 
made, this is indicated by the name Anette and a second

item of further information 52 indicating when the
missed call was made by displaying the time 12:25 and 

the date 12 of February. It should be noted that the name 
of Anette is shown because the user of the phone has 

set his phone book to indicate this name for a given 

55 further information 54 and 52 is highlighted and the first 

soft key inforrnation 31 displays "call" and the second 

soft key information 33 displays "more". The control unit 
20 monitors the soft keys 31 and 33 and detects if a se-
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lection of further information relating to an active icon is 
made using these keys, step 64. With active icon is 
meant an icon for which there exists a menu or further 
information. The fifth icon 38 for the battery is not an 
active icon and therefore there is no possibility to select 
any further information relating to this icon. If a selection 
being made is not related to any further information of 
an icon, step 64, the control unit 20 does nothing and 
awaits a detection of another selection, step 62. It is fur
thermore possible to navigate backwards during this 
navigation, in which case the "back"-key 13 is used. If 
however a selection of further information in relation to 
an active icon is made, step 64, there are three different 
ways the control unit 20 can continue. If the selection of 
the further information concerned an application, step 
68, the control unit 20 monitors which of the two soft 
keys have been depressed. If the user has selected an 
action by depressing the first soft navigation key 17, step 
70, in this case by selecting to make a call, the action is 
performed, step 72, i.e. the call is being made and there
after the display is made to show the original status bar 
again, step 56, after the call is ended. If the application 
was an SMS or e-mail application, the number or ad
dress of the sender can here be stored in the phone 
book. If the user did not select an action, step 70, i.e. by 
pressing the second soft navigation key 33, the control 
unit 20 connects the user to the main menu of the ap
plication in the menu system, step 74. If the selection of 
the further information was not related to an application, 

5 

might not really know what the icon used means, in 
which case he can get information about the meaning 
in an easy fashion. In case the user did not know what 
the icon means, he can in existing phones only find the 
related information by chance when searching through 
the menu system, which might take a very long time or 
which he might not find at all. 
[0043] The present invention can be varied in many 
ways. The applications can as an alternative be set such 

10 that an active application cannot in itself be changed by 
the selection of a piece of further information, but is lim
ited to actions not changing the information content of 
the application, i.e. if for instance there is a call ongoing 
it cannot be interrupted. The first user input unit does 

15 not have to be a button on the side of the phone, but can 
be any other key not occupied for other important func
tions. The navigation keys can furthermore be provided 
in a numerous different ways. What is important is that 
the existing input units are used for navigating. Keys can 

20 also be provided in the form of keys displayed on a touch 
screen. A further variation of user input units is to use 
voice control for selecting further information about the 
status bar. 
(0044) The control unit and the different application 

25 units are normally provided in the form of one or more 
processors with corresponding program memories con
taining suitable software code. The two stores are also 
preferably provided in the form of memories. 

step 68, it is investigated if the icon is related to a func- 30 

lion, step 76. If the icon is related to a function, step 76, Claims 
the control unit 20 monitors which of the two soft keys 
have been depressed. If the user has selected an action, 
step 78, which might be to set the volume of an 
MP3-player, the action is performed, step 80, i.e. the set- 35 

ting is being made and thereafter the display is made to 
show the original status bar again, step 56, after the set-
ting has been made. If the user did not select an action, 
step 78, the control unit 20 connects the user to the main 
menu of the function in the menu system, step 82. If the 40 

icon was not related to a function, step 76, it is related 

1. Method of providing further information relating to
the status of a portable electronic device (10) com
prising the steps of:

providing an item of status information (32, 34, 
35, 36, 38) relating to the performance of a port
able electronic device, possibly activated appli
cations or functions in the device, (step 56), and 
upon detecting a selection of further informa
tion (step 58) providing limited further informa
tion relating to said item, (step 60). 

to some general status information of the phone. The 
control unit 20 therefore connects to the menu of the 
performance in the normal menu system of the phone, 
step 84. An example of this is Bluetooth TM synchroni
sation. As mentioned before. the user can at all times 
leave this further information by pressing the "back"-key 

45 2. Method according to claim 1, wherein the step of 
providing includes providing at least two items of 
status information and the step of providing limited 
further information includes simultaneously provid
ing said limited further information relating to the 
two items. 

13 on the display, in which case he returns to the previ-
ous menu. In this way the user can go all the way back 
to the original status bar display. 
[0042) The present invention has many advantages. 
It allows a user to directly obtain further information re
lating to an icon displayed in a status bar of the phone 
without having to do some lengthy navigation through 

50 

the menu system of the phone. It also allows him to per- 55 

form some actions in the functions or applications direct-
ly, which he otherwise would have to do by navigation 
in the menu system. Another advantage is that a user 

6 

3. Method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said fur· 
ther information comprises a link back to said item 
of status information such as through a "back"·key.

4. Method according to claim 3, further comprising the
step of removing the further information upon de· 
tecting selection of the link back to said item of sta· 
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tus information and again presenting said item of 

status information. 

entation unit. 

11. Portable electronic device (10) according to claim 

10, wherein the control unit is arranged to provide 5. Method according to any previous claim, wherein
the further information provided related to an item

of status information is a limited number of pieces 

of information (40, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 50, 52, 54). 

5 at least two items of status information and to simul

taneously provide limited further information relat· 

ing to the two items.

6. Method according to any previous claim, further in

cluding the step of detecting selection of an item of 10 

status information after providing limited further in

formation, (step 62) and determining type of item 

selected (step 68, 76). 

7. Method according to claim 6, further including the 15 

step of: if the first item of status information relates

to an application, (step 68), determining if an action 

in relation to the application was selected, (step 70),

and performing said action, (step 72) or providing a 

list of further possible actions and selections relat- 20 

ing to the application (step 74) in dependence of the

determination.

8. Method according to claim 6 or 7, further comprising

the step of: if the first item of status information re- 25

I ates to a function, (step 76), determining if an action

in relation to the function was selected, (step 78),

and performing said action, (step 80) or providing a 

list of further possible actions and selections relat-

ing to the function (step 82) in dependence of the 30 

determination. 

9. Method according to any of claims 6 - 8, further

comprising the step of: if the first item of status in

formation relates to the performance of the portable 35 

electronic device, (step 76), providing a list of fur

ther possible actions and selections relating to the
performance (step 84).

10. Portable electronic device (10) for providing further 40

information relating to the status of said portable

electronic device comprising:

an information presentation unit (14), 

at least one first user input unit (16), and 45 

a control unit (20) arranged to: 

provide an item of status information (32, 

34, 35, 36, 38) relating to the performance 

of the portable electronic device and pos- 50 

sibly activated applications and functions 

in the device on the information presenta-

tion unit, and 

upon detecting a selection of further infor

mation via the user input unit, provide Jim- 55 

ited further information (40, 42, 44, 45, 46, 

47, 48, 50, 52, 54) relating to said item of 

status information on the information pres-

7 

12. Portable electronic device (10) according to claim 

10 or 11, further including a second user input unit 

(13) for moving back to said item of status informa

tion. 

13. Portable electronic device (10) according to claim

12, wherein the control unit (20) is further arranged 

to remove the further information from the informa· 

tion presentation unit upon detecting depression of 

the second user input unit (13) and again present 

said item of status information on the information 

presentation unit. 

14. Portable electronic device (10) according to any of 

claims 10 • 13, wherein the further information pro

vided related to an item of status information is a 

limited number of pieces of information. 

15. Portable electronic device (10) according to any of 

claims 10 - 14, wherein the first user input unit (16) 

is provided as a button on the side of the portable

communication device.

16. Portable electronic device (10) according to any of 
claims 10 - 15, wherein the control unit (20) is ar

ranged to detect selection of an item of status infor
mation after providing limited further information 

and to determine type of item selected.

17. Portable electronic device (10) according to claim
16, wherein the control unit (20) is further arranged

to, if the first item of status information relates to an

application, determine if an action in relation to the

application was selected and then perform said ac

tion or provide a list of further possible actions and 

selections relating to the application. 

18. Portable electronic device (10) according to claim 
16 or 17, wherein the control unit (20) is further ar

ranged to, if the first item of status information re

lates to a function, determine if an action in relation 

to the function was selected and then perform said
action or provide a list of further possible actions

and selections relating to the function.

19. Portable electronic device (10) according to any of

claims 16 - 18, wherein the control unit (20) is further

arranged to, if the first item of status information re

lates to the performance of the portable electronic 

device, provide a list of further possible actions and 
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selections relating to the performance. 

20. Portable electronic device (10) according to any of

claims 16 - 19, further comprising a second user in-

put unit in the form of at least one soft key (17, 19) 5

on a keypad (18) of the device, which second unit

is used for selections made in relation to the further 

information shown on the information presentation 

unit.

21. Portable electronic device (10) according to any of 

claims 10 - 20, further comprising a status informa

tion store (22), from which the control unit (20) is

arranged to retrieve said item of status information 

10 

for provision on the information presentation unit. 15 

22. Portable electronic device (10) according to any of 

claims 10- 21, further comprising a further informa-

tion store (24), from which the control unit is ar

ranged to retrieve further information relating to said 20 

item of status information for provision on the infor

mation presentation unit. 

23. Portable electronic device according to any of 

claims 10 - 22, in which it is a cellular phone. 25 

30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 
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QYNAM_IC BAR 'ORIENTED ,USER INTERFACE: 

Field of the Invention 

[000.1] The' present inyent;ion relates. generally t,o 

·communication· de:v:Lces, a.nd more ,partic\.ila.:tly to a :·graphical 

Ul3e.r interface for coritrolli.ng .such d�V1C9$. 

Description of the Related Art

[0002] Wit:'h the proliferation o·f communications .s.ervices 

available on wireless. mobile devices, it·b'ecomes increasingly 

cpmp],�x .to crecitE:! a si.r1gle device th�t caJl excel at: many 

different functions. Many· critics claim that a wireless 

t:;e.lephone device .can never make a good hahdheia personal 

qig_i tal as.s.istant ( P.bA) d_evice and a handheld PDA devicfe wi!� 

never make a goo<i :wireless telephone. I:t is a.lso said t.hat 

only teehage·rs are using ·rnstarit Messaging (IM) servit:'e.s or 

Shq;t;.t Message Serv;lces ('SMS) . 'to ¢xchange niessagE=s . with 

friends and ·<acquaintances :arid tba_t; .s,µ.c:::h: \l.SE.lr� sh,<,:>ulq. $'�t ,;:1:n 

entirely different .. wireless mobile device. ·However, m·any 

t(�er� of witel�f:ls harid:held devices desire to have multj.,ple 

services an¢ .func::t;.ior1ai;fty on. a .single qeyice. 

(000.3] .Representd,ng multiple seryiqes and .f:unctions to a 

user .on ·.a elin�ie· wireless mobile. device'. presents a number of 

ch.allenges; to tne- design�r of· a v.ser interface, pa:rt:lcularly 

c1. g�aplliqgl user int·erface (G(JI), fqr co.rit;.rc,lli119 t,he 4evice, 

Wireless a·evices ar.e ·usually small relative to· 1.e·ss portable 

corrrpliting_ devices such as laptops arid desktop ·c·ompliter's. 

-1-
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Inherently theri, a visual -dispiay ·such as an LCD or other 

screen e::omponent of th.e wi.reles.s mobile q.evic.e has a small 

disp'lay area. 

[00041. TyPicaliy, GUis .for wireless mob.il.e <:ievices 

comprise a main or home screen: an:d: -one or· mo::te sub'.'":s·crerens 

,that;;. rria,y be· na:v:igate.Q �r.om._ the main scr.eeri:. Not if ic·at·ion

icons are o:l:t:en. rendered on. a portion of tne main scre�n to 

indicat'e a new event such ·as the rec·eipt df .a new IM me·ssage, 

e:;t.�c�roni¢· mail (e-r(li;i
)
ll) or ot:rier s�:c:vice �vE?nts �uch a�· a

·calendar ·:r:eminder' or alarm and other statµs 'information s.uch

as· time.,. date. a:nd batt·ery; life. For each ·type of se;-vice ·or

,fuI19ti(.)n ?,v:ailc\tple via the device, a graph�cal image or iccm

is .often render!:!d on a major portlpn, of ;the main sc�eeri,:.

which icon may be selected :oy tnovin:SJ a :focus or· cursor a.bout

th.e inte:r:Ja¢e aild. $e'l·ectj'.ng the des:tred . item to launch a

spe·cifi� GUI for th� selec;t,ed 'seryic:::e or fµnc�ion.

(0005] There is a demand t_o. have informatiqn maqe

available to a. user: quicker than previously available. in

order· 'to optimi.ze the . control of: the . wire1e·ss device·. ·An,

applicat:i,cm icon or· info:r:matiori. qr text ··ee,.g. 1:1a,i;ne pr tit.l·e)

de'scribing t'.he application is general�.y· static an'd a·s such is

not cparticularly useful for representing changing irt:farmatiort

assoc:ia:te4 with the ,app1i.ca�iqn a,¢tivateci by tJi.e icon.

Represertting· current itiforrnat:ion to: a .user via a

predomiriant:ly ic.oh-ic. G'QI i.s· difficult; Further, organiz-ing

13µch inf ormat;ion in a µ!;l§!f ul manner, to pe:rmi t c;i· user to

better controI t:.he device! .i.s also problematic.
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[0006] Accordingly, there. is -a resulting need for ,a method 

and apparatus that: addresses ·one, or more of these 

E:3hortco,mings,. 

SUMMARY 

[0007] The invention relates to. :a method., g:raphical user 

interface and appara.tus 'f'or Contro'llin:g arf .apparatus .• 

[0008] In accordance with' a first aspect of the. i:nvehtion, 

thei::e is· prov�(:ted ct. (nethod fc;,r contro1Iihg. :an. c;ipparatus 

comprising: providinsr at I'ea,st one dynamic bar· :for di.splaying 

on a· main scre·em of a �:taphic·a1 user interface for 

CO!ltrqlling thft ,apparal:µS t each ,dynf.imi¢ bat aSSOCiated With 

respe:ctive: one or mol:'.e in.terfaces for applications and/or 

fuhct-fon:s provided by the apparatus, .said each d:S:7:namic bar 

:having ah p:op-up int;:.erface for p'rovi<;i4.hg i:lt le�.$1: one ,Of 

preview inf:q:i;rq�tion de.t'�:rm:i:ned: from inf<::>rmatiori managed, by· 

the applicaticms ·and/or functions and links.· .to invoke said 

respective in�erfaces.; and invoking said :tespecti ve 

inte;rfac;::es t:o control sa:i;d apparcl.tµs in responf;!e t:.o user 

input. 

[0()(}9] In acco.rdance 'with a ,second aspE,fct of the 

. irrirention·, there is provided, an a:pparatus 't:otnpris'irtg: a

stora,ge m.edil..\m h�v.ing .EJ.t9:rcep. t;}:l.e.:i;".ei,i, a plurality of 

programming instr.uct·.ions desi:gned to: enable the ·apparatus to: 

prov.Ide at .least one dynatn1c, bar for displa;ying ori a· rr\aizj. 

e1'c.re.en qf a gr.:i,pp:ical. µs�r ;i.nt.erfcl.Ce fqr contro:).:).in,g the 

apparatus,, each dynamic bar associated with respective one .or 

more .interfaces for applications and/or functions provided by 

the 13,ppar�.tµs, EJaid eac;::h <;iynam,ic bar having an pop-up 
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intert:ace .f.or providing at:. least one 'of preview information 

det�rmined from. .inforJ11ation tn?,lnaged by t;.he appli:cat.ions 

and/or 'fun.ctions and 1:frtks to invoke said rei;pective 

interfaces r and invoke saiq respective interfaces to ·control 

iaa.id &pp1:1,r�tus in responsE;!: to user input; and a processor 

cou.pled to ·the :st.orage medium to execute the programming 

instructions. 

(0010] These .a:nd other ,a'spects will be ap"j;:,arent to. person.a 

.of ordinary· skill in the art incluq:j.pg a computer program 

pro.duct such a:s a machine readable medium storirig :computer 

program code· executa:ble to perform ·a method. a,spect of . the

inyention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS. 

[0011] · Embodiments·· of present invention .will now be 

described by way of ·example. with reference to att�cheg. 

figures., 'o/hereip·: 

[0()12] ,F.ig. 1 is ·i:3. bl9ck d,ic;1gr�m wh:i.qh illustrat.es 

pertinent components of' .a wire1·ess communi:cation dev:ice which 
. 

' 

communicates: within a wireless communication netwo'rk in 

�.qcorciall.ce wfth th¢ p:rior art r . 

[0013] 'Fig; 2 is -a mqre detail.�d ciia.9ram of a prefe:r-reci 

·wir�l:ess communication device ,o,f Fig_. i in. accordance with

the· prior .,art ;:

[0014] ··Fig.. 3 is. an ill.ust:r'atiori of an example of a main

$cteen :of 9'-. grapliic;::al, \lsjer . inte.rface I in accord,ance W,ith .a,rJ:

�ll\b9¢iiment..c of . th� inven.t:i911-, f9r a wireless commun.ic.abion

device suth, ,as the: device·s of Figs. 1 and 2;
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(0015) Fig:. 4 is an illustration of the main screen o:f 

Fig. 3 following a user action; 

[00'16] Fig. 5 is ·an i_llust:tation of an example bf a m?J,in 

screen of· a graphica1 us.er :interf ac.e, in accor.ciance· with a 

further embodiment· of the invention; 

(0017) Fig. 6 is ;c�m illustration of the. main screen: of 

Fig. 5 .fqll.ow.in.g .a_ user: act;iqn;. 

(0018] 

scree.n, 

Fig. 7 is an illustration of an example ·of ,a main 

i.n accorq.j'inc�. witµ. another, empqd.iment of t:he 

invention, for a wireiess communication device such as the 

devices of .Figs� 1 and 2; 

[0019]. Figs� a and 9 ate illu�trations .of the ma,in screen

of: fig. ·7 fqllowing ·:irefi.!pec�iye \lS.e:i::: actions; :an<.i 

[0020) 

screen, 

F:i,g, l� is a.:n illustra.tiort· of an example· of' a. mFlin 

in. !;lC.COrdance wit.h ano.ther embo¢iiment of the

inventi·on, for a · wireless communication device such as the 

devices. o,f' Figs. 1 and ·2·; 

(0021] F.igEI. :J..J.A t::o llD ,c;1re illus.trc\t�c,h$ of pc1rt.icular 

views of the 'm.ain scre:en ot. Fig. 10; 

(0022] Fig.s. t.2A · t.o J,:20 are: detaile.d · illustrations of t;:.he

screen: of F11D in accordance. with an embodiment 0-f the 

:i,r:rveritioh; 

(0023] _l<'ig.s '. 13'A to 13C ar$ respect:i,Ne illµst:i:-at:ions: of 

Figs. llA to 11c .. : foilow:i.ng us.e.:r action in ac::co:d:iance with an 

embodiment: of the :i.nverition;. 

(0024] 

screen, 

Fi:$. 14 is an illustration. of an '.example ·of a. mairi 

in accordance. wd:th· anothe'·r embod-imertt of the 
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inyention, for a wireless GolT\ll\U:nicatio.ri. cievice such as the
p.evices of FJgs. 'l ?1-I?-d 2 ;,

[0()25) :Figf3., l;�A t:o 1sc· are .:i.:).iustr�tions of particular· 

vi.ews of the main screen of ,Fi$:J. 14 in accordance with an

�rribocliment o� the invention�

[0026] Figs·; 16 and 17 ate fl9wcharts for operati�ns of a 

,user i�t:erf.aGe in p.!;::cqrdanc� wi·th errib.odiments of the 

inv.entidn. 

DETAILED OESCRIPT'ION 

(0027] Fig: 1 .is a 'Block diag·ram of. a c6rrimt,in)ic;:at,iop $ystetn

1:00 which: inc:1µi;ies a rnob.il� station .1Q2 whiph communicat.es 

throu,gh. :a wirele:ss· communicat:i.ion network 104 :sy.mbolized by .a 

station,: Mobile stabiot,i HY2· pr�fe.r?ibly ih¢l1,1dei;, a visql;ll
q.1splpy 1i2, a.. kery.b,9g.:r:q JH.� ·c;l,qq pe;r;haps one pr. mor.e 

aµxi.liary '\.1ser· :inte:.t:faces (u,:i; f 116c, each· '-<:>f which are couph�d 

to ,a coritrolle:t 106. Corftrc:(Llef 'l06 i.s .:also. c::·oupl$'d f9 raciio 
!r¢qµeµcy {RF} tran1:;1.��iyer ci,rpuitry 10·0:. an<;:l an antenna 110.

(0028] T:ypi.cq.lly, con,trol1er 106 is embo.died as. a central 
proc:essing unit (CPU:.) which runs operating: system, sof�ware in 

·. a, .memort component: .{not ,slJown} • et::mtroll'er 106' will normally

¢ohtr9l -overall qpe:pation Qf ipol;?ile station: 102, whe:reas

sign�l pro·cessing operations associ.ated with communicati.on 

functions: are tyt>ic'alLy performed in RF transceiver circu'i tty

10� .. co11t,�qller .l,06 i,riter1:ac�s witp devi9e di.splay- 11.2 .to 

.d:i,13play re.ceived infol:'mation, sto.reo. inf ormatiori, user 

inputs, and the 1 ike . Keyboard 1.14 , whi.ch may be a t elephohe 

type keypad, full a1phartumeric keyboard or f.ull or condensed

QWEI{T.Y keypac;l, . is. r1ormally proviciep, ·fol:' entering qata f<:ir 
-.6-
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.stprage in mobile .station 102, informat::i.On for trE!,n�mission 

to network 104, .a telephone number· to place a telephone ·ca:;1 .. 1, 

commands to be. executed on mobile station 102, and possibly 

ot.het or different u13er i:qpU:ts. 

(0029] Mqbile st.c;1.tion 102 a.ends commµnici:ltion s_:i.gna;l.!3 to 

and, receive1;1 communicaticm sig:nals from the: wireless network 

1'04 o.ver a wireless link via antenna 110•. RF tran·soeiver

c,i:t'ctiftry 10:�· performs fund1;:ioriEJ. s'imfJ.,ar to tllose o.f a base 

·stat.ion and a base st.ation eontroller (:BSC) (not shown.),

ihc1ud1rig "f6:t exampie tnodulation/demodula:tiort :an.d pb"ssibly 

�ricoqing/decociin.9 at:tp. �nprypti,ot}/dec:t.yptiori. It is also 

contemp'lated .·that RF transceiver c:i:r.cuibry lOR may· perform 

c::.e:i:::tain functioti:s in addition to: those!' performed by .a .BSC. 

rt . w,iil 0$ ·c1pp�rent to those $kill�d i:h art th,at. R.F 

.t.ransc.ei.v:er circuitry 10.8 wiil be· aclapted to part;icular 

wireless :,network 6.r networks in which mobile station 102 is 

i.ntended to. operate:;

[0030] Mobile station 102 includes a battery interface 

(IF). r34 for. receiv-ing 9ne pr mqre re<::hi?,rg�able batteries 

132. Battery 13.2 provides e1··ect:tical. power to elec:t·rical

circuitry
. 
in mobile s·tatioh 10:2, and b'at1:ery IF 13.2 provides

fo;r a 11'.l'=Ohanical iand �le¢tr:j.ca:1 connection, for battery 132 ..

Battery :i:F 132 :is1 coupled to: a re·gulator 136 .which regulates

power • to ehe c;iev±ce·. w.h¢rt fuooile stat·ion 1:02 i,s .fully.

ope�at;;'ionc1;l., .an .�!."' tran.f:?.lJtit�er o( I{F, brc;tns.c�i;ver ct:i=-cµitry 

10.8 is turned on only: when it is a.ending to netwot:k, and is 

otherwise ·turned of·f '·or p1acea iri a low:...powe·r mode to 

conserve ppwer. 

circuitry toa 

· Sim:i:larly ,. c1;n :.R;F :r:ecei:yer of :RF tr.;'lnsceiyE!r 

is typically periodically t:urned off .to 
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co'nserve powe·r until it is needed to· receive signals or 

informa:t::ion (if at al.I) during d.esignated time periods. 

[OOa,1] Mob,ile 

Identity :Module 

station ;i.02 oper�tes us';i.ng a Subscriber

(SIM)' 140 which .is connecteci to or inserted

in �dbile stati6n 102 at a SIM inte�face ·(IF) 142. S:IM 140

,is 011� typ,e of. a ,conv�ntiopal ''sma;rt car9'i µsed. to ':i.del.;ltify

an: end· user (or subscriher) o.f mobile· .station 102 and to

personalize the, device,. among other things.' Without SIM 140;

the. mol:>ile station. te:i::"min.al. is: not fµlly operati<;>l)ci.l for

communioa:tion thr.ough ·the wirele.ss network. By inserJ::;.ing SJ:M

140 into tnobil-e station. 1·02 ,. an .end user .can have a.tcefss to

ci.ny a:r1c:i �11 or his/her stibs9ribeq servides·. SIM 140

generally inqluo.e·s 'c:!, processop and memory fqr · storing

infortnat·ion. Since· SIM .:140 i1s coupled to. SIM IF 1.42, ·it ,..is

coupled tci .cqntro'ller, 106: t::hrotigh c::¢,mmunicat·iori lines 144:

In order .. t·o identify· the ·subscriber, SIM 140 c:ontc:!,it1s .some

user' pa-ratneters such as an International Mobile Subscriber

Identity (IMSI) • Ari adyant,age of using S�M 1.40 is that end 

U.f3.ers -a:r;e not nece.ss,ar::j.ly bounq by any .Elit191�. physic:al 111obile

s:tatfon. SIM 140. may store addit:iona1 :user information f:or 

tl1e rrtobiJJ= station a,s welJ., .. inch1din� d�t·e book Jor calendar)· 

'.in:for:,tl}ati,qn .,a!l.Q. :r::ecent .. call ,i:n.f9:mnation !

[00�2] Mobi,le st,a,tiop, 162 may c9nsi·st ,o( a single unit, 

such .as a data .c.o.mmui:iictation device, a multiple-function 

communicatio.ri device, with data arid voice .communication 

capabilities, a person�l digital assistapt (PD.A) enab11:�d for 

wireless communi'c,ation, or ,a computer incorporating an 

internal modem. Alternatively·, mobile station 102· may be a

multiple�niodtil� urii,t c0mpris,i.ng c!, .:ph.irality .of s,�parate 
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components, including but in no way limited to a computer or 

other device connected to a wireless modem. In particular, 

for example, in the mobile statio.n �iock diagram of Fig. 1, 

RF transceiver circuitry 108 and antenna 110 may be 

implemented as a radio modem unit that may be inserted in,to a

port pn a laptop con:ipqter. In this Cclse, tpe l?:ptop· computer 

would include' dis.play 112·, keyboard 114, one or more

auxiliary Uis 116, and controller 106 embodied as the 

c.ompµte:r::' s CPU. It is also contempJ,.at.ed that a computer or

·other equipment not normally capable of wireless

communication may be adapted to . connect tb and effectively

assume control of .RF tra:risceiver <:::ircuitry ,108 and a11tenna

110 qf a single-unit deyic::e such as: one ... of those d.escribed

above. Such, a mobile. st'ation 102 may .have. a more particular

implemeri..tatiqn aEJ de1:1c;db!:l.d later in re,
l
at'ion to mobile

st:ati:on 20�.· of Fig. ·2.

[0,033] fig. 4 i.s. a ,detailed �lock p.iagram oJ a preferrE;d·

mobile .station 202. Mobile Station 202;. is preferably a two

wei..y communication device ·having. at .Le.ast;: voice ariq. advanced

dat:� commµnica·l;:ipn Cc!.pabilities, inclµdit1g t;h.� capabilit;:y to

commurti'cate with other com1tuter sy:stems. 

furictioriality; :provi<ied by m.obile station 

Depending on the

202; i.t may be

referred to as a <ia;ta q\essag±11g devic::e, a two-way pager, a

c.ellula.r t.elephon·e with data messasing capabilities, a

wireless Internet appliance, or a data co.Ijimunicatioh device

(with .o.:r without telephony cqp,;1bilities) . Mobil.e stat.ion. 202

may communicate with any one of a ;plurality of fixed 

transceiver stations 200 wibhin its geographic cover:age area. 
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[0034) Mobile station 202 will normally incorporate .a 

communicat.ion su};>system· 211, whic.h. includes a receiver, a: 

transmitter, a:tta: associate'd components, .such as one or more 

(preferably embedded or internal) antenna elements an�, local 

.osciilators (LQs.)., ;and a processing module such as a digital 

s.ignal process:or (DSP) (all no.t shown) . Communication 

subsystem 211 is analogous to RF transceiver circuitry 108

�n.d. ant�nn� 110 1:1how?J. ip. Fig. i. .As will be .. a,ppj:1.re!;lt t.o 

those skill.ed in :field of :communications, particular dest;1n 

of communication subsystem 211 depends on the cominuhication 

n.e1;,wor� in whicl.l mo:Pil� flt:at·iqn 20.2 i� intehqeci to oper�te. 

[OQ35] Networr;: ac.c�ss .is -��soc.iR-t�d wit.h a, st.jJ:>scr.iber �r 

user of- mobil.e station ;i02 and therefore mobile station 2:02 

re·quires a . subscribe'r· Identity Module, or "S·IM" .card 2:62 to be

i.hi:lerted in a $IM IF 26_4 iri order to operate· iii the nety,,o�� i 

SIM 262 inc;:luc;ies those. features o.esc.ribed in relation to Fig.,

1. Mobile station 202 is a :ba.tte:ty�po:wered device ·so it also

in�ludes a battery IF 254 for receiving one or more

r.echa,rgea,b1e batt.eries 25(>. S.uch a battery 256' provi:q.es

electr.it:al po:we:t to mos.t if· not. all eiectr.ical circuitry in

rrtobi·lei stat·fori 202, and ba'tt�fy IF 254 provid.es for a

me,c9-an'i.qal anc;I elect-rj,cc;ii cqnnee::::tipn .fQr it. tt:ie bat:..�ery IF

25.4 i's co14pled ;to a regulator, foot 'sho:wn). which provides

p9wer V+ tC > all of: ·the cirquitry, 

[0036] Mobile fi:J'.tation 20.2 f.n9ludes a �icrqprocessor 2·38· 

(which is one implemeni:.c1.t:.i9n o.·f ·ccmtrqller i06 of .Fig� J;) 

which con .trols ·overali operation .of mobile stat·ion -2.0:2:. 

Communicati'on functions, ·fncludin� at least data and voi'ce' 

comrri:unication_s, are perfo;cm_ed through comrni.micqtion subsyst�m 
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211. Microprocessor 23.8 also interacts with additional

device subsystems such as a display 222, a flash memory 224 ,. 

a random access memory (RAM) 226, auxiliary input/output

(I/0) subsystems 228, a serial port 2.30, a keyboard 232, a 

:speaker 234, a microphone 236, a short-range commun�cations 

1;3ubsystem 240, and any 9ther device subsystems generally 

designated /;it 242. Some of the subsxstems shown in E'ig. 2 

perform communicatJon-related furrctiohs, whereas bther 

:subsystems may provic:le "rei:ddent;; or on-,device functions. 

Notably,:, some subsystems', sµch as keybqard 232 and di.splay 

222 ., for example., may be us.ed for both communication-related 

functions; such as entering· a text message for transmission 

ov�r c!: �ommunicat;:;i.on network, _and, device-resident func.tiqns 

such as a: calculat:or or bask list. Operating system .software 

used by microp:t�cessor 2·38 is prefer�bl:Y ·stored in a 

p,ersi.stent stor.e $t,tch as f1:a!:3h memory. 224:, wb.ich may 

alternativeiy be a. ·read-only memory (ROM) .. or simiiar stora,ge 

element (not shown) . Those .skilled in ·the art will 

apprec:iate t;hat the ·operating s.ys.tem, specific dev.ice 

applications, .or parts thereof, may be temporarily loaded 

into a volatile store such . .as RAM 226.

[0037] Microprocessor 238; in addition: to its ope.rating 

sy,stern func'tie>ns, ·pr�fe.ra.1:,'>ly e.Tli:i:bles ,e;x:ecµtio.11, of software 

applications on mobile sta:.tion 202. A _pr.edetermirted set of

at,plications which control basic dev:ice o:perations, 'iricludirig 

at least data. o?,i'ld VOi.ce C:QITlffitlllida,ti<:>n ctpplici;ition.s f will 

normally l:le ins.t.c',tlled on mo:bile st.at.ion 202 during, its. 

manufacture.. A preferred application that may be loaded. onto 

mobile station 202 may be a persenal information manager 
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(PIM) application having the ability to organize .and manage 

data items relating to the user such as; but not _limited to, 

instant messaging (I[VJ) , e-mail, calE:!nd_a,r· event.$, voicE:! mail�, 

appointments, an:d task items. Naturally, one or ·more memory 

stores are av�ilable o� mo)::)ile stat;:·ic,p 20�. and. SIM 2:62 t:o 

fa,cilit::at:,e s.tO?,:'c;lge. of 'PI.M d!=lt.a it::E:?rns .anc:i QtJ1e:t". ,i:r:iform_qti.on, 

[0038] The_ PIM applica1:io:n preferaqly hi:l.S ·1:he c1tbility to 

s.end. and receiv:e ·data items via the wire1e·ss ·ne.twork. In a

preferred embbdimerit, PIM data items are seamlessly'

int;:egrated, synchro;ni?ed, and upd�ted via th4? wi.reless

nt;:itwo.ik, with the .mobile .s.tation user.' s correspc:mdi,ng data

items stored arid/or associated with a htfst .computer system

t;11e1:1eby c:t:ect;t,i,hg a, .fu�rrored h9st comput�r- o:n mobile station

2.02 with respect t·o ·such items. This is ·.est;,ecially

advantageous- :·wher·e the host comp:uter . sxstem is 'the ·mobile

eitation ·use;-'� of.fic::ie c9mput::er system. Adc:litiona,l

applications may a,ls9 be: loa<iE:!d on:to IT\Q�ii.e station 26'2

through rtetwork 200,. an -auxiliary r/.o .subsystem 228, serial

port 2:lo, ·sport-,ra.rig� c'c;>!funµn:i,:cations s,upsy¢.tem 240, or -any

other- .suit,qble sul::>system �42., an9, insta+1ed, by· a U$e:r; j;n ·R.AM

226 or preferably a non..:volatile ·store (not shown) .-for

e,cecutio� 1::?y m:LcfoJ,roce�so:t 23.g. Sµch fI$xibility _in

app,'.l.ic?-t,ion :Ln13tal:i,.i::ition. inc:re�e;es. the t:up.c:t:iqnality of

mobiie station 202 and may _provide enhanced on-device

funct"i'ons, c9mmµnicaJ:;ion'" .:re1a:ted func�'i:on.i:3; ·or both; Fo1:1 

(:Xclmpl_E?, 

el.ectrohic 

s�cµre c.ommunicc1. t iqn. 

commerce: functions 

ap:Plic.at:iqns rncty e.n?lble 

and .other .such .f�nanciai 

tr·ansactiohs to be perfortri�d using mol;>ile ffelyation: :202. 

-12,-
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[0039] In a data communication. mode, a received signal 

Su.ch as· a text ineE!sage, ari e·-mail message, or web page 

qq'{mlpad wili bi= processed by communiqa�ion, subsystem ·211 and 

input to microprocessor 238. Microprocessor 238 ·will 

prt;ferably. further procer;;s the signal ·for e>U,tput to. di$pl�y 

2�.2, to auxiliary I/0 device 228 or :P.oth :as d.e.scrib.ed fu.rther 

here'in below with ref ere nee to Figs. 3-9. A user of mobile 

E;Jtation .20.2: may p.l�o compose data items; such a!:! e-mail 

mess.ages,. fqr exfimple:, using keyboard 2'.?2 in conjunction with 

disp:1ay 222 ·and possibiy auxil·ia-ry I(O device 228. Keyboard 

232 is, ·preferabl;Y: a telephone type· k:eypad, full .alphanumeric 

kE3yboa�d .0.r .full or cqnde11s�c:i QWERTY keyp,;1.d. T.he.se �o.mpqsed 

items may be transmitted over a: communication network through 

commUnication subsystem, 211.� 

(0040] For voice cotriim.ihicat'ions, the overall operation of 

mqbile st9.tion 202 is supstantia11y similar., except t.hat the 

re.c:eiv:eq. signals would be output to speaker 234 and signals 

for transmission would be generated· by micrc,phbne 236.

A:l.t�rnative vo.ice or .. ·.audio I/9 s�1::>systems, s.uch els a voice 

.message recording subsystem, may also .be implemented on 

mobil'e stati:ort 202 � ·Although voice or audio signal output is 

prefer-abl:Y· accorn�lish�a primarily tfirough speaker' :214, 

disp':l.i:',y 222 may als,o be µsed t.o. provid� an inq.ic::ation .of the 

identity of· a cailirig_ p'arty'; du:ra'tiori · of a voice ca11; dr 

qtb.!=f vp,iqe .ca:l,1 .reJ.a,t:::ed i::riforii:t�t::::ie>p.; i:U:f. sorri¢ e)t.aropl,es. 

(0041] .s,ericll R9rt ?,30 in Fig. '2 is r:iormaJly impletjlent.ed 

in a :personal digital assistant fPPA)-type communication 

device ·for which syrtchronlzation with a user's 'desktop 

computer is a· desirable., aTbeit optional, component. Serial 
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.port 230 enal:>les' -a us.�r to set prefere11ces through an 

ext.ernal device or- ·software -application and extends the 

:capabilities of mobile station 202 py pr·ovid.ing for 

informati9.n or softwa.re c;lownloa.ds t:·o mobile st.ation 202 other 

.than. through a wireless, communication network. The alternate 

download path may, for example, be. used to load an encryption 

key on.to mobil!!;! statiop. 202 �hrc;,ugh. a dire.ct i:l-n.d. tl1:t1s 

reliable pnd trusted connection. to thereby p·rovide, secure 

device c.omrrn.irii c·at ion. 

(0042] Short-ranQe commUriications subsystem 240 of Fig. 2 

is. an add'itional optional component which providesi for 

5,::p_mmµn:i.cat:�on petween mo.b.il.e s.tation 202 and different 

systems or devices, which need ,hot ne!'cessarily be . srimilar 

dev'ices. For exan,tpler supsystem 24'.0. m�y- inclµdE;? ·ap infrare� 

device and asf3ocia.teq. circµits an<i, c.o.mponents, or .a 

Bluetooth™ .communication module to provide for communication 

with similarly-enabled· system� afld dev:ic::es. Bltietqoth™ i.s a 

registe.req. tr�tlemar]:c o.f Blµ�to9th SIC3., Inc:. 

[0043] I1;1 c:lcc91-:cici11.ce with. an,. 0embo.diment of; the irivent:,,ion, 

mobile stat::ion . 202 is con:
t

igured for sending arid receiving 

data items, 'arid include·s a :PIM for orgarti;zing a11d maria;girig 

dat;:a it:eins relating j::'o the us'�r .suqh as, bqt noJ:: limited to,

instant: messagin� (IM) , e:.. mail, calendar events, calendar 

appoint merits I and t.ask items, etc•, .. BY WfiY ·of exarµple � mobile 

st:<;ition 202 is con,figl,lred for voice (which may :i,nc1ude pµsh 

to. talk :over c_(:llltilar (POC)) and dat,a. services, voice ma.il 

service, :e-mail· se'rvi'�e., SMS 'and chat· services ·t'o which the 

user subscribes.,.. T9 provide cl._ user-fri.end,:1.y envirqnm,en� t9 

c;::ontrpl .t,b,e ,<;>pe:t;"i:tt..ion of mol:lil� st.ati·on 202, PIM j::ogether 
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with the operation system and various software app'iications 

re'sident on the station 20·2 provides a GUI liaving a main 

sere.en from 'i','hich. t;:o access various servi<.::es via �pplications 

.stored .on said device or available to· it. 

[0044] Referring now to .Fig. ·3, there is an illustration 

of an exemplary main sc::'.reen 3 o o; in accordance with an 

.�mbo<:1.i111ent .of the, invention, fqr diE:Jplay 222 of mobile 

:station 20� providing a graphical user .inter·face for 

c::ontrolling mobfie station. 202. .Main screen 300 is divided 

irito' three tna,in portion�, na111ely ari applica't.ion portion 302 

fq� d;i.s])1�ying apd man:i,pula:ting i.cons (e·.g. 312) for various 

softwar.e appl::Lcations' and ·functions erta:bled by mobile station 

2·0.Q apci a rilopi'le st.atiqn sta.:t::u1;3 porti¢h 3()6 for displaying 

1:1.tatu_f!· in:l::p;i::mat:ic:m �µc!1 af! time', (late•, �!,'ltte;1:y ·and s.igna:). 

strength,, et·c. Mai.rt screen '300 may not .represent all 

application idon:s at io,nce _in appli¢atiRn port·ion 302. A �se:rf 

may be requi:t;'.ed to navigate. or s.c�ol1 through th.e ,icons of 

a:pplication :portion 302 to view additional a:pplication icons. 

[OQ45] In accordance with a first embodiment cf the 

invention, Fig. 3 includes a third portion 304 .comprising' a: 

ciyn9,t:nic bar for COAtrol:J,.'j.ng device �-0�2. Dynamic bar 304 

stretches horizon.tally a'cross the main .s.c:r:een between 

poj::tions 302 and -306·. Persons skilled in the art,. 'will 

app;reciate tli<;:l.� such portiqns may be arranged differE!ntly: 

about ere.re.en 3.0',Q. For .examph�, dynamic .bar :30.4' may iie 

horizon:ta1.1y across ·the bottom of screen •300 or vertically .. 

Dyhi;im.ic ba.r 304 need. rtc;,t ext;ehq. f.Ully fronf one \Tla;rgin of .the

�q:-een to ano�her,, 
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(0046) Dyn�mic B�r 3:b4 include.a a l_qb�l· portion 3:08 whicn 

in the present embodiment comprises a date reference and .an 

expansion icon (downward pointing arrowhead) 310. A user may 

cl iclc o:r;i t]:le pynamiq bar (e. g_. using a po:i._nt device, such i:!-S

a thumb wheel) and :expand the: dynamic bar· to preview items 

as soc ia'b:d with the bar .304. In· the. present embodiment, 

dynamic b!=lr 304 is. gSSOCi�:i.te¢i with an email application tQ

p:tevie'w email messages •. Fig. 4, iit accordance with an. 

embociime.nt· o'f t}J.e Jnventibn;. illust:::rates 'Fig. 3 follo:wing a 

µser :'a<::t:ioz:i to expani;:l t.ne ciync;1lllic b.ar 3 04 , ±n. Fig. 4, ,mobil'.e 

station status port;ion 306 includes a Iiew email :cqurtt 40'2 

fndicat-'ihg: 30 unread email_s. bynam.:Lc· ba:r ·3.04 'is .expartd,�ci via 

a drop dqwn p:r; p<::>p-.up in,tl:!,rfac:e �07 over.l�yipg a. pprt,i:on .qf 

screen .JOO. :Therein, there is displayed a count of available 

a-nd unread messages 40:4 and ·a preview of ret:ent new· emails

4·06 preferably ':e"il t-er:ed relabive. tq tq.e dc;it,e s_ho"'1Il in i;:h_E:'!

label portion 3.0 8 qf the arnamicr bar as d�s.cribed further. 

below·. Opt'ionall:y, a, user may scroll thrcn:igh the list of 

regent emc:tils � Cl.'ick:ing p_n the list will aU:toinatically i.11.voke 

the email appl·ication, preferably at a view sho:wing the 

s.elected email.. Canceiiing· (e. g' •. via an escape or other 'k:ey

o't: clic:Jc) clos'es the e:x;pansion pop.-µp 4(?7:.

[Q047] Figs. s and ,6, illu.st.:tate. simil,ar main screE:ms )OO

as, a.hewn in F,igs. 3 and 4 but with a g.ynamic bar and 

expansi'on �op..;up· inte:t"fate .iri accordance· with a further 

embodiment· 'bf the i_11.ven'tio,n; r>yna:mlc::: bar 30:4 �f l:igs: .. 5 ·and .6 

inc:::1udeei ,c,o,unts of new events SQ2 (e .. g,. ·.new voiq: �il 

messages., ema·il mEfssages,. SMS· messages: or contacts online 

with 'whi.ch to chat) .. As suc�t, m,obile �t-ations status .portion 
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306 need not display such dynamic· p�eview information. Other 

events types may be counted artd displayed such as available· 

friends 9r groups for Push-to-Talk eyer cell.ua.r (POC} calls 

etc. The ·dynamic preview information need not be limi'ted to a 

count .. For exa�ple, the information may include so'irie .details 

.9f a J;'ecent �'[ent. which may be displqyed temporarily to;

example .. One ·such exarnpi'e is information about a missed call 

(e. g:. "Missed call ·from NNN ••• ") which. may oe temporarily 

displayed. Thereafter, count or other preview ihfortnatiqn rnay 

be displaye.d. 

[004'3] Expan�i:on ;pop-:i:,.p t'02 in th,e p�esent embodiment doe$ 

not preview a content of the new event· but lists particular 

send:ces 604 assqci.ated iwit:h the' dynamic: bar �04 ·.such <;is 

v9ic.e mail, email., ;SM$· and . �ha.ti in�luding an. .icor+ic 

re:i;:,resentat:i.on. ·o·f the se·rvi·ce 606-. and preview information 

Comprising a' c6unt: 'E?Q8 as similarly diqipl,iy�d. by bar, �04 ca!-nd 

a link EilO ;to irivo.ke the · assoctc1tt:!d applicat,i�:m user 

interface: for the service. Preview information may thus 

comprise info:t:titatiori maintained 

i:t.pplic�:t:;ionJl �I}.d/o_t fµncttqns as well 

determ:i,ned f;J::om this managed in:f:ormation. 

_the associatei;l 

as infprmation 

[0049] Figs. 7 and $ illustrate a similar ·dynamic bar and 

exp'arisTon pb:p'-up -502 :as . shown in Figs. s arid 6 but: with a 

differen.cie appt;i�:rc1npe t.o applicatiqn ·portion 302, R�.ther than 

pres,enting ic;ons · tor :j.nvpkfng respective interfaces to 

various' ap�licat:iorts or ·.functions, application portion 30-2 

presents :a liE;it: of bars: '.702 wh,ich m_ay b¢ p:ayigateci -a.nq 

selecte.c:l to invo�e .. a11 aeiso.ciat�d ·interfc3,9ca. Mobil!= s,t?ttipn 

status :portion 306/ also· has an. alternative look from that 
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shown in 'Figs. J..;.6. Fig. 9 illustrates a. f3ear.ch or filter 

'function having a dialog screen 902 which may be' invoked from 

dynamic bar 304. Lab¢1 portion ·3oa may be clicked for editing 

tQ. selec.t ;a different. date 904. This date is then used ·to 

filter the associated events such that some t>r all of the 

c;oµ,rit;:,s 5.92 anc,i 608 may .b� det.ermiri.�d rel.ative to the nelf.! 

dat�· .. For ·e;x.:ample, a count of friends: on-li:ne available. to 

en.at is not parti'cuia-:r:ly re'levant· :ex:cept. d.n re'lati'on to the 

cµrrent da·t:e/time .. Ih the erru;,9diment of· the dync;irriic b�r qpd 

expans.:i,on pop-up, 9f .Fig. ·4, suc.h ·a da·te may f.il ter · the new 

messa$'Efs for previewing, for· example·. As seen ,betow and .'with 

reference to Fig·s .10. ahd llB, a dyriam:.i,:¢ 1:>a:r rria'y be ass:qciated 

wiJ::h o�ner serviq_�s or· �ppl:.i,:cations including a calendar 

aJP:pL:Lcation:· arid the .date may be useful for ,searching or

filter ca1endar e;1/etit:s anq. ,�ritries, or a pa:r�iculc;fr view�

(00'50] Figs. 10 and llA to 110 illustJrate ;yet a· fur�her'

efT\bo�iment o-f a ajai:n. 13cre�;n user ipte�f ace of thl= present 

inv.ention. Fig. io ll.lus'br.ates a user int-erface main scr.e.en 

300 .comp:tisihg. a plurality .of. ·a:Y,°narriic: bars. 1·004, 1008, 1012; 

ltlHi ·a,nq io;20 ea,c}:l w,::q::,i1: re:sp�cti:ve lal:?el :po,rt:l;orts :i.9.0:t, 1001, 

1oii, iOlS and 1019 .and .e:;i,cpansiqn r;,op-ups 100.6, 101.0 ,. iO:t.'4 r 

1.0:l·B and 1022:, When expande'd the· ba:r:s a:nd .. pop--ups of main 

sc:ret:n q:oo of Fig: .. 10 :a,r� dist:in,guished fiom t:he ba:r �nd ,PQP
up of main screen 300 of e.arl.ier figures. ,in fhat they cannot 

all be displated -ort 'the displ'ay device at orie time below 

tQobile S\:;�tioh s!:,attis po:i;tion 10'0.�L +he: rernai'ning 'portiqn Q.f

display deviqe 222 is denoted by box. 1.001. As. such a user may 

navfgate the main sc'.reen, scrolling U:p o"r down as. necess'ary 

tq. display t}J.e de:sired dyni:lmic bar and expansion screen o.f 
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int,erest. Figs. ;I.lA to llD illustrate respective views of 

main, screen 300 of Fig. 10 visible, within the dimenstons of 

display gevic:e 2�2. _};. user n1a·y. n�:viga�e. fz:om :paz, to �a:r sµch 

as. by using a ·thumb wheel to position ·the desired -bar at the 

top· .of portie:m- .3 02. 

tob51] In the' ,present efrnbodiment, the dynamic bars 1004, 

1008; 1012 ,. 1016 anci. 1020 cm¢ .expansiqn pop-ups 1006, 1010, 

:ro.14, 1018 an<:i 10.22 are associated with various applications 

and service's and/or devH::e· functions ih :acc6rdance with a 

contextual vie.w ·Of .how the mobile station may pe use¢ by a 

user. For .example·, the label portions fob2, i007, 1611., 1015 

and 1019 denote· activities -s.tich as "communicate", "plan'', 

''entert_airt" · "con:fig;ure'-' and ''-exJ:ral' � Comm4t1i9ate bar 1004 ariq 

e�pat1(:l.ior;i p9p"'up 1;006 is similar to th� dyn:amic :bar 304 and 

as·sociated pop.-up 602 'of eirlier .embodiriiertt'S. With referenc'e 

t6 Fig.· llB
{ 

plan .bar 100·� ari4 �.:,q;:,�ns'iori ppp-\ip 16.l,Q :al'.'e 

assoc;ic:1t�4: w�l:11, c�lerrciar and . task f�nctio11s 11()'2 pr,eviewinQ 

items (e.g. roo!5) for the:- current day 1004 an:d ·additional 

·up'corttirtg days lOOf;l ,arrd J,110. A irner may navJg;ite. the

E!�pan.$Jori pop-up _and s_el�ct an item .or day t:o inv9.ke the

as$·ociated application'.s interface, 2referably jumping to the

item within the appl'ication. As discussed with. reference to

fig. 9·, a sea:r.;.ch c.:,r filter ,j,nterf<:i<;:e may be .:Lncorppr.a.teq. into.

a dynamic bar (ef.g .. in association with th¢ label portion or

ih. another manrief) to define a fiJ ter viith which t6 determine

preyi�w. in�qrrnaJ:ion. t9 l:>,e displ�yeg.

(0052] E�t.ertain .bc;:1.r. 1012 and e;x:pan$i�:m, pop-up 1014 is

assoc:.i,ated \'.,'itl;1 '<ipplicat.:JQJ?.S for gaming, :or pr.e·sent:j.ng .or

workins r with media such as a browser, audio application or

,-'19 ,. 
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ca.mera etc. Window 1014 may include links to web p�ges ('e.g. 

1112). Entertain bar 1012 may be ass.ociated with events, 

sirn'ilar ·to communicate bar 1004, which events may include the 

avail.ability of new items to download il14 .. A count 1113 of 

sc;1.me may be di'splayed in entertain .·bar' 1012 as well. More 

than·one 'different event'type may.be monitored and counted as 

.per comrrrunicat:e bar 1004.

[0053) Expansiofi pop>-up 101,B of, con�ig:ure bar illustrat:es 

a further optional user interface arran$ement whereby 

associate!'d functions are' invoked via an icon bas'ed iht'erf ace 

c;:.b�prisirig a plurality o.f respect:ive icons ill6 {Fig. llC) 

·and .opticmal .lab.els 1118. Expansion pop-up l,022 for extras

ba:t 1020 cornp:tises a list of links, to respective

rniscellaneou.s applications. or fun¢tiq11s prov:i�ed by d,evice

2·02.

[0054] Figs.. 12A to 12D. .further illustrate featur.es .of 

expansion pop-.up T0,18 for 'configure bar 1016. A user may 

navigate expansion pop-up 1018 moving afncmg :t.he icons 11.16 

(e.g. ii'.d)f, 1206, 1210 J:md 1214). 'selecting a,p icon invokes .a 

dialcg (e.g. i2·04, i2os, :121r. r and '.1216) to configure· o:ptions 

asa·ociated with the function :¢epreserited by the .particUlar 

iGon. For ��a.mple, icor.i :140� rel,ates \;:o wir.�less networking 

functions, partd.cularly, turn:ins; communicat:ion subsystem 2:11 

ori ,or off. DHHog· 120·4 may :Pe opened. (e .. g; \by in0ving t:he 

:focµs t� :the icon. 120,2 ang, cl:i:cfdng an ent,.er key 9r PQ.in:ting 

device, etc. ) 0ptions ·may then .b.e reviewed.· and/or changed and 

sa:1/ed�: Dialog 12.0.4 may be· pbsitioned over a ,portion o·f the

screen 30d l;?elc:,w · the .associat�d bar. P:referably .a dial99 is 

displayed in ctss.ocia�ion with its respectiv.:e icon, such as, 
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with the icon visible at a ·margin :of the dialog. .Once an 

option is defined ·and its vaiue saved, the associated icon 

�ay be changed (in whole or in pc:1:rt) to reflect, thE:! valt1e of 

the option. For example,. if the wire'iess communicatfon system 

is set to off, icon. 1:20·2 may :change to include an iX through 

the icon or the· ic,qn <;::hc:lIJ.ged t;:o anotneit ill\age c0mpl�tely st1ch 

as. .an airpLane image:, As .shown in dialos 121'.6 (Edit 

profiles' ... ), links to additiorta'l dialogs or other 

inte�face�/fun9t:ion .activat;i.qns ma.y be ihc+uded. 

[00,55]' Figs. 13A, 13B .aqd 13C show e:kart\ples 1302, 1304 anc;I. 

13 Ot':i of 'a,n addi·tional dynamic bar ·interface expansion element 

for· .respefctive 'dynamic bars 1·004, 1008 and 1012. Each 

ebcp:ciJ,n�;ion, elemeh.t 13<;)2:; '1304 arid 1306 is a drbp '.down list 

cqmpris'io.g parti:cular f,upqt:i.ons or features. :of th� 

application C,s) associat'ed w·fth the: respective dynamic bar 

Wpidh 'rJ18,Y be invoked fr'om. the dynamic b$.r ihterface �s :well 

as, dyna�ic b?.r feat.urea (.�. g.. sea:r;ch) or oth_er conf igurabl:e 

o:pti·ons ( e. g·; view agenda., week, month of list 1304) for 

conft:gur·j,:r1g the. dy�a,mic:' l:>�r .or. ics ·as:Sc,,¢iated · �xp�nsion pop

up (e. g ! tJ1e vie.w of· 1,.oi.cD . rh� expan.sion; �.lement may b.El! 

invoked by ·movd.:nQ .a .. ,focus to; the label, portion (e .. g·. 1003, 

1.0·07 or· 1011:) arici' hov.�ring for shor't' period ... o'f a few. seconds 

or l:>,y oth,car .we.11 k119wi:,t .tnci:n.n.ers. ,T,l,le E!:Xp,ap.s;i.;:911 eJe.mef:lt IT!�Y ,be 

closed. :by :click an .escape or· other cancel key... Though a drol? 
do'wn list is shown, the .expansion element may t.ake other 

f.b.rtn§l .such as a. pop-up. Pr.eferably tll,e eletn,ept 0verlays only

a portion of the screen 300, leaving the associat.ed dynamic

bar ahd a portion o'f its expansicm pop.-up viewable,
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[0056) Figs. 14 and lSA to lSC illustrate yet another 

e�qdiment ¢f th� user int,erJace rnain screen. !,:'he· .present 

embo.c::iime.rit is similar to the :embodiment ·of Fig. i-o. However 

the dynamic bars are functionally· oriente·a rather than 

cbhte�tually. Screen 300 of Fig. 14 includes a calendar bar 

14;0.2, m�ss.ages bar 140.4, 'browser bar 140.6, configµre bar 1408 

and eX:trae bar 1410· with respective labels l.403, 140_?, 1407, 

1409· anci .1.41':l.. Corifigui� l;>ar 1408 is assoc�ated with 

ex:pan,$ion PQP-\.\P 14;12 inclucf;ing a list. of ,links· (as 

distinguished from the. icons .1116 of Fis,. -1.lC) to invoke 

interfaces for con'figu·:t;ing fuopile stat,,ion 202. Fig�. 1s,k, lSB 

and. lSC illµs�rat:� "r-iew.s ,pf t:he main scr.e:eIJ. '3.00 q:f fig. 14, a·s 

would aJ?pear oh a1 di.spiay device .-222 .as a· user navigated the 

dynamic bars a.s P,er s.intil;ir viewi3 H1 Ffg�-.. 11A :tq i'iP. 

[0057] Note; th�t wl'?,.i/le not !3liown; t:he exp(3.nsion pop-ups 

cqulq: be ��Jeptiv¢1y individup.lly: clos.ec t ·an.ci the: plurality pf 

o.ynami.c bars·, rendered. in a li's.t. of bars. Like Fig. 3, an: 

applfca:tioh portion of s·creen 300 may be present to render 

�ppliqi;i't.ion icohs .. A.1terna't..i VE; eml?odiments of the dyn:amic bar 

int·erface, such as .t:.he. embodiments of Fi,g. 10. and Fi9,· 1.4 may 

be available :for selection by a user of mobile station 202. 

Alternatively; a mo:t,ile, st�tioh may be c:<:mfigureq to stor,e 

only o.nE? ·eml:>oqiment . The· dynamic bars may be configurable or 

sh:owrt ±:rt different or·der.. Particular applications a:na 

fu.nctions may be se;Lec!teq by a us<;r t9 b.e ,i:i,ssociat·eo. to a 

paricualr dynamic bar. 

(0058) Figs. 16 and i1 Illustrate operations of a 

dynamic bar usEfr: interface· in. a:cc·ordari'ce with embodiments of 

the invention,, With reference to Figs. ·3-:9 and Hi, operations 
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160.0 commence at start 1602, typically following power-up of 

mobile station 202 and a rendering 9f a default or initi�l 

view 9f main sc;::re.en �.00. A .user may select the dynamic bar 

(e. g'. usin� -a thumb wheel device or .. other point:er to move a 

focus �bqut the screen 300) ·c1t step 1tro4. l'he view of ma.in 

screen 300 may·require updating an� rec:iisplay (steps 1605 and 

1606) for example· to indicate the change: to the focus. rf ·a 

.user· cancels t.he !3ele¢t:iori (step 16QB) operations may close 

(cts· 0n:ecessary) at;: end st:'.eps J,610. A · new message or oth,er 

event occurrence, as represented· by a co.uflt ,displayed :on the 

dy:riamic par (. ma,y be· received (step 16;.;l} a:rid the v:iew updat�d 

�nd outp:u,t,; (steps 161� ;i;tflP.. 1606) .. 

[0059) The dynamic. bar· ;i.n:terface may be·. e)CJ:ended 'to view 

an as.sociated e·xpansion pop-up {e .. g .. Figs. 4, 6 and 8). -At 

steps .1622-1624, the pop-up inte.rface is invoked in response 

t9 user input;. a.nd th� pqp-µp I.F view output. There�.fter, the. 

user mc1y take'. action such as my moving the thumb wheel or 

pressing an arrow ket ori the device to move the focus about 

the. pc:,p-up, (step 1'526) and :in r�sponse, the Jocus is 

log:j.'caliy move.d (step 16.2.8) and the appropri'ate vi'ew 

determined (;st:ep ·1630) and, output (step .1624) .. The focus may 

move. to the q.yn�1}1iC bar i�s_elf, i;;Jew e"il:'ehts, etc. may l:>.e 

receivetj: (step 1632) as: ,qe1::1�rib.ed above a:nd the appropriate. 

view (count} determined arid output (ste:ps 1630:1 1624.) �, 

[00.60] A. user may wish to: fiiter the events or .other· it·ems

prevlewed v.�a the dyp.amic ·b.ar.. An editing sequenc:'e, may 

c.omrnence. to s�'iec:::t a clc;:lt;� (step l.!5'i4J and a sea.rch or

fii tering is performed (step 163.6) . The view is updat:ed .and

displayed .accci:tdingly (st�ps 163·0 an<;i 1624J ',

-23-
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[0061] An item in the pop-up may be selected, such as a 

new message (step 16'40) and the sele.ction invoked (st·ep 1642)

such. as by invoking th_e us.er interface. to the message 

application. Thereafter operations 1600 may close and end at 

steps 1610 and 1612 f:ollowing decision step 1643.

Alternpt_ively, depending on the selection invoked, for 

example, operations ma,y continue via steps 1'630 and 1624 to 

update the· view and O\l'tput same� 

[0062] Wino.ow IF display· (e.g. step .J:624) tnay be c:J.oefed 

such qS by a 9apcel input (step 1644). :tn response, the vi�w 

is,. updated and output (.steps 1616 and 1606) and 'operations 

ctmti'nue from t:he dyn,ami� bar interface' 

[�063] Operations for the embodiments of user interface of

Figs.. .id-1:5 are quite similar to t;:hose de13cribe�. Witn 

reference· to· fig i7, ,operations 1700 are similar but. include 

steps 1702-1716 for irtvoking'the expansion element (i.e. menu 

list}, .c:tnd, yariou,sly,, navi_gatirig by· moving the focus· (steps 

1766, 17oa, 17.:1..0. and 1704 as ·similariy described with 

reference 't:o 16-26; 1628, 1630 and 1.624), erelecting, 'and 
. . 

iriyo,king a,n it_eil\ from. the- list . (!:3teps 1712' ci,nd 1714) :ai;!d 

canc.eLing ·thet display of· t,he list (1716, i.616 an.d 1150,6'.) . 

. Foll'owiri.g the invocation. of: a ·selection. fr.om the, menu '.List 

{st:e.p 171�) C>perations rriay c.1ose at end -�-t�tr 1,610 in response 

t9. de:cision step 17Is. Some: selected. inv:qca;tions may c;ontinue 

operations V:la update viewste� 1616 and· output step J:606

[0064] :ee:tsons :o.f b:rdinacy skill in the art will 

appreciate. th�t their :may be differences ;in i'mplerrienti'ng 

cer!=airi. steps of the operat:i,ons deiscr;J:bed depemding ·on the 

configuration of the: specific :dynamic ba:t and its associated 
-24.-
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pop-up interface. :For example, a dynamic. bar not repres·en:ting 

a .count of associated events will not require steps 1614 et 

seq. or 1632 et seq. Moving the fo.cus and updating the view 

within e:Kpansion pop-up 1014 may be. different than similar 

9p�rations about pop-.. up 10·18. 

(006� Though de'scribed with refer·¢nce to ,a mobile station 

device., persons. of ord:i,.n<;1.ry· skill i.n tr:ie art '.,'li.11 .appre:ci;ate 

tb:at. the user interf ac.e and methods .here·in described may be 

usefully incorporated into other c9mputip.£J devices. which may 

riot be mol;,ile such as pe;rsoncll ·cqmp\J,ters, w.9.rk.$,�aJ:iqns, 

t.elephone ·handsets and the· i'ike.

[096t>] T}J.e above'."·describ.ed embo.d:iment·s qf the present 

ap]plication are intended to '.be examples only. Tho'se of skill 

ip. tpe art . ma·y effe�t alteratio11s, inodi,riqations and 

variations l:,0 the pard.cul.ar. embop.:iments without d�parting 

from tihe. scope of· the application. The. iriverition desc:r:i.bed 

nere.in '.iri the :reci:ted 'Cl�ims int:eric:is to COVeZ'. arid ernbrac.e all 

su�ta.ble ql)«;mges in. tE?chnqlogy. 

-2S-
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CLAIMS 

w.hat is cla-imed is:

1. A method for coritrollin:g a:rt apparatus comprising:

p:rov:i,,ding at .least·· on� d.ynami9. bc;i,r Ji.::>r c::iisplaying on a

main screen of a :graphical user interface for 

controlling the appaiab4i;, each dynamic bar 

i:lS.sociated with respective op.e or mqre interfaces 

for -at least :one of applications and .functions 

1:1:rc:nrided, by the apparatus, said. each' dynamic bar 

'having an expaqda:ble pop-up i:nte;rfcice .for prc;,:vio.i;ng 

at leas.t one o-f respe·ctive preview information 

determined., from iriformat:i,on ·managed by the: at least 

one .of appliqations a:nd fulic!tions an<:l link:s to. 

iny-oke ;;aic:i respe·ctive int:er.:Eaces ;· and. 

tnvbking said respective inter.faces to· control said 

apparatus :i.n response t.o u?er input, . 

. 2 . The methd.d of cla.im 1 comprising associating with at 

least some of the dynamic· 'bar'$, ;r:especti ve .• dynamic_ 

preview infprmation �eterlllined from in:formation managed 

l::?,y at leas:t one of the ·respective application·s ,and 

fun�tions associated with the ·some of th.e dyrtaTl'lit: bar_s 

and qil:;lplaying the respect iv� dynamic preview 

in.f'ormation within the associated dynamic bar.
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3. The· method, of claim 2 inciuding· updating the display of

the at least some dynamic bars in res_ponse to a' change

to tp.e resp1=ctive dynam:ic preview information.

4. The method of claim 2 comprising providing a filter

defining interface for defining a filter with which to

deter.mine the prey,iew informatiqn ..

s. The method of .claim .1 comprising selecting particular

appl_ications and furiqtions f·or associa_ting with t:he at

le:ast ,one dynamic �ar iP. response ,to l9gical

relationships betwe·en the. applications and functions.

6.. Th!= r:nethod qf �la�m s including labeling the dyn.amtc

bar�· .:l:·n response .t.o ·the lqgi.cal relatiqnsh:cp.

7. The method of· claim 1 wherein providing at least orte

dynamic b.c:.l,r in<:ludes displaying sa.id a:t le?,t.st qne

dynamic bar in a .main screen of a user interface· f.or

contr'ollirig the apparatus, the main scre'eri including a

plura14,ty o.f icoris fo:¢ activating :i;espective iriter.fa<:e�

fc;,:r a:t lec;1.st one of applii:,;:1:tiomr aPct ftJ.nctions prov:id�d

by. -the appar.atutL

8. The me�hod ot: claim. 1. comprising at least o.ne of

expandiri$ . and collapsing a :respective J?Op-up interface

associated with a dynamic bar in.re$perise to respective

user inpµt,

9. The method 6f

re,spective menu

dync:!:mi� bars,

claim 1 including associat·in:g a 

interface w.ith at l,e,ast ·some of the 

saiq. resipect::ive menµ interface 

--27-
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d�splayaple .to .provide links to invoke at l�_ast one of 

int.erfaces for ·the applications and functions 

associated with 'the respective dynamic 1;:>ar and 

interfaces to configure options for· controlling the 

operation of the re·spectiv:e: dynami'c bar.

10'. .Th.e Q1ethoq. of cfaim 1 wr1ere.in at:. le?\S�t sqme .o,f the. 

links. to invoke .. respective interface.a: ,are rep;resented 

by respective icohs� 

'il. The m�tho<,i qf claim 16 wherein a,n ·:i.9on is �.ssoc.iated 

with. a respective dia'log interface. for configuring one 

of more options for c6ritrolling the' operation bf the 

_apparatus, sa_id dialog Interf ac� qi splayed .in 

f:l,ssociation-with. the icon. 

12. The method of claim l:O including selecti.hg the icon for

rep;r.esent:fng "'1ith .a respective .. lin� i11. r.e13por11:1e to a

value .. of said one or mor.e qptions.

a 13.tQrp.S:'e mediµm h,a:y:ing sto.red therein, a:. plurality ;of 

�rogramming instructions designed to .enable the 

apparat::us J,:o: 

prov.id� at. le.ast. one dynamic bar for displaying ·on 

a rnairt screen of a. graphical use·r interface 

for. controllin.g the apparatus., ea9h dynamic 

bar: assqci<;l.teci ·with. respective one or more 

interfaces· for at lea·st one of: applications 

'and- f1.1riqtiQ_ns provided by .th.� ;appa:r:-a1;{is; sai.d 
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each dynamic bar having .an pop-up irtterf ace 

for providi.ng at l.east one 'Q� preview 

information o.etermined from information 

managed by the at. least one of applications 

and .functions and links to inyoke a.aid 

respective interfaces; and 

invoke said reeipective ihterfac�s to control said 

appa.rat1,.1$ ,in respqnse to us.er- input; .and 

a :p:roce·ssor cou�l.ed to' the st0rage· med.furn to execute 

,the progqunrriing in'strµction,$·, 

14. The apparatus .of claim 13 wherein said programming

instructions are· desisp1ed to associate with �t least

.some of tp,¢ dyriat:nic bar13 respect·iv:e dynamic prev;Lew

ipformation deri:;ermin�d from information manas,ed !?Y at

least one, of the respe·ctiv:e at .least one of

�ppliqa,ti¢ns arid func.tiops assoc:.:"iat'red w'ith the ·some of

the. dynamic bar.a and: to ·display .the dynamic. preview

:t.n:f'orto:a:t ion.

15.'.. The. cippatat.'l.ls of cla..im 14 wl:'1,e.rein saifl pro.gr;9.mmil',lg 

instructions are designed to upq.ate: .the display of t'he 

at least some dynamic bar:s, in. respons·e t'o ·a change t.d 

t:h�· .re.specti:V:¢ dY:rami,'c preyiew inf9rrnation. 

1.6. The apparatus o.f claim 14 wherein said programming 

iristruct:l.ons ate desig_ned to prov:i,cle $. filter defining 

;i.nterfa.ce· f9:r; c:ief init1g a filt(:!r with which to dete:r:mine 

the 'dynamic pr.eview .information. 

-29-
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17. The of claim 13 wherein. part i cul.ar

appiications and functions are ·selected for associating

witp the ,at least one dynamic;: b'c;!:r in response to

l.ogical r,el.ationships between the applic;:ations and

.functions.

:rs.. ·'.l'l;'lE= apP,aratµs of ciaim l7 wherl9iri said prograrnmilfg

instructions are de'signed to label the dynamie:: · bars in

r.esponse '!;b .the logical re1ationsihip.

i'9. The appc:1;-.atus of. c1aim. 13 where.in said pr.ogramming

instructions are designed to display said at least one

dyna::c:nic ba;_r in a main screen of a user iriterf ace f cir

:c9ntroiu:ng -th� appara:t;:us, the ma:in screen inc:::ludi:ng a

plura-iity of icons .for -activating respective interfaces
. : . :, 

for at least orie of appl:i.cations anq. functions provid¢d 

b:y th� �ppa+at:us .. 

20.. The apparatus of claim 13 wherein. said p::to4;1:tarttming 

irist:ruct;i.6ris are designed to at: least one of �xp�nd arid 

.coll,.apse a- respegt:iv� p.op.-4p interface aeist,qiateq with 

a dynami·c bar in response to respective user input. 

21. The ·apparatu.s of Cl?lt.m '13 \1/hE:irein said programmirig

instruc.tiol'ls are· de$ign�d to provide a resp1=.ctive men.u

'interface in association with at least some of the

dynamic; b_ars, !;'laic;3.: re,spect,i've menu interface

displayable' t.Q provide l:i.nks. to. invoke at least one of

ihterfaces for the applications and functions

as·soci.ated with thE:l respective dynamic bar arid

-30-
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.-interfaces to configure opt'ions fot .. · controlling the 

_operati:on: o'f tp� respeqtive dynamic .bar. 

22.. The: app.aratus of claim 13 wherein said programming 

instructions are designed to represent at· leas't some of 

the iinks to invoke respective.. interf·aces w-ith. 

respective icon·s. 

23. Th,e _apparatu$ of claim 22 where-in said programming

ipstruct ions .are 

dialos int.er:face 

designed t.o provide a respectiv:e

in ass.ociatfon with an. i'con. for

cdhffgu.ring oh$ c,f mo.re opt·ions 'f:.or coritrol],ing' the

qperatiq11 of the ci,pparatus, said. p.ialog interface

displayed in .as·sc.fciatiort with the icon ..

14. The ·c1.pparcitus of c:la.im 22 wherein. said progra.11lllling

in�trµctions ar.e designed tq sele;ct the i.con: for

repres:end.ng with a re·spectiie link .hi response. tb' a

va1ue of said ·one o,r m'Qre o�t.;otjs_; .

25. A machine readable, medium compriE:J'1ng · program code

executable :on a prcicessor for ±mP,lementing the method

of claim 1.
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DYNAMIC BAR ORIENTED USER INTERFACE 

Abst.ract 

Method and user int·erface for controlling an apparatus are 

provided. At least one ciY,riamic bar is provided for qisplaying 

on a main scre�m .of a grctphi�al u.s.er interf ac.e for 

cont:roi"lin� �he .apparatus. Each qynamic bar is· ,assoc:iat·ed 

With res�·ect:ive ohe OJ:' !riore ihtEfrfaceS for applicat;:ions 

and/or functfons pr9v-ided 1:;>y �lle apparat;.us anq. each cl.yI?,amic 

:Oar has <;i ppp-·up interface for providing at least one of 

preview information determined from information ma�aged by 

the applications and/or f;unctions ?tnd links to invp15,:e said 

+e13pective interfac::es.

-32-
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comments on the amount·ol UITI&, you require !O coinptete this, form and/or.suggei;tl�for reducing lhhi burden;'�ld be sent to the Chief lnformal!Oll Officer; 
U.$ •. Pa.tenrand.Tradema� Office. U,S., Oepertrrienl,ol Commerce, P.p. BOlt 1�50. �e�andria. VA.'2�313·1450 •. 00 NOT.SEND FEES 9R COMPLETE.D FORMS
TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND ,:o: Cm:nmlru;loner for Patents;·P,O, Bpx 1450,,,Alexandrla, VA.22313-1450 •. 

lfyou nee.d assistance In completing the form, CtJll 1·800.PTC);.9199 i.l(lcl .. seftili:f option 2. 
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[ POWER OF ATfORNEYTO PROSEct:m: APPLICATIONS BEF(>RE THE USPTO 
] 

I fMnby appoint 

(2) Pradldol•• �wilt! tw�Nl.l!Dr. 020988 
OR 

D l'ledllbllli(a) l1fll11lid bilbw (If ll10l9 � Clln peleflt prdlloiMII nre ID be llllfl1'd. tt.. allDIIII' runt- nut be '*"': 

-·

Asalg�e;f'!ama .�nd .Addl'8111: 
Rt;t�arch Ir, M9Qor:f Umit� 
·2ss f>ftlmp Street
,W.at�rloo� ·ontanp, Cm.mda N2L 3W$:

A copy ofthha fo�-�-� ••tablmen fun•t:s7CFR 3.7S(b)(Fonn PT01'JBIN·o,'equJvalent) Is 
""ul• to be�·� �Kh. •ppPclltlon In-��· form la UNd. � .-m•nt undet'.37 CFR 3;.73(b) 
ma, be.comps.led by on, of thill p�nera appolnud In ttil1 fcwm If th11 !'Ppolntd p�11er I•···.�. tolCt onl»hatf of·UI• •"gnN,:eit mult Identify'-'• 9Pllciltlon In-which 1hl1 Power of
.A.ttornav 1,to bil flied. · · · ·· · · · · ·· · 

IIGNATI.!RE or-.. of Reoont 
The inclividilll ;.,tioso eipilln and tide ii IUfipluid 1'elow ia � to.act on bJ:,half of 11\c � 

A 
.. 

·�.�-

.U�ID� ............. �-;....i":ia:Q�·'22ind37.CFR .. 1.14. ..:.·-··· ... .........., .......... , ............ � .. 
��-�-�.,....... . . fllnlllillb,l.!SPl'O,·.Tnwllw,j·�·upc,n·111elncMul-.·:1itry•oimwflll, an.Ille..,.. ... a1,u.:-,-, Nll'ftlll� ...--lll'ldlar�.lll'flllludrio'"*.....,;lliould 1111 -.111 � Cliiiir� Ollli:s, u.11,.......,. end�Oftlce. U,$; �af� P.O.lca 1440;� VA 2231�1450,· DO NOT SEND FEES OR COM1'UiTED FORMsro.nas 
�Alia .. IIINDTO: C01111'11 1lai'ilr'fWP ..... P.O,Bol1480,Alin ldl1ai VAZQ13,,.... .. ·.. . . . . . . . .. . . . 

If yoU,-J �ti� ilwl bni.·ct111,800,PTl');919"ancl � o,it.!Ci1 Z. 
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Under the Pa erwork·Reductlon Act of 1995 no 

PTO/SB/96 (OB..03) 
ApP,rovel ffot use !hrCJugh.07131120Q6: OMa 0651 . ..003.1 

U.S: Patent ell(! Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
isons are re·· ired to res · nd to' a 'cotlectlon·of tnfomiaoon un.less lfdls a a valid OMS control number.

STATEMENT UNDER 37 'CFR 3.73{b) 

Applicant/Patent Owner: Shenyl Lee Lorraine SCOTT 

Appllcatlon.No./Patent No.: --------· Filecl/.lssue Oat�: _N_crv_e_m_b __ e _r. e .... : ... 2_004_,·-------------

Entltleq: DYNAMIC BAR ORIENTED USER INTERFACE 

�R=e=se=a=�=h�l=n�M=o=H=tin�U�mtted����������---·•a oorporalion 
(Name of Assfg,noe) {!YPG of Asslg1111e,'o;g;1 C01poialion, pa,triershlp, unlverslty,:govemme� agericy,et!l:) 
states that it Is: 
1. 0 the assjg_riee of the:entlre right, title; f!nd Interest; or

2; 0 a_n assignee of le.ss than the �ritlr,e right, title i;md interest. 
. . Th'3 exte.ht (by_ p13)'centage) c:ifJts ownership interest Is· . % 
In tile patent application/patent id.en!ifl� �bi:,ve by virtue of eithEJ.r: 

A. [ .. J An assignment. from the inventor{s ):?f ihe. patent application/patent Iden tilled above: The· assignment was recorded
in the United States,P.ateiit-.arid Trademark Office at Reel . .. • Frame . . odor whicl:l a copy thereof is 

attc1c1:1e·d, 
·

· 
·

·. 
· 

· 

OR 

B,: [ JA<:hain of title from the itiventor(s), c:if the ;patent appllcatlon/patentideniiiied above; fo the current assignee as shown 
b_el�w: 

. . . . . . . 

1. From: . . . .. ·.·· . . . . .. To:-- .. --. -. -.---. -.. -, -.-----------
The �cum�nt was r�ordecl in tf:le -United States: Pat(ilnt c!nd Tradermirk OffiC!il at 
Reel .• F.rame' , or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

-2.From: To:
.,,...

..,.,.,.__,.-=--,-�..,..,.��-,----��---� 
·The. document was reco.rded In the United States Paterit·and · Trademark Oflii::e at
Reel . 

. 
• Frame

. . . . . 
' or for wliich � copy thereof is attached. 

3, From: To: _______________________ _ 
The document was rer::orded.in,the United Stales Palelit and Tracfemark;Office at
R�el 

· · · · 
.-Fraine · · · ·· ; or. for which a copy th�reof is attached.

[ )Additlonai documents in the'chaln c:if titie are listed on·a suppl6mental sheet 

[ .. J Copies of assignments .or 0th.er do(?µments in th.e ctJain oflitle SllJ attacilied •. 
[NOTE: A separate copy (i;e:, the o�ginal asslgnmentdocument·or a_ frue copy of the original document) 
mu_stbe submitted to Assignment Division in ac.cordance. with _37 CFR Part 3, lfthe assignment Is to be
recorded in the records of the.USPTO. � MPEP ;302'.0S] 

. . . . 

The uhdei:signed (whose titie'is supplied below) Is authorized to actoli behalf of the assignee
'. 

November 9 2004 

Date 
416.216.2993 

Telephone humber 

Patent Agent(Regn. No. 54883) 
·Title

Th.ls collection ·t:11 tnfo1111auon rs. required by 37 CFR 3�73(ti). The information Is te9U1nic:t to obtain_·°' l'l.illltn' e benefit' by the p11l>llc Whlclflli to rue (arid by _the 
l,ISPTO to process) an appllG!llion, Confi_dentlallty is govemed by'35 U.S:c::. 122 and 37 C::FR'1; 1�: This collection !s ·e�m,ated to iake ·12 �lm.rtes to complete,
lnduding gathering, pil!P,iring, and·_,;u.tirriittihg the compJeted appUi:atlon form .to l.he:USPTO. ·Time Wiii vary depending upon the lridivldua! case. Any comments 
�n the BM?�nt of time you ,r<1qulre to complete thls:!orm a'ridlor',euggntions•for rei'!uclng \his.burden, should' be sem .to. tho Chieflnfoimatton Officer, U.S. Pete�t. 
and Trademar1< 9fflce. lJ.S. D_epartmont:of C-Om'rr1ettie, P:O. Box 1450, Aleliandri.a, VA 22313�1450. 00 NQT _SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS>TO THIS 
AQO�ess; SEND TO: Commls�loner tor Paten�; P.O. Box 1450, AleJCandrla, VA 22313;,1450. 

If you need assistance 1n complellng the form, call 1 ·800-P.T0-9199 and select optipn 2,. 
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W.ORLDWIDEASSIGNMENT 

WHEREAS, J/WE, {hereinafter referred to as the "ASSIGNOR(Syi): 

Sherryl Lee Lorraine SCOTT, 1-185 Beverley St., Toronto, Ontario.MST 1Y9, Canada 
has/have invented certain· new' and use(ul improvements in an invention entitled .. DYN�C BAR 
ORIENTED USER INTE;RF:ACE··ror which an application for United States Letters fatent will be 
fu�d, and as t\lrfu,eridentlfaed by Docket'No. 168I).:.39US and RIM Reforence'No. 0989; :and 

MIER.EA$, · RESEARCH IN MOTION LIMITED, (hereinafter referred to as. the 
"AS.SIG�"), a corporatjon organizeg t1ncier t,helaws of the'.Proyjhctr o(Ontario; CANADA, having a 
place.of busfo�ss .. at 295 Phillip Street; Waterloo, dntaxj9, CANAI>A, N�L �W8, is desirous of acquiring 
the full and exclusive right,. title and .interest.in and to s11ic!. appljcation :iJ:!.clµsive of any an_<,i, an priprity 
rights derived therefrom and the inventions therein disclosed, and· in and to all Letters Patent, both United 
States arid foi'ei�, to be .granted for said inventions; 

NOW, THEREFORE� fol' a valuable corisideratioii, the receiprwhereof is hereby acknowledged, 
IIWJl, ASSIGNOR(S) does/do hereby co'ntitm sale, assigririi.ent; transfer,·artd,set'.over, anctheteby sell, 
a�sigq., tmn�f.er, aml. set over wit9 the ASSIGNEE,, i� successors and assigns; the full and exclusive right, 
tide and interestiin 1m4 tP tlw, af<>re�nid. applicat;jo� for United States Letters Patent inclusive of any and 
all'.pri0,rity rights de.rived. t�ere.from,, 1;1nd I�e inve.ntion:s therein disolosed,.and in a.nd to all'Letters Patent 
and issues t;hereofwhfoq may be_gra.nted up<>n said, applj1.ation anctiriiµ1d to �II L.¢tters Patent which may 
be. i��ued. upcin iµiy substitutes, divisipns, or continuati91'5 of said appli9!1tiOn, �d in and to 11ny <1nd all 
Letters Patent which may bc:graratcd .for �.aid inventions Jn any for�ign countcy-or·co\,Ultries; the samc:1 to. 
be held ,and· enjoyed by the ASSIGNEE for its own use and ·bchoo( n_nd for the use and behoof of its 
successors,and.assignsi to the full end of.the term:or terms.Jor whlch:.said.Letters Pa�t and r¢issues 
thereof tna)' tie granted as fully and entirely as the same \'Vould have been' held and enjoyed :t,y theni had 
thi� assigritt}_en.t an.d sale not been made; 

,AND I/WE, ASSIG1'1,0R(S) . tiereby �grees/agree to execute, upon request, ,ariy ·and all further 
papers whi\'.lh.:m�Y QC n,eces� or �esirable ,to enable t:tie .i\SSIQNEE,jts successors llOd aisigns� to file

ll-Il� pros�cµte said �ppliCl,1,ti.on;, nnd,11ny and. nll .suQStitutes, divisions, 01; conqnl,!atjons thete<>f; .a�d any 
and alt-reissues ofth� Letters :Patent granted -iinon-said application, or.upon any substj!Ui�s •. diyisions, or, 
continuations thereof; and anY. and all applicatit>ns for foreign Le�t� Pat�nt on said inventiQn�; and 
ASSIGNOR(S) further agrees/agree to ex�ute. any and. nll furtiJer papers whic'h · lllay be: ne��ssary or 
desirable. to vest orperfectthe{title.of ASSIG�E, itssuccessors·and assigns; in 8ll<lto'said:,applic.ation 
and the inventions therein disclosed, and in arid to any and all- Letters Pa:tent and reissues· thereof, both 
United States iirid foreign, which may be. grantei:i'upori said· application, and any, substitutes, divisions, or 
C<>ntinuations thereof, an4 !,1P�ll niiy f�j¢\ �ppl_icatioris. 

ANI> ;t/WE; ASSIGNQJ'{(Sthereby aut)iorize�authorize · lirld req��ts/request '.The Copuµissioner 
of Pate�ts tp i.ssu.e eqch im4 every .Le�ers_ Patent_ t:0 be: gr�ted upon \he afore�a.id applicaiiim fc;>t Un.ited.
Stnt� .Letters Pate11t, ,nd upon1 _any;and ,�1.1 sµbstitu,es, div:isi<ms;_ and !'OTl�inuaHons of said application,, 
!ind each and �vecy �issu� of_,!>llid .Lett�111 J>�te11t; to. the ASSIGNEE, its' sµc�sors and ,assign,s, a,s iilic· 
assignc�of�e e11tlre right,.ti�e and intete!lt)hereip, in·:ace!)rdancewit)l tl'!.ts assignment. 
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IN WriNESS WHEREOF, thjs assignm�nt has been executed belo.w by the undersigned: 

1,,vif11tor I: 

Date: (\,/ov'. �1200�·

STJ\TEMENT:BY wrr�ss

I,_ K,�k\re '¥Rhee , whose full Post Office·acidress is------
?:480 K\e....::ca;-:\\e. C.�*<@ni- C'>a·ksi,)\e ON U,>M,- 4?3 

(Addres� of Witness).· ' · • 

he�by dech1re tha,t ·1. �as personally ·present tµid did . see the aboye named person, personally 
known to Dic:to be the person named in the:assignment, duly sign and execute the same. 
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PATENT APPLICATION SERIAL NO. 

11/10/2004 AOSNAN1 00000018 195113 10983606 

01 FC:1001 
02 FC:1202 

790.00 DA 
90.00 DA 

PT0-1556 

(5/87) 

·u.s. Government PnnUng Office: 2002 - "'89·267/e9033 

---------

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

PATENT AND TR ADEMA RK OFFICE 

FEE RECORD SHEET 
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Application or Docket Number 

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD 
/CftJboG Effective October 1 • 2004 

CLAIMS AS FILED· PART I 

(Column 1) (Column 2) 
TOTAL CLAIMS ..l!_b 
FOR NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA 

TOTAL CHARGEABLE CLAIMS .;) .e:: minus 20= * b 

o2. 
* --

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS minus 3 = //9'·-
MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT D 

* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter uo• in column 2

CLAIMS AS AMENDED • PART II 

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 31 
CLAIMS HIGHEST 

<t 'REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT 
AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA 

z AMENDMENT PAID FOR w 
:& Total Minus Q * - =
w Independent * Minus - = 

::& 
<t FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM I ] 

<Column 1) (Column 2) .'Column 3) 
CLAIMS HIGHEST 

m REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT 
AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA 

z 
w · AMENDMENT PAID FOR 
:& Total Minus Q * - = 

z 
w Independent * Minus *** = ::& 
<t -

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM 11 

(Column 1) (Column 2) <Column 3) 
CLAIMS HIGHEST 

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT 
.... AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA z 
w AMENDMENT PAID FOR 
::& Total Minus Q * - = 

z 
w Independent *:& Minus. - = 

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM n 

* If the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write ·o· in column 3 ..
** If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter ·20:

. SMALL ENTITY 
TYPE. c:::::J

RATE .FEE 

BASIC FEE 395.00 

XS9= 

X44= 

+150=

TOTAL 

SMALL ENTITY 

ADDI-
. RATE TIONAL 

FEE 

X$9= 

X44= 

+150=
TOTAL

AODIT.FEE 

ADDI-
RATE, TIONAL 

FEE 

X$9= 
I 

.•. 

X44= 

+150=
TOTAL

ADDIT. FEE 

ADDI� 
RATE TIONAL 

FEE 

·XS9=

X44=·

+150=

TOTAL
AODIT. FEE 

OTHER THAN 
OR SMALL ENTITY 

RATE FEE 

OR BASIC FEE 790.00

OR X$18= qo 
OR X88= 

OR +300=

OR TOTAL S?".i7o 

OTHER THAN 
OR SMALL ENTITY 

RATE 

OR X$18= 

OR X88= 

OR +300=

TOTAL OR ADDIT. FEE 

RATE 

OR X$18= 

OR X88= 

OR +300=

TOTAL OR ADDIT. FEE 

RATE 

OR X$18= 

OR X88= 

OR +300=.

TOTAL 
OR

_ ADDIT. FEE 

ADDI-
TIONAL 

FEE 

ADDI· 
TIONAL 

FEE! 

ADDI· 
TIONAL 

FEE 

. . 

-11 the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, entp• • .,. • ..
· The "Highest Num.ber Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest n- 17,1 er found in the appropriate' box in colwnn._1 i 

.. 
.. 

FORM PT0-871 (Rev.10/041 . Pat.em and Trademn Ollioe, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COUUERCE 

.. 

.. 

.. 
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APPLICATION DATA SHEET 

APPLICATION INFORMATION 

Application Typ·e:: 
Subject Matter:: 
Suggested Classification:: 
Suggested.Group Art Unit:: 
CD-ROM or CD-R?::
. S�quence submission?::· 
Title:.: 
Attorn�y Docket Number.: 
Re,quest for Ecirly Ru�licatioh?:: 
Request for Non�Publication?:: 
Sµggested D.rawing Figur�:: 
Total Drawing· Sh¢ets:: 
Small Entity?:: · 
P�t.ition included?.:: . . .. 
Secrecy Order inParentAppl.?:: 

APPLl�ANT INFORMATiON 

AppljcariJAythority Type:: 
Primary CiU'zeriship Country:: 
Status:: 
Given name:: 
Middle name:: 
Family name:: 
City ofResider,ce:: 
Sta:teior Province:of R.esidence:: 
Country of Resideri.ce:: 
· Street of mailing adgtess::
City: 9 Jniailirig ijddress:: 
. St�t� pt Proyince of mailing address:: 
Postal or Zip Goq�.of niaili_ng address:: 

CORRES.PONDENCE. INFORMATION 

Corresponderice:C.ustofnef Nvmber:: 

REPRESl;NTATIVE INFORMAT.ION 

Representative Cu.stomer Numb.er:: 

Regular 
Utility· 

No.n(:) 
None, 
DYNAMle BAFtORIENtEb USER INTERFACE 
16.8t3;;.3·guS 
No 
No 

10 
11 
No 
No 
No 

Inventor 
Canada' 
Full capacity 
Sherryl 
Lee Lorraine 
s.con

Toronto· 
Ontario 
Cc;1ria<;J� 
1.:.18.5 Beverl�y St. 
Toronto 

· Ontario
M5T 1Y9

020988 

0209(38 
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ASSIGNEE: INFORMATION 

Assignee name:: 
Street of mailing address:: 
City of mailing ·address:: 
State or Province of mailing address:: 
Country ofR��i(j(3nce:: 
Postal or Zip Code of mailing address:: 

Research In Motion Limited 
·295 Phillip, Street
Waterloo
Ontario
Canada
N2L3W8

lnltial 11/9/04 
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